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A BST RA CT

This thesis is an inves tigatio n of metaso matism develo ped
at the
conta cts of the Pounamu Ultram afics in the Turiw hate Survey
Distr ict.

The lithol ogies in the Turiw hate Survey Distr ict are chara
cteriz ed
by a region al schist osity, sub-p aralle l in most cases, to
the origin al
lithol ogica l layeri ng.

In the quartz ofelds pathic schist s the earlie st

recogn ised schist osity, s , is a result of the F deform ation
period of
1
1
tight isocli nal foldin g. Depar ture from true parall elism
of s and s
0
1
planes produc es an L lineat ion as the line of inters ection
. L trends
1
1
north- east and plunge s steepl y to the east, and is coline
ar with observ ed
axes of F

1

mesos copic folds.

are commonly preser ved,

s

0

Althou gh origin al sedim entary struct ures

struct ures are oblite rated in hinge zones of

F ·mesos copic folds.
1

F

1

struct ural elemen ts are clearl y repres ented in the ultram
afic

bodies indica ting that emplac ement of the ultram afite occurr
ed prior to
F

1 deform ation.

The contac ts betwee n the ultram afic bodies and the

surrou nding schist s are paral lel to s

0

surfac es.

The McArt hur Crags -

Griffi n Range ultram afic pods outlin e a steepl y plungi ng F

1

macro scopic

fold with the fold hinge expose d on the southe rn extrem ity
of McArt hur
Crags.

Broad , open F
axes.

2

post-m etamo rphic folds occur along slight ly plungi ng

Mesos copic and micros copic expres sion of F

by the growth of late-s tage chlor ite plates on
foliat ion.

s

2

2

deform ation is given
surfac es across the

s

1

- v F

3

deformation occurred in response to high-angle east striking. faults

which are associated with movement along the Alpine Fault.
and microscopic scale F

3

On a mesoscopic

structures are typically kink-folds and are

restricted to the rocks adjacent to the east striking fault planes.

The

formation of gffin quality nephrite through the production of a highly teetonized, non-oriented fabric is due to F

3

deformation of metascmatic trffinolite.

The Pounamu bodies are comprised of a core of generally low alumina
antigorite with metamorphic olivine (Fo
bodies.

94

-Fo

98

) developed only in the larger

The antigorite-oliv ine core is surrounded concentrically by one of

three metasomatic zonation sequences, the normal zonation sequence, the
schist-poor zonation sequence or the

metasomatic marble sequence.

Each of

the sequences exhibits a marked trend towards monomineralism or bimineralism.

The normal zonation sequence consists of an inner zone of antigorite:
magnesite, surrounded successively by a talc:magnesite zone, monomineralic
talc zone, and a monomineralic zone of interwoven tremolite.

A zone of

massive magnesian chlorite with accessory prismatic sphene represents the
innermost, schist-derived metasomatic zone.

The original schist:ultrama fite

border is placed at the tremolite and chlorite zone contact on the basis of
a pronounced trace element discontinuity.

On the schist side of the

chlorite zone, the metasomatic muscovite zone consists of non-oriented
phengitic muscovite and phlogopitic biotite overprinting an earlier
schistosity preserved by the aligned metamorphic epidote grains.

s

1

Pediform

albitites occur discontinuously between the chlorite and muscovite zones.

The schist-poor zonation sequence is formed in regions of low schist
to

ultr~nafite

ratio, and consists of an antigorite:trffi nolite zone; an

antigorite:trem olite:chlorite zone; a trffinolite:chlo rite zone and a
chlorite zone.

- vi The metas omati c marbl e seque nce is forme d in the ultra
mafit e near
the schis t conta ct by replac emen t of antig orite by
idiob lastic tremo lite
follow ed by the pseud omorp hic replac emen t of antig orite
and
dolom ite.

tre~molite

by

The replac emen t seque nce gives rise to bands of calci
te and

dolom h:e surrou nded by a shell of tremo li te cryst als
withi n an antig orite
matri x.

On-m etasom atized quart zofel dspat hic schis ts surro undin
g the ultra mafit e maint ain miner al assem blage s diagn ostic of the
garne t zone of
epido te··am phibo li te metam orphic terra ins, i.e. quart
z, peris teri te plagi oclase s, bioti te,

pheng itic musc ovite, epido te, alman dine garne t, and

chlor ite with apati te, sphen e, rutil e, and sulfid es
in acces sory propo rtions.

Alman dine garne t with a high gross ular compo nent and
clino zoist ic

epido te are conce ntrate d adjac ent to the metas omati
c zones .

Green schis ts conta in the assem blage ; peris terite plagi
oclas es, bioti te,
chlor ite, epido te, hornb lende , and alman dine garne t
with acces sory propo rtions of magn etite, sphen e and sulfid es.

Metac herts and marbl es occur as

thin lense s withi n green schis t litho logie s.

An exper iment al inves tigati on of metas omati sm was carrie
d out in cold0
seal appar atus over perio ds extep ding to 40 days at
450 c and 2Kb.

In

sever al runs, oxali c acid was used to provi de an inter
nal buffe r and as a
sourc e for the produ ction of
spect rome try.

co 2 •

The absen ce of CH

4

The gas phase was analy sed by mass
indic ates that the exper iment al metas o-

matic event occur red under condi tions of relat ively
high P
gas phase to be defin ed in tenus of an ideal binar y
XH
2

0

0

enabl ing the
2

- XCO

system .
2

Petro graph ic and elect ron micro probe analy ses of the
exper iment al
runs indic ate compo nent migra tion trend s in order as
follow s·
.
I

co 2 sio
I

2

-vii -

and cao migra te from the schis t into the ultram afite;
MgO migra tes from
the ultram afite into the schis t; Na o and K o migra
te from the schis t
2
2
adjac ent to the ultram afite to the ultram afite furth
er into the schis

t;

Al o and Ti0 remai n in their origi nal confi gurat ions.
The compo nent
2 3
2
migra tion schem e leads to the forma tion of react ion
zones withi n both
the schis t and the ultra mafit e.

In the schis t the react ion zone consi sts

of fine grain ed chlor ite repla cing the other schis t
speci e by the disso lution of quart z, albit e, epido te, musco vite, bioti te,
and garne t.

Magn esite

and talc are the react ion produ cts withi n the ultra
mafit e forme d by the
breakd own of antig orite upon the introd uctio n of co

2 and Sio 2 •

In conju nctio n with the exper iment al and petro graph
ic data, a therm odynam ic appro ach is utiliz ed to produ ce a compr ehens
ive schem e of compo nent
behav iour durin g the metas omati c event .

The metas omati c zones forme d by

diffu sion of compo nents in a direc tion such that energ
y diffe rence s cause d
by the juxta posit ion of the schis t and

ultra~mafic

bodie s were minim ized.

The react ion zones are assem blage s in local equil ibrium
with each adjac ent
assem blage .

Diffu sion occur s down chemi cal poten tial gradi ents
for each

diffu sing compo nent.

The incom patib ility of chem ical poten tial gradi ents

defin ed solel y by comp ositio nal gradi ents is illus trate
d, and a metho d
for delin eatin g and demo nstrat ing the behav iour of
the chem ical poten tials
of diffu sing compo nents in compl ex system s is formu
lated.

The metho d

utiliz es molar free energ y:com positi on plots to defin
e behav ioura l trend s
of perfe ctly mobil e and inert compo nents.
ertie s of molar free
Si0

2

energy:co~position

As an illus tratio n, the prop-

plots are appli ed to the case of

diffu sion in the norma l metas omati c zonat ion seque nce.

deriv ed from the exam inatio n of SiO

2

The theor ies

diffu sion are then utiliz ed in a

quali tativ e manne r to defin e diffu sion pheno mena in
the norma l metas omati c
seque nce, the schis t-poo r seque nce and the metas omati
c marbl e seque nce.

- viii Relative component mobilities are examined and an order of increasing
mobility among.-the system components is developed.

The rate of diffusion

is shown to be time and distance dependent and the existence of a theoretical point beyond which the rate of diffusion is infinitesim al is shown.

Simple mass-balanc e calculation s combined with garnet and epidote
analyses indicate the existence of high concentrati ons of CaO and Al o
2 3
prior to the latest metasomatic event. The high concentrati ons of these
components are postulated to be due to the development of rodingite
assemblages during serpentiniz ation of the ultramafite in its present
quasi-strat igraphic position.

Diffusion during the later metamorphic

event redistribut ed the rodingite components.

With the above data, an approximate temporal sequence of serpentinization, deformation . metamorphis m and metasomatio n, and post metamorphic
deformation is delineated.
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I NT R 0 D U C T I 0 N

The Pounamu Ultramafics are a series of concentrically zoned ultramafic pods that occur conformably within the Haast Schist.

Alt~ough

the

name 'Pounamu Series' was first applied to the ultramafics of the Hokitika
and Mikonui subdivisions by Bell and Fraser (1906) and Morgan (1908) , the
term has been applied to similar bodies that occur to the north and south
of the Hokitika and Mikonui subdivisions.

Concentrically zoned ultramafics

of the Pounamu type have been reported from Mill Creek near Lewis Pass to
the north to as far south as Springburn and Clyde in Central Otago (see
map 1

)•

A major outcrop hiatus occurs between the

Waitah~

River

occurrence, where the belt is truncated by the Alpine Fault, and the next
outcrop to the south near the Paringa River.

Although outcrop along the

length of the Pounamu belt is sporadic, an associated magnetic anomaly
suggests that, except for the Waitaha-·Paring a hiatus, the ultramafic belt
is essentially continuous (Cooper, 1976).
Due to the excellent nature of the outcrop in the area between the
Taramakau and Styx Rivers, this area was chosen for a detailed examination.
Many individual outcrops outside of this area were also examined, and the
infoLmation derived from these bodies is incorporated in this study.

. An Historical Perspective

The word Pounamu was given by the Maoris to the highly-valued green
nephrite found in abundance in glacial, stream, and beach deposits in North
Westland.

The first Pakehas to venture into the mountains of North Westland

·came in search of gold.

Although the majority of the gold found was

recovered from the glacial terraces to the west of the Alpine Fault, some
gold was gleaned from the upper reaches of the Taipo River area.

-xi McKay, in his report of 1893 to the N.Z, House of Representatives,
produced the first map and geological description of North Westland.

McKay

mapped the Pounamu Ultramafics as a continuous belt extending north and
south of the Taramakau River.

He named the mountains immediately east of

the Alpine Fault, between the Taramakau and Arahura Rivers, uthe Mica
Schist Range".

The mountains were later renamed the Griffin Range and

McArthur Crags.
In 1906 Bell and Fraser produced a map of the Hokitika subdivision
together with relatively comprehensive petrographic descriptions of the
included lithologies.
A decorative stone quarry was operated prior to the First World War
in the Griffin Range serpentinite.

Although the mining operations were short-

lived, analyses of the fresh serpentinite exposed during quarrying have been
preserved in the geological literature by later work of Coleman (1966) and
Page and Coleman (1967).
Recently, Cooper (1976) has investigated a zoned ultramafite of the
Pounamu type in Douglas Creek of the Haast River area.

Currently, the major

geological activity related to the Pounamu bodies is carried out by nephrite
prospectors searching for the gem quality amphibole in stream and glacial
deposits.

Physical Characteristics
The area between the Styx and the Taramaku River, referred to here
as the Turiwhate District (Bell and Fraser, 1906) is typical of the West
coast mountain ranges.

Rapid uplift along the Alpine Fault, coupled with·

extensive erosion due to the high annual precipitation (approximately
600 em/year) has formed a rugged and varied landscape of gorged river
valleys and extensive mountain ranges.

Bell and Fraser (1906) referred to

this area as "some of the most inaccessible country covered by the
Hold tika sheet" •

- xii The vegetation is entirely native, grading upwards from native forest,
distinctive in the complete absence of nothafagus, to dense, sub-alpine
scrub and finally to the tussock covered summits,

With the present low deer

population, Ranunculus lyal.li is prolific, breaking the monotony of the
tussock.

Project Aims
The aim of the present study was to attempt to delineate the nature
of the zoned ·ultramafic pods through a thorough examination of specific,
representative examples.

Although originally the examination was to consist

primarily of a field and petrographic investigation, several issues were
raised which could not be settled unequivocally by such a study.

An experimental

metasomatic system was initiated for the purpose of clarifying the processes
which occur during the metasomatic and metamorphic events.

C HA P T E R 1
THE STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE POUNAMU FORMATION IN THE HAAST SCHISTS

INT'f{~Bt}cT,~e~···

investigated from the time of the early surveys (cf. Bell and Fraser, 1906;
Grindley (1963) provides a thorougl;l review

Morgan, 1908) to the present.

of the"investigations prior to 1963.

ofG(jp~er (1970,

The more recent work

1974)iinthe Haast River region has clarified the structural·r~:J...a.tionships
of the .schists in South

~ilestland.

Cooper\s observations

respe<;:ts to those made by other workers in regions north of theHaast
(Wellman et·al., 1952; Lillie et al., 1957; Lillie, 1960; Gunn, 1960;
Grindley, 1963; Wallace, 1974).

The essential

simila~ity

in the structural

elements in the high-grade schists from the Harpers Pass region -Eo· the
north1 to the Haast in the south indicates the probability of a similar
deformational regime extensive over the entire belt of high-grade schists
in Westland.

The following review of the schist structures in the Pounamu

region is in essential agreement with the data compiled by the earlier
workers, and reinforces the concept of a similar structural history.

SYNMETAMORPHI"C DEFORMATION.: :F
,'',

;;;,

~'

'

'

1 DEFORMAT:rON
"'

The quartzofeldspath.i.c schists of the TuriwhateDistrict in most
instanc~s

show little disruption on a mesoscopic scale, with f'Zlriginal

sedi1;11en:tary structures often well preserved.
hov1~ver!

On a microscopic sca,le,

a thorough mineralogical reconstitution is evident, prGlducing a

penE;!'t;.rative schistosity in all cases.

The coincidence of bed4ing.surfaces,

des'£gna'l;:ed by definition, so, and the penetrative schistosity,
resp.Onsible for the preservation of sedimentary structures.
strtictures in the quartzofeldspathic schist consist mostly of

sr;

is

Primary

g:J:i:a.~ed bedding.
:

i

Individual beds vary in thickness from several centimetres upt6>i metre
in
Figs

1:1 •

Although an examination of graded beds often provides an

FIGURE l:la. Graded beds in quartzofe ldspathic schist in the Kokatahi River.
Deviation from parallelis m of

s 0 and s 1 surfaces is illustrat ed

by the orientati ons of the individua l graded beds (S ) and the
0
quartz veins (S ).
1

FIGURE l:lb. Graded beds in quartzofe ldspathic schist in J'ade Creek,
McArthur Crags.

3

indication of younging direction, transposition of bedding during meta.morphism is common, obscuring top-bottom relationships in many outcrops.
The preservation of primary structures is a local phenomenon,
varying on a macroscopic and even mesoscopic scale.

For instance, perfectly

preserved graded beds are exposed in Jade Creek in the McArthur Crags
region within 10 metres across strike from intense mesoscopic folds in
The

which all vestiges of original layering have been obliterated,

graded beds show no sign of segregation banding, while the form surfaces
of the adjacent mesoscopic folds are defined by quartz-albite segregations.
The dominant foliation in the Turiwhate District,
strikes north-east, subparallel to the Alpine Fault
dips steeply to the south-east.

s 1 , parallel to S0 ,

and in most cases

The foliation, S , is defined by the
0

strike of the contacts of the various lithologic types (quartzofeldspathic
schist, serpentinite and greenschist).

The S0 foliation is further defined

by the strike of individual beds within the dominant quartzofeldspathic
schist.

The

s 1 schistosity is an axial planar schistosity produced during

the first recognizable phase of deformation, F1 •

As mentioned above s

1

is

Deviation from

coincidental or nearly so with S0 in the majority of cases.

strict parallelism has produced a steeply plunging lineation, L1 , trending
to the south (see Fig. 1.1). The essential parallelism of s 0 and s 1 indicates
that F

1

folds were of an isoclinal type, probably recumbent, in which

s1

the axial surface to the folds is essentially parallel to bedding in most
instances.

However, in the vicinity of fold hinges, s

0

and

s

1

deviate.

The intense mesoscopic folds which appear sporadically throughout
the area were formed in the hinge zones of minor folds during the F1
deformational phase (cf. Lillie et al., 1957).

The quartz-albite

segregations formed in these hinge zones are similar to the segregations
which occur throughout the low-grade schists of the Otago Province.
The fold axes of the mesoscopic folds are collinear with L1 , the
lineation formed by the S0 and

s 1 intersection, indicating that both

1
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structural elements belong to the same generation of folding.
Following the F

1

folding phase, there was a static period of

recrystallization during which time metasomatism proceeded at its greatest
rate and the mineral assemblages now seen were formed.

The cross-cutting

relationships of the metasomatic zones over F 1 deformational features
indicate that there was some relaxation of metamorphic stress during the
metamorphic thennal

maxim~~.

Figure,2:13 shows the metasomatic muscovite

overprinting the

s 1 features which are represented by alignment of remnant

epidote grains.

This is a similar case to that found by Jahns (1967) in

the Vermont, USA occurrences.
F

1

Although the metasomatic zones overprinted

features, the formation of the non-metasomatic, high-grade mineralogy

occurred following the constraints of the F

1

deformational regime.

produced the growth of biotite, muscovite, etc, along

POST~METAMORPHIC

This

s 1 schistosity planes.

DEFORMATION

Two post-metamorphic phases of deformation are evident in the schists
of Westland, but relative ages cannot be assigned to these phases on the
basis of field evidence alone.

However, Cooper (1974) found similar, more

extensive post metamorphic structures in the Haast region, and was able to
date them relative to each other.

Cooper's data is used in this case for

the assignment of relative ages of the post metamorphic structures in the
Pounamu area.

F

2

Deformation
F

2

structures are rare but consistent in the Pounamu region, occurring

as rare, broad, open fold-hinges with nearly horizontal fold axes trending
north-east,

Figure (1:2) shows a photograph of an F 2 structure on Razorback

Ridge, Mt Griffin.

A second generation of lineations, L , was produced
2

colinear with the F 2 fold-axes.

Microscopic expression of F

2

is seen as

5

a crenulation cleavage in the bending and breaking of the micas of 8
1
surfaces.

Growth of chlorite along the F

features gives form to the 8

2

surfaces.

2

axial surfaces, across 8 1

An example of .. the typical,

geometric relationships of 81 and 8 in a quartzofeldspathic schist from
2
the hinge of an F

2

fold may be seen in

oU 39963.

The F2 structures in the Turiwhate District correspond to the
structures designated F

3

by Cooper (1974) in the Haast area.

open folds were designated F
range.

2

The same broad

structures by Wallace (1974) in the Mataketake

In the Haast and Mataketake areas, the post metamorphic folds are

more extens·ive than in the Turiwhate District, yet the same sense of
folding exists.
The

appa~·ent

discrepancy in fold generation nomenclature bet\veen

Cooper's work in the Haast and structural investigations

in the

Mataketake (Wallace, 1974), and Turiwhate District arises from the fact
that Cooper noted the existence of a deformational phase essentially
coaxial with but predating the Haast equivalent of what is termed F
folding in the Turiwhate District.

1

This earlier phase of folding was

identified in the lower grade schists but obliterated at higher grade.
This corresponds to the pre-metamorphic Karangarua style phase of Grindley
(1963) which Grindley also found in the lower grade schists.

Whether this

earlier phase of folding existed in the Pounamu region is indeterminable
due to the complete dominance of 8

F

3

1

schistosity.

Deformation
F

3

deformation produced post-metamorphic kink style folds and

accompanied the extensive, post metamorphic, east-west faults.

The east-

west faults are associated with uplift along the Alpine Fault, and are
similar in scale and orientation to those described by Gunn (1960),
Bishop (1968), and Cooper (1974) in the

Franz~Josef

and Haast regions.
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The east-west faults are high-angl ef normal faults with variable displacement which are spaced at 50-100 metre intervals .

Gunn (1960) reports a

dextral component as well as a dip slip component of movement in faults of
similar orientati on in the Franz-Jos ef region.

Gunn's observati ons agree

with the report of Wellman et al. (1952) of movement along the Taramakau
fault which they found to be eight kilometre s of dextral displacem ent.
In the Turiwhate District, using the ultramafi c bodies as marker horizons,
displacem ent is usually minor with precise sense of movement indetermi nable.
This is in agreement with similar faults reported by Cooper in the Haast
region.
Freund (1971) in an examinati on of the Taramakau -Hope Fault and the
other associate d east-west faults, has postulate d 3 kilometre s of dextral
displacem ent along the Taramakau Fault, combined with major dextral
displacem ents along the east-west faults to the south.

Freund's observa-

tions are based upon incomplet e and incorrect field data and are therefore
disregard ed in this report.
The degree of F 3 deformati on associate d with the east-west faults
varies with the magnitude of the fault. Along the Wainihin ihi Fault the
quartzofe ldspathic schist, greensch ist and serpentin ite are extensive ly
deformed in a kink style fold pattern.

Intense deformati on of this type

was noted here by Bell and fraser (1906) •

Kink-styl e folds are the

typical folds associate d with F 3 deformati on.

The kink-band s exist to

some extent in the rocks adjacent to most of the faults, however, in the
majority of the cases, the less competen t greensch ist and ultramaf ite
lithologi es are more easily folded and preserve the F 3 structure s better
than the quartzofe ldspathic schists.

The fold axes of the

F~

~

kink folds

form L lineation s and are shown on the map as such~
3
Microscop ic expressio n of F3 structure s is rare except in the case
of the nephrites which are exclusive ly F 3 structure s (see section on
Nephrite s).

Figures 2:llb and 2:llc show the typical kink style folds

produced during F 3 deformati on.

----

-~-----

----
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The post-metamorphic, east-west fault system has major topographic
exprei5s:i..on•ib. the Ylestern segwen:t .of the Southern .Alps.

..
The courses of

the~rr:aramakau, Wain.:i..hinihi, Arahura, and Styx Rivers, as ~eil as .the courses
of many rivers to the south, are determined by the structural weaknesses
developed along east-west faults.

In each case, the promine!ft east-west

drainage pattern extends 5-10 kilometers to the east of the A.lpini§Fault.
At this distance from the Alpine Fault, the inherent structural w.~aknesses
along

s1

schistosity planes dominate those of the east-west faults and

the prevalent drainage pattern becomes NE-SW, parallel to the regional
schistosity.
Bishop (1968) views the east-west fault systemas being

form~d

possibly by drag mechanisms during movement along the Alpine Faul:j{s.

He

finds a plausible explanation in the view that the same forces responsible
for the movement of the Alpine Fault also caused the initiation of the
east-west fault system and post-metamorphic fold.

THE STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS IN THE SERPENTINITES
The ultramafic bodies, because of their resistant character and lack
of vegetation serve as excellent indicatOrs
more voluminous schists.
exhibited numerous F

1

of the structux-es :rt7i.#hin the

Within the serpentinite bodies themselVes are

mesoscopic folds with the form surfaces roughly

out}::;i;Iil:e4J. by subsequent talc-magnesite and magnesite blebs.

Thelr\~gnesite
,;,,

weathers easily, leaving a pitted surface which gives rise to acfude
',',' /;;

fol:j::at:ion in the serpentinite parallel to s

1

planes in the schii:>-€ ~'v

The.entire mass of serpentine in the Griffin Range and

,,,
Ol~¢l::pg

bod.:i.es have F1 mesoscopic folds accentuated by the effects of :G:Q~,,meta
somatism (see Figure 1:31,

In contrast, the larger McArthur Crags bodies

differ in that. in .the cent.J:e of the serpentinites, no mesoscopic folds are
is
the lack of

co 2

metasomatism at the centre of the larger McArthur Crags

FIGURE 1:2

F

2

fold on Razorback Rjdge, Griffin Range.

Post-metamorphic deformation has refolded

s 1 surfaces

along a near horizontal fold axis producing the
characteristic open fold.

FIGURE 1:3

F

1

structures in serpentinite of the Griffin Range.

The pitted surface of the serpentinite is due to the
weathering out of magnesite blebs, and provides
definition for the F

1

form surfaces.
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bodies.

It appears probable that the mesoscopic folds exist here, but

unless the form surfaces are outlined by talc ...magnesite or magnesite
blebs, the folds are not readily apparent,

Jahns (1967) found a similar

phenomenon in the Roxbury, Vermont serpentinites.
The similar geometric relationships of the lineations produced as
fold axes in the serpentinite and quartzofeldspathic lithologies indicate
that the mesoscopic folds in both lithologies belong to the same, F1 ,
generation of folding.

The difference in the rhelogical properties between

the schist and the serpentinite, however, gives rise to a very different
style of fo.lding in the serpentine lithologies.

F1 mesoscopic folds in

the schist resemble the tight isoclinal Paringa·-style folds of Grindley
(1963, p. 899), while those folds in the serpentinite formed during the
same F

1

deformation are of a more open nature.

This difference in fold

style in the two lithologies which have undergone deformation under the
same stress regime is apparently not due to differing degrees of
competency.

Raleigh (1967), Hamdin (1964), and Raleigh and Paterson (1965)

have shown that serpentine is as strong as most sedimentary rocks and
granites at temperatures up to 600°C, although specimens with brucite
tend to fail at lower pressures and temperatures.
One explanation for the difference in fold style may lie in the
differences in degree of homogeneity of the two lithologies.

The

inhomogeneous quartzofeldspathic schist, in a mesoscopic hinge zone forms
well-defined, quartz-albite segregation which give form to the F1 isoclinal
fold.

The pelitic material is sequeezed around to accommodate the quartz-

albite segregation,

The serpentinite, on the other hand, does not respond

to deformation by forming segregation layers. · Due to the nearly complete
hqmogeneity of the serpentine, it responds to deformation by distributing
the stress equivalently on each individual grain within the serpentine.
This, in theory, would lead to a sinusoidal fold pattern in which the
wavelength is sub-equal to the amplitude.

In fact this sinusoidal pattern
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is approximated within the serpentinite,

This style of folding is similar

to that found by Jahns (1967) in the Roxburyr Vermont occurrencesr which
are also correlative with deformational phases in the surrounding schists.
Macroscopic evidence in the Pounamu area is in agreement with the
mesoscopic evidence, and supplies an insight into the behaviour of the Haast
schists during F

1

deformation on a macroscopic scale.

An examination of

field data on a mesoscopic and macroscopic scale indicates that the outcrop
pattern of the serpentinite in the McArthur Crags and Griffin Range area
outlines a fold hinge and limbs of a large F1 fold ·within the schist.
Macroscopic evidence for the ultramafite occupying a fold hinge can
be seen in maps 1,2 •

In the Griffin Range on Razorback Ridge at an

altitude of 4800', the two serpentinite bodies are 700
with the attitude of NS0°E;60°SE.

metres apart,

On Olderog Ridge at the same height and

with the beds maintaining a constant attitude, the distance between the
bodies has narrowed to 400

metres.

These values are taken from direct

field measurements combined with an examination of aerial photographs.
On McArthur Crags at the Dalziel body above Max Creek, the two limbs have
converged to within 75 metres of each other.
constant.

s 1 attitudes remain essentially

Moving south-west along strike in the Dalziel body, the amount

of schist in the fold hinge diminishes until all of the remaining schist
has undergone complete reconstitution to a chlorite-tremolite rock.

The

distribution of the metasomatic material on the inner side of the limbs
and hinge of the fold is shown in rriap 2.

The metasomatic assemblage

that forms in the fold hinge differs somewhat from those developed in the
normal metasomatic sequence.

It is a similar assemblage to the occurrence

in the Newton Range of a small body of schist which has been tectonically
included within the serpentinite and has been thoroughly metasomatized.
In both the Dalziel hinge zone instance and the Newton Range occurrence,
the ratio of components from the surrounding schists and those of the
ultramafite is significantly reduced to the point where the chemical
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potentials of the ultramafic components dominate the me~somatic process.
This is the reverse situation of the normal metasomatic sequence, and
produces an assemblage diagnostic of reduced schist component availability.
The change in metasomatic assemblage type from "normal" to a "schist poor"
type in the centre of the Dalziel body delineates the position of the fold
hinge (see below; Chapter two).
The continuation of the serpentinite across Jade Creek and towards
the Arahura River represents the extension of the fold hinge to the south
east. At this locality the width of the serpentinite is approximately
double that of the width of either of the limbs.
On the east side of the eastern limb and the west side of the western
limb of the fold in the serpentinite is a greenschist horizon which wraps
around the nose of the fold (see map

l )•

Because of the variable

mineralogical character of this greenschist and discontinuous outcrop, its
validity as a marker horizon is somewhat reduced.

However, it appears

probable that the greenschist is continuous and was folded around the
ultramafite during F deformation.
1
The mesoscopic evidence for the existence of a fold hinge outlined
by the serpentinite is in all cases amenable to the macroscopic evidence
just presented, but the lack of complete outcrop causes certain ambiquities
to arise and is therefore not conclusive.
of F

1

In all instances wh:Jre vergence

folding was determined, the sense of vergence was always to the west.

Measurements of younging directions in the graded beds indicated that the
beds are younging to the west while dipping predominantly to the east,
and are therefore overturned on the western limb.
The angle formed by the intersection of schistosity and bedding
pJlanes in an outcrop in Jade Creekr 120 rn west of the serpentinite is very
small (::: 13°), reflecting the near parallelism of schistosity and bedding.
This is typical of the geornetric relationships on the limb of macroscopic
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Diagramatic sketch of the Turiwhate Survey District illustrating
the relative extent of the three metasomatic zonation sequences.
NORMAL ZONATION SEQUENCE
SCHIST-·POOR SEQUENCE
METASOMATIC l-1ARBLES
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folds in areas of isoclinal folding (Lillie, et al,r 1957).
The evidence of the mesoscopic structures suggest that the hinge zone
of a major, recumbent, macroscopic fold originally lay to the west of the
Turiwhate District.

The folding seen within the study area is of a parasitic

type to that macroscopic structure.

Therefore the outcrop pattern of the

ultramafic body outlines a minor fold on the limb of the major structure.
This implies isoclinal folding of a very large scale with the

a~plitude

of

individual macroscopic folds on the order of at least 20 km.

Structure in the Newton Range
The structural elements within the rocks of the Newton Range are
similar to those of the Griffin Range and McArthur Grags.

F1 features

dominate the structural environment, maintaining the same sense of folding
as in the schists north of the Arahura River.
The rocks of the Newton Range differ from other occurrences, however,
in the unique position of the serpentinite which occupies the centre of an
F

1

fold.

This is indicated by the opposite sense of fold vergence exhibited

on the eastern and the western serpentine-schist borders.

Vergence of the

minor folds is to the west on the eastern border, and to the east on the
western border (see map 1 ) •
schist border deformed during F

These folds are outlined by the S
1

a

serpentinite-

deformation.

Synopsis of Metamorphic Events
The sequence of events, both

defo~Tiational

and thermal, that produced

the current structural relationships and metamorphic assemblages in the rocks
of the Turiwhate District is s~~arized as foliows.
metamorphic structural element is the
axial planes qs isoclinal folds.

The first recognisable,

s 1 schistosity formed parallel to the

The F

1

deformational regime was oriented

with the b tectonic axis parallel to the trend of the Southern Alps, with
maximum compression from the northwest and southeast (Lillie, 1960).

This
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Fl phase produced slightly southr plunging ("' 15°) folds with
amplitudes of at least 20 kilometres.

During F

was isoclinally folded into its present shape,

1

deformation the ultrrunafite
The tight mesoscopic folding

in the serpentinite and localized within the schist is a product of the F 1
L was formed at this time by the intersection of 8 0
1

deformational phase.
and

s 1 surfaces.
Following the F

1

deformation there was a partial diminution of stress

accompanied by continually increasing temperatures.

The temperature increased

until the metamorphic thermal maximum was attained.

This produced the high-

grade assemblages currently present in the schist.
Metasomatism reached a peak during this static phase of metamorphism,
although experimental evidence indicates that volatile metasomatism had
probably begun at the lower greenschist facies temperatures developed during
F

1

deformation.

over the

s 1 schistosity indicate that metasomatism continued well into the

static phase of
of

The overprinting relationships of the metasomatic sequence

metamo~phism.

Figure 2:13

illustrates the overprinting

s 1 surfaces, outlined by the epidote grains, by the outermost metasomatic

zone of muscovite.
Post-metamorphic, F 2 deformation followed a general period of cooling.
Distortion of

s 1 biotites and growth of chlorite along s 2 axial surfaces

indicates retrogressive metamorphism during or immediately after F 2
deformation.
The last recognisable tectonic event was the formation of high-angle,
normal faults along east-west fault planes.

Although the timing of this

event is poorly recorded in the Turiwhate District, Cooper (1974) found in
the Haast region that the east-west faulting was an early post·-metamorphic
event,

The east-west faults of the Haast and Turiwhate District are

similar in orientation and constant in their geometric relationships to the
Alpine Fault, indicating probable contemporaneity in both regions.
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The uplift along the Alpine Fault, simultaneous with the

east~west

faulting, tilted the structures causing the steeply dipping character of
the bedding, schistosity, and isograds.
plungin~

F

1

Uplift also reoriented the slightly

fold axes to their present, steeply plunging positions.

CHAPT ER

2

THE SERPENTINITES: FIELD RELATIONS

Tne Pounamu formation in the TUriwhate District occurs in massive
resistant outcrops forming topographic highs.

Above bush-line outcrops are

typ:i:oally vegetation free and weather to a dun-red colour.

$reshly fractured

sur:face.s display "verde antique" characteristics (see Chides'ter, 1962)
causing it to be.sought after as a decorative stone.

Much of' .the serpentinite

contains 3-5% magnesite which weathers readily, leaving a

pitt~d

?,ppearance

on the weathered surface of the host serpentinite.
The serpentinite maintains both roughly schistose and massive forms,
with all gi~cta;tions netween.

The degree ~:E -scn.i.sBosity\ is a :functj,on of the

distance frotn· th<= original ql:l.artz 111-:felril.spathicr: schist-ult.ramafite. border,
i.e. the more massive serpentinite is found at the center of the pods, and the
more schistose serpentinite occurs nearer the border.

The rough schistosity

is due to the alignment of numerous polyhedra of serpentinite parallel to
the regional foliation.

Similar structures have been referred to by Chidester

(1962) in the Appalachian occurrences as shear polyhedra.

The shear polyhedra

increase in size from several centimetres across in the border regions of the
serpentinite, to several metres across in the centers of the

serp~ntinites.

Where the serpentinite attains its maximum width, in the McArthur Crags region,
the shear polyhedra are essentially absent in the center, although large
lenses of serpentinite may represent individual shear polyhedraFigure 2::

(> 20m)

The serpentinite is characterized by a myriad of
for reasons which are not immediately apparent.
serpent~nite

texture~

and colours

Figure 2:2 shows a spotted

(OU 40018) from Jade Creek in McArthur Crags.

Although the
.\

spotted serpentinite occurs adjacent to a massive serpentinite o:f vastly
dif~erent

appearance in hand specimen, the mineralogy and fabric! on a micro-

scopic· scale ai?e identical.

In the _more massiye. ser:pentinite .from the center
In t,hin

FIGURE

~:1

View of McArthur Crags serpentinite oblique to strike;
showing massive shear polyhedra which define the rough
schistosity prevalent in the Pounamu bodies.

Field of

view is 400 metres.

FIGURE 2:2

Example of serpentinite from McArthur Crags which
illustrates distin~t differences in mesoscopic scale
while retaining microscopic minerallogical similarity.
Scale represents 1 em.
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section this proves to be elongate antigorite with a core of metamorphic olivine.
The majority of the serpentinit e in hand specimen is massive,
aphanitic antigorite.

In glacial terraces transected by MacPherson Creek

are found serpentinit e boulders which exhibit textures which appear to be
derived from a sedimentary environment .

Sample OU 40067

exhibits apparent graded bedding of serpentinou s material.

Sample OU 40068
Although

has a brecciated appearance, containing various sizes of pseudoclas ts.

a sedimentary origin cannot be ruled out as responsible for these distinctive
textures, in the light of other petrographi c evidence, a cataclastic origin
appears to be more probable.
In the Newton Range, veins of chrysotile asbestos, with fibers up to
8 em long, occur associated with two 0.5-1 metre wide bands rich in sulfides.

The sulfides are rich in copper with chalcopyrit e subordinate to pyrite.
Extensive malachite colouration attests to the high amount of copper present.
Assays on samples collected by McKay (1893) yielded 9% copper, but later
exploration by Beck (1965) affirmed that such high copper yields are of very
limited extent.

The sulfides and associated magnetites impart a dark

brown-~lack

colour to the serpentinou s host material.
Late

st~ge

monominera lic

talc veins of variable orientation transect

the massive serpentinit es at irregular intervals.

The talc vein is mono-

mineralic and coarse grained with crystal growth perpendicul ar to the vein wall.
In some instances the veins attain 10 em in width, but have an average width
of 1-2 em.

FIELD RELATIONS OF METASOMATIC ZONATION SEQUENCES
The serpentinit es are surrounded entirely by at least one of three
types of zonation sequences in a manner which isolates the serpentinit e minerals
from the schist, precluding direct contact between the serpentinit e and the
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schist.
the

The three types of sequences are:

,::;c:p~qt:--popf;. :/i():n~t~gy

the normal zonation sequence,

s.equel1C:e, .....p,nd.the· .metasom.atic

sequences forms to the partial

~r

mq..:t:tJ~e~·~

jj;ach of these

total exclusion of the. other two.>. No meta-

somatic sequences unrelated to these three types have been

observed~

The Normal Zonation Sequence: Field Relations
The normal zonation sequence consists of the zonal series:
antigorite:magnesite, talc:magnesite, talc, tremolite, chlorite, muscovite and
albite.

Although the antigorite:magnesite zone is a well-defined m:et,asomatic

zone, due to its ubiquitous appearance it is discussed as part of t:h,e ultramafic
assemblage, and

~ill

not be qeglt with. in .th:i.::; secti.on.

Talc:Magnesite zone
In most outcrops the talc:magnesite zone is the widest zone, commonly
2-3 metres across, however, it is occasionally reduced to a width of less than
1 metre.

The boundary between the antigorite:magnesite and talc:magnesite

zones is a sharp planar feature, cutting across F1 features in the antigorite:
magnesite zone, and obliterating the mesoscopic folds outlined by magnesite.
The obscurring of F

1

features indicates that at least the final stages of

metasomatism postdated all F1 deformation.
Ilf the portion of the talc:magnesite zone that is adjacent

to the

antigorite:magnesite, the talc and magnesite occur in the ratio 1:1.

The

magnesite eccurs as small, rounded brown blebs 2 rom - 1 em in dia.rnet,er, spaced
at 1-2 em intervals in a white talc matrix (OU 39934).

Figure 2:3

shows

the proportion of magnesite_to talc and the spacing between the magtllesite blebs.
As the taLc:magnesite zone is traversed towards the schist, the magijesite blebs
increase in size (up to 5 em) but decrease in frequency reflecting a net
increase in the amount of interstitial talc.

The increase changes the talc to

magnesite ratio to 70:30 (see Figure 2:4 ) •
Towards the monomineralic talc zone, occasional eld:nga:te m$gnesite
.
.
e:hly'~;¥.2@, Gm;,. • TW~se ;elon"'ate
. ~j:··...o:i1ii>~.·~~~l'llfflelt.·
l.brtg:'tr±tn~nisibTl_wi·eJ:r·a
'found.
are
ods
'::J
·1::'~
P
<A""''

bodies are surrounded entirely by talc.

FIGURE2:3 Talc:magne site zone, Griffin Range; adjacent to
antigorite:m agnesite zone.

The proportion of

talc:magne site is approximate ly 1:1.

FIGURE 2:4 Talc :magnesite zone, Griffin Range; photo from area
adjacent to monominera llic talc zone.

An increase in

the r.atio talc :magnesite is evident from figure
as the amount of interstitia l talc increases combined
with an increase in the size of the magnesite blebs.
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On a weathered surface the magnesite is light brown in colour,
surrounded by the nearly white talc.

A freshly fractured surface produces

a cloudy white to grey surface in the magnesite.

The talc is nearly white

and fibrous.
The Talc Zone: Field Relations
The contact bebveen the talc :magnesite zone and monomineralic
zone is readily identified in the field.
monomineralic

talc

A sharp contact is formed at the

talc front, with the abrupt disappearance of magnesite accompaniec

by an abrupt change in the character of the talc.
and a more platy habit is obvious (OU 39935).

The talc becomes coarser

The width of the talc zone is

often variable but it maintains an average width of 0.75 m (see table 2:1

)•

Being mechanically very weak, the talc zone never stands out as a topographic
ridge, and is best observed in stream outcrops or where recent slumps have
exposed the metasomatic sequence.
Tremolite Zone: Field Relations
In sharp contact with the monomineralic
zone.

talc zone is the tremolite

The trernolite zone is also of variable thickness with an average thick-

ness of ::,: l m (see table 2:1 ) •

Individual tremoli te crystals may reach 2 em

in length, producing an interwoven, non-directional fabric.

Although not

common, interstitial clusters of magnetite are occ::asionally visible among the
interpenetrating, green tremoli te crystals (OU 40013 ) •
Chlorite Zone: Field Relations
The transition between the tremolite and chlorite zones is very sharp on
\

a mesoscopic scale being!![ Scm. _

,There is no field evidence to indicate

that the original schist:ultramafite border lay between the tremolite and
chlorite zones.

Therefore field relations are not sufficient to allow determin-

ation of the original geometry.
The chlorite zone itself is a zone of massive, interleaved chlorite,
maintaining a complete lack of foliation (OU 39940).

Although primarily fine

TABLE.·2:1.

Dimensions of normal metasomatic zonation sequences in the Turiwhate Survey District.

antigorite:
forsterite

antigorite a
magnesite

Griffin Range

-

15.0

Griffin Range

-

talc:
magnesite

(metres)

talc

tremolite

chlorite

muscovite

3.5

0.30

0.75

1.0

0.40

10.0

3.0

0.22

1.12

2.0

0.50

HcArthur Crags

60.0

2.0

0.5

0.2

2 .0.

2.0

0.35

HcArthur Crags

60.0

1.5

0.2

0.2

0.7

0.9

0.25

Newton Range

60.0

8.0

3.0

0.5

0.8

1.0

0.30
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plate s are large r than 1 em
grain ed, in some areas the indiv idual chlo rite
cause s the
The lack of folia tion with in the chlo rite zone

in lengt h.

weat herin g desp ite its low
chlo rite to be highl y resis tant to mech anica l
degre e of hardn ess.

make s
The mass ive qual ity of the meta soma tic chlo rite

ted chlo rite- rich gree nsch ist
it read ily disti ngui shab le from the highl y folia
l magn etites are 'scat tered
litho logie s whic h.occ ur in the area. Octa hedra
tals varyi ng in diam eter
throu ghou t the chlo rite zone with indiv idual crys
from 1 mm to 2 em.

Musc ovite Zone: Field Rela tions
is the musc ovite zone.
Adja cent .to the chlo rite zone on the schis t side
In hand speci men an

s 1 surfa ce is clear ly defin ed by the align ment of para llel

epido te grain s (OU 39959 ) •

Over print ing this

s1

foli~tion

n.
meta soma tic musc ovite exhi bits rando m orien tatio
musc ovite have a di.am eter of appro xima tely 1 mm.
zone varie s from 3 em to 5 em.

the steel -grey

The idiob lasti c flake s of
The thick ness of the musc ovite

The musc ovite :unal tered schi st zone trans ition

is abru pt, occup ying a width of 1.5 em.

Albi te Zone: Field Rela tions
ous pods of albit ite,
Asso ciate d with the musc ovite zone are disco ntinu
a mono mine ralic

gran ular rock {OU 3996 0).

typic ally 1 m by 0.50 m, by 0.10 m.

The pods vary in size, but are

The albi tite pods are usua lly bound ed on

by the musc ovite zone. {See Fig 2:5)
one side by the chlo rite zone and on the other
sent the furth est exten t
The musc ovite zone and the albi tite pods repre
of alter ation durin g the meta soma tic even t.

The schis ts outsi de of the musc ovite

zone have suffe red no recog nizab le metas omat ism.

Schist~poor

Zona tion Sequ ence: Field Rela tions

nce may be seen in
The distr ibuti on of the schis t-poo r zona tion seque
maps 1,2.

schis t-poo r
Altho ugh not very common, the prese nce of the

FIGURE 2:5. Albite pod in metasomatic zones of the Griffin Range.
The monominera llic albite pod is surrounded by the
monominera llic chlorite zone (c) and the muscovite zone.
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its distri butio n
sequen ce is an indica tor of F 1 deform ationa l featur es, and
.
.
tne un..a.~rs:tafudiil:CJ. of the sn'ruc::tur~l '!3:P.<i!. metaso matic
t.·I~or
portan:
is tfreref6lf~.im
relati onshi ps.

zone
The positi on of the schist. .;.pbor sequen ce inside .the hinge
The schist -poor seqt.1ence also

at McArt hur Crags was discus sed in Chapt er 1.

along the wester n
occurs in numero us local ities on the Newton Range body, and
In the Newton and Oldero g bodies the

exten t of the body at Oldero g ridge.

the £oriat ion, extend up
totall y includ ed bodies of schist are elonga te paral lel to
ed mater ial has
to 50 metres in length , and 1-2 metres in width. The includ

.

diagn ostic of the
underg one thorou gh recry stalliz ation formin g the assemb lage
schist -poor sequen ce.

The schist -poor sequen ce is relati vely simple , consi sting.

orite zone and a
of an antigo rite:tr emoli te zone, an antigo rite:tr emoli te:chl
tremo lite:c hlorit e zone.
the norma l
Idiob lastic green tremo lites, of the same dimen sions as in
(OU 40009 ).
zonati on sequen ce, occur within the antigo rite:tr emoli te zone

This

rite no longer
rock grades into a rock of higher chlor ite conten t until antigo
In the chlor ite are found large

exists and chlor ite is the domin ant phase.

sequen ce.
euhed ral magne tites, simila r to those in the norma l zonati on

rn limb
The metaso matic· marble s occur d,isco ntinuo usly along the >veste
nts o;5bot h the
of the McArt hur Crags and ·Griff in Range bodies , and in segme
eas\ter n and wester n sides of the Newton Range body.
paral lel to the domin ant foliat ion.

The marbl es a;;re elonga te

The core of the metaso matic marble is

prtm.a rily calcit e and is usuall y 0.5-lm wide.

The core is

surrot1~ded

by a

lites, extend ing
cylind rical evelop e of large (2-4 em) grey, idiob lastic tremo
.up to two metres into the serpe ntinit e from the calcit e core.

Theme taso+n atic

wi'l:niJ.;l,O.S-1 m of
mar}i)les may extend up to 5.0 m in length and usuall y occur
the origin al schist -serpe ntine bound ary (see Figure 2:6).
The rnetaso tn.aitfc marble s de:Vel,.op
zonati on sequen ce.

to

the

pa~tiCil

exclus i911 of the norma l

Occa~ioJ~l ;~~aces ;;6~ 'f~e·t~±~:~~J~El'sft~'~'z£5ii;~::.may

be found

l zonati on sequen ce
adjace nt to the marbl es, but in the gener al case, the norma
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is absent.

Haast Schists: Field Relations
The schists of the Turiwhate District are predominan tly quartzofeld spathic with assemblages indicative of the garnet zone.

Quartzofeld spathic

schists constitute greater than 90% of the schists in the central and southeast
portion of the mapped area.

The proportion of greenschist increases westward

and adjacent to the Alpine Fault

greeaschist constitutes 70% of the total

volume of schist.
The.quartzo feldspathic schist occurs mainly in graded beds, exhibiting
only minor deformation , although occasional zones of intense mesoscopic folding
are observed (see Chapter 1).

Although graded bed thicknesses are variable,

the average width of an individual graded unit is approximate ly 20 em, with
the minimum and maximum observed widths being 1 em and 1.5 m respectivel y
(see Figure 2:8

) •

Bedding is often partially obliterated with the more

pelitic material transposed with respect to the more quartzose material.
Intermitten tly spaced within the quartzofeld spathic schists are quartzbands
rich lithologies approximate ly 1 m in width (OU 39963) • ' The quartz-rich
. .
are more resistant than the more pelitic schists and form an excellent marker
horizon.
The greenschist lithologies are sporadicall y distributed in the
majority of the schists, occurring as thin (1-2 m) bands with associated metacherts and marbles.

Other than the thick greenschist adjacent to the Alpine

Fault, the most conspicuous greenschist body is that one which annexes the
McArthur Crags and Griffin Range bodies.

Discontinuo us in places to the

northern segment of the area, this greenschist body attains a thickness of 25 m
in the Jade Creek region.
The greenschist associated with the serpentinit e is variable in
composition ,

ranging from a very chloritic type to a nearly monominera lic

actinolite greenschist .

The chlorite and tremolite greenschist may be distin-

guished from the metasomatic chlorite and tremolite zones by the existence of

FIGURE 2:6. Metasomatic marbles of the Griffin Range.

The fine-grained,

elongate bands are calcite:dolomite marble, and are
surrounded by a shell of idioblastic tremolite crystals in
an antigorite matrix.

FIGURE 2:7. Metasomatic marbles of the Griffin Range.

FIGURE 2:8. Graded beds in quartzo feldspa thic schists at the Kohatah i
River illustra ting the lack of distorti on on a mesosco pic
scale of the origina l, sedimen tary structu res.
ation from true parallel ism of

s1

The devi-

s 0 (bedding planes) and

(schisto sity and axial planar quartz veins) is evident .
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a very well defined foliation in the greenschist lithologies versus the very
massive, non-directional fabric of the metasomatic zones.

The chloritic

greenschist is a brighter green than in the metasomatic chlorite, and the
Epidosites

actinolite greenschist contains biotite as an accessory mineral.

are also common in the greenschist, occurring in two distinct modes.
Epidosites far removed from the serpentinite contain dark green hornblende
and yellow epidote, and weather to a dark brown colour (specimen OU 39958).
The epidosites adjacent to the metasomatic zones are pale green in colour, and
are difficult to recognize as epidosites in the field (OU 40036).
A contact between the greenschist adjacent to the serpentinite and the
quartzofeldspathic schist is well exposed in Jade Creek.

In this region, the

contact between the two lithologies is gradational with the actual border
difficult to define.

The greenschist becomes less fissile, increasing in albite

content which lightens the colour of the greenschist as the quartzofeldspathic
schist is approached (OU 40025, 40026).

The character of the quartzofeldspathic

schist also changes as the greenschist is approached.

The width of the graded

bed decreases from 20 em, at a distance of 5 m from the greenschist: quartzofeldspathic contact, to 0.5 em adjacent to the contact.

The reduction in the

thickness of the graded beds, certainly a primary characteristic indicates that
the entire gradational transition is probably a primary, sedimentary feature
and ·not due to later metamorphic differentiation or tectonism.

At the contact

at least, the greenschist would appear to be a volcanogenic sediment of
tuffaceous origin.
The greenschist lithologies in the western portion of the Turiwhate
District are also variable in composition and

areal extent.

The individual

greenschist bodies occur as thin bands in the dominant quartzofeldspathic
schist 1 km east of the Alpine Fault. T.owards the fault the thickness and the
frequency of the greenschist bands increases until greenschist is the dominant
lithology with intermittent quartzofeldspathic bands.
attained by any single band is 100 m.
mylonitized along the Alpine Fault.

The greatest thickness

The thick greenschist bands are
The dense mylonite of MacPherson Creek,
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investigate d by Reed (1964) is typical of the mylonite adjacent to the
Alpine Fault.

SERPENTINITE): PETROLQGY AND MINERALOGY
Assemblages within the ultramafic lithologies of the 'fttriwhate District
may be divided into three main categories; the Griffin type, the MC;Arthur type,
and the Newton type.

Assemblage differences are due to variations in original

composition and to size of the serpentinit e bodies.

The Griffin and McArthur

types have similar bulk composition with the differences in the respective
assemblages due to the larger size of the McArthur body.

Conversely, the

Newton type has adifferent bulk composition which, coupled with its large
size, .has produced a distinctive assemblage unlike either the Griffin or
McArthur type.

In the following discussion, the serpentinit es are defined as

those portions of the ultramafic body which consist primarily of the serpentine
minerals or metamorphic olivine.
is discussed separately.
which has undergone

co 2

The petrography of the metasomatic zones

By this distinction , the antigorite:m agnesite zone,
metasomatis m is considered as part of the serpentinit e

assemblages .

Griffin Type
The Griffin type serpentinit e consists typically of 90-95% massive
interwoven antigorite.

Complete textural equilibrium is exhibited between the

major phases antigorite and magnesite, and the accessory minerals.

The

antigorite, with rare exceptions, maintains a massive, decussate .texture and on
thin section scale shows no indication of preferred orientation due to regional
deformation .

The felted antigorite blades. rarely exceed 0.5 mrn in length.

Magnesite·t ends to occur in patches with hypidioblas tic crystals of 0.2-0.8 rnrn
(see Figure 2:.9).

Magnetite occurs as fine, scattered dust, and in zones of

high concentrati on in an apparently random pattern.

The larger magnetite

grains often mantle a deep red core of relict chromite.

FIGURE 2:9. Antigor ite:mag nesite zone, Griffin Range.
Hypidio blastic magnesi te is the high relief mineral in
an antigor ite matrix.

Opaques are predomi nently magneti te

with occasio nal relict chromite cores.
is 1.8 mm.

PPL.

Field of view

OU 39953.

FIGURE 2:10 Antigor ite:oliv ine core, McArthu r Crags.

Truncate d

antigor ite (a) laths occur in granula r metamor phic olivine (o)
with occasio nal olivine pseudom orphs after antigor ite as
disequil ibrium texture s.
nic~~.o1s.

OU 40014.

Field of view is 3.8 mm.

Crossed
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The serpentine group mineral is entirely antigorite (a = 1.556

S = 1.565

y

= 1.572)

Coleman (1967).

and has been thoroughly investigated by Page and

They determined a structural formula based on 18 anions,

which, when based upon 9 anions is:

(see Analysis 1

(OH) 3. 744

table 2: 2)

This formula is in agreement with other antigorite composition determinations
in which the ratio Mg:Si and (OH) :Si are distinctly lower than for the other
serpentine group minerals (see Page, 1968; Evans et al., 1976; Wicks

and

Whittaker, 1975). Microprobe Data from several Pounamu occurr.ences agree
with

. the data of Page and Coleman, and whole rock analyses supplies by Domini<

Laboratory and published by Coleman (1966) produce similar structural formulae
when excess Mg

.

~s

allotted to

co 2

to form

.

magnes~te

and Fe

+3 .

lS

allotted to

form magnetite (see Table 2": 2 Coleman, 1966).
It has been shown by Page (1968), Wicks and Whittaker (1975), and many
others, that the serpentine group minerals are not strictly polymorphs due to
the well-defined compositional variations.

Although antigorite has been

synthesized only recently (Ishi and Saito, 1973), there is general agreement
that antigorite is stable to higher grades than is either chrysotile or
lizardite.

Recent work by Evans et al. (1976) has delineated pnase stabilities

within the serpentine multisystem.

They have shown that overlap of lizardite,

chrysotile, and antigorite stabilities occurs in most natural systems.

However,

antigorite is consistently the high-grade assemblage in the European Alps,
occurring either at the onset of the greenschist facies or at somewhat lower
temperatures (Dietrich and Peters, 1971; Evans et al.,l976, p.85).

A high

temperature of formation agrees with Coleman's work (1971), and with the oxygen
isotope data of Wenner and Taylor (1971) , all of whom postulate that the
formation of antigorite is entirely a

meta~morphic

event (cf. Evans, 1977).

TABLE 2:2.

§er2e ntinit e analys es

Spec.
Si0

2

Al o
2 3
Ti0

1

2

3

4

5

6

43.10

41.67

42.30

38.20

36.40

42.40

1.30

0.35

0.88

3.23

1.00

1.57

0.10

0.10

2

Fe o
2 3

0.80

0.91

0.49

3.04

2.72

2.81

FeO

2.60

5.02

5.54

3.60

3.31

3.81

MnO

0.03

0.14

0.21

MgO

39.80

39.28

38 .. 20

36.62

39.20

37.21

cao

0.02
0.19

0.12

0.10

.0.10

'. 0.10

Na o
2
K0
2
cr o
2 3

0.06

0.70

o. 70

0.60

NiO

0.11

0.23

0.21

0.27

14.50

16.20

10.75

3.40

2.85

0.80

100.22

99.84

100.32

H 0+
2

11.90

H o2

0.07

co

12.02

11.45

2

TOTAL

1 ;

99.79

100.04

99.69

Antig orite from the Griffi n Range.

Page and Colem an (1967, p. B104, #2).

2,3; Serpe ntinit e, Griffi n Creek , Hokiti ka area.
p. 24).

Bell and Frase r (1906,

Colema n (1966, p. 24, #10,11 ).

4,5; Serpe ntinit e with magne site, Serpe ntine Quarry , Griffi
n Range .

Unpub -

lished analys es from Domin ion Labor atory, No. J-737- 2 and
No. J-737- 3,
June 19, 1918.

Colema n (1966, p. 24, #13,14 ).

6 ; . Serpe ntinit e withou t magne site, Serpe ntine Quarry , Griffi
n Range.
Unpub lished analy sis from Domin ion Labor atory, No. J-1572
-1, Sept. 4,
1918.

Colema n (1966, p. 24, #16).
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Due to the occurrence of either ma9nesite or brucite in nearly
all serpentine samples, it would appear that the antigorite forming
reaction is of the type
chrysotile

~
...-

antigorite + brucite

(Reaction 2: 1)

resulting in the lower MgO and OH values of antigorite relative to
chrysotile,

Taking chrysotile

= Mg 3si 2o 5 (0H) 4

and adapting the formula

of antigorite derived by Oterdoom (1975) to mass equivalency, the proportions
chrysotile

are obtained.

antigorite + 0.18 brucite

(Reaction 2 : 2)

These proportions are not incompatible with the proportions

of antigorite:brucite (or antigorite:magnesite if co 2 is introduced) found
in the natural Pounamu occurrences.
Evans et al. (1976) have located the lower limit of the univariant
Reaction 211, in P/T space at approximately 300°C with a very steep slope.
Pressure:temperature conditions sufficient to produce the antigorite:
brucite assemblage, i.e. lower greenschist facies conditions, probably
prevailed during F1 deformation and continued into the static period of
crystallization.

Concurrently, rising

~co

2 , diffusing from the schist

into the serpentinite, caused brucite to be unstable relative to magnesite
and forming the now visible assemblage of antigorite:magnesite typical
of the Griffin type serpentinite.
The lack of any metamorphic olivine in the Griffin type
serpentinite indicates that the highest temperature during metamorphism
was less than 520°C,

Above 520°C antigorite breaks down by the reaction

antigorite ~

forsterite + talc + H2o

(Reaction 2 ~ 3)
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. ,. (Evans and Trommsdorff, 1974i

and is little affected by changing XCO
.2

Hietanen, 19771.

A comparison of the geological evidence in the Pounamu

occurrence with the phase stabilities in the system MgO-sio 2..,..H 2o-co 2
compiled by Johannes (1969), Remley et al. (1977a and b), and Evans et al.
(1976) _permits an estimation of the metamorphic conditions necessary for
the formation of the Griffin type serpentinite within rough limits as
follows:
X'co -2

o • 07 ; log a s;o
. . . 2 ~- -2.82,· T

:::<

460°C

An aluminous serpentinite of the Griffin type
In most instances all signs of relict textures are obliterated.
There are exceptions, however, in which original textures are clearly
preserved and certain conclusions concerning the parent material of the
serpentinite may be formed.

Sample OU 40064 ,from Olderog

ridge, retains a relict poikilitic texture with evidence of sub-ophitic,
hypidiomorphic mineral intergrowths.

This palimpsest texture reflects a

cumulus origin for this particular sample.
Sample OU 40064 differs from the normal Griffin type serpentinite
in mineralogy as well as texture.

Antigorite growth alternates with

anomalous blue chlorite in parallel laths of 0.1 mm width.

The position

of the alternating laths appears to be determined by exsolution lamellae
in the original pyroxene.
A microprobe analysis of the antigorite in OU 40064 reveals that
the aluminium content is particularly high (see analyses 1 J 2 table 2: 3).
The iron content is also substantially higher ·than that of other analyzed
a11tigorites from the Pounamu occurrences.

A review of the literature

on antigorite compositions indicates that OU 40064 is remarkably similar
to the type antigorite from Antigorio, Italy (Faust and Fahey, 1962).
In the case of the Antigorio specimen, there is a coupled solid solution

TABLE 2:3.

Antigorite analyses

Spec.

1

2

3

4

41.43

41.70

44.57

44.04

3.75

3.15

0.28

0.41

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

FeO*

6.44

6.65

2.97

3.08

MnO

0.15

0.15

0.07

0.06

MgO

36.88

37.34

39.65

39.49

CaO

0.03

0.01

0.01

Si0
Al

o

2 3

Ti0

Na

2

2

o

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.15

0.17

88.88

89.23

87.59

87.11

Si

1.93

1.94

2.06

2.05

A1

0.21

0.17

0.02

0.02

Fe

0.25

0.26

0.12

0.12

Mn

0.01

0.01

Mg

2.56

2.59

2.73

2.74

0.01

0.01

2

K 0
2
cr

o

2 3

TOTAL
Cation content

Ti

Ca
Na
K
Cr

1,2; Aluminous antigorite from Olderog Ridge.

ou

40064.

3,4; Low-alumina antigorite from the Griffin Range.
*

All iron as FeO.

ou

39980.
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of Al

+3

Fe+ 3 and Fe+ 2 in octahedral and tetrahedral coordination, for

,

. +4 an d Mg+2

s~

.

~n

a manner to

.

... .
ma~n~aln

c h arge b a 1 ance.

Similar coupled

substitution is believed to occur in the OU 40064 antigorite with a
substitution scheme of:
Al+ 3Fe-t; 3
Al+ 3 Fe+ 2

Si+ 4

H

Such a scheme would increase the number of cations in tetrahedral
coordination, a characteristic typical of antigorites in general (see
Page 1967, Wicks and Whittaker, 1975).
Mg

+2

produces a Mg +2 :Fe +2

than the Mg

+2

:Fe

+2

.

rat~o

The substitution of Fe +2 for

of approximately 9:1, substantially lower

.
ratlo of the normal Pounamu antigorites.

The distinctive anomalous blue chlorite interleaved with the
aluminous antigorite in OU 40064 was too fine grained to give reliable
microprobe data.

However, the optical data compiled by Albee (1962)

indicate that anomalous blue chlorites with positive elongation have an
+2
+2
.
Mg :Fe
ratlo of less than 47:53. Evidence from microprobe data of a
schist chlorite with positive elongation and normal interference tints
shows that the transition from anomalous blue tints to normal tints occurs
2
at higher Mg+ :Fe+ 2 values than predicted by Albee (see analyses 2 3
1
table 2: 5).

Although the exact :1g :Fe ratio for this anomalous blue

chlorite in OU 40064 is now known, the ratio must be near equality.
The close association of the two phyllosilicates in textural
equilibrium would seem to reflect a region of two phase equilibria with
a lack of complete substitution between antigorite and chlorite.

Early

experimental v10rk by Nelson and Roy (1958) showed the existence of a
region of restricted composition in which chlorite and serpentine were
immiscible at temperatures of approximately 450°C··580°C,

The lack of

solid solution would appear to be a function of high concentration of
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aluminium and iron left as relicts from the original mineralogy.

The

lack of component homogenization may be due to the low relative mobility
of Al

+3

(see chapter 4)

(cf. Evans, 1977}.

The extent of the miscibility

gap is outlined at temperatures of approximately 480°C by an aluminium,
iron-rich antigorite and an Fe:Mg chlorite.

The McArthur type serpentinite differs from the Griffin type due
to the increased size of the McArthur type at the time of the thermal
metamorphic event.

Prior to F

1 deformation the serpentinization of the

McArthur type and the Grif.fin type was complete.

During F1 deformation

the size of the McArthur body was doubled, due to its position in the
hinge of an F

1 fold.

The formation of the antigorite:brucite assetnblage

occurred concurrently with the same assemblage in the Griffin type.
to the added width of the McArthur body,

~co

Due

2 remained very low in the

center.
The McArthur type of serpentinite consists of antigori·te:olivine
making up 90-95 percent of most samples.

The remainder is magnesite,

magnetite and traces of brucite and relict chromite.

Where antigorite is

the domihant mineral, it resembles the small interfelted laths of the
Griffin type.

However, in those areas where metamorphic olivine occurs,

the antigorite forms long (2-3 mm) blunt laths, with the feathery ends
truncated by the growth of olivine (see figure 2:10).
Metamorphic olivine(F

occurs both as an interstitial phase
96-98)
to the antigorite and as large, equigranular crystals. The first
0

appearance of olivine is as an interstitial phase with a fine grained,
granular habit.

This grades laterally in individual specimens into

coarser grained olivine as the proportion of antigorite decreases at the
expense of olivine.

In turn, the olivine grades into the large, equi-

granular olivine with individual diameters reaching 4 mm.

The large
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olivines poikiloblastically enclose occasional blunt antigorite crystals.
Rare pseudomorphs of olivine after antigorite may be observed.

The equi-

granular metamorphic olivines differ from those described by Evans and
Trommsdorff (1974) and Hietanen (1977) in that they are elongate parallel
to (100) •

Elongation parallel to (100) apparently occurs only when olivine

is formed by the reaction
antigorite ~

talc+ Fo +H 2o

~vans and Trommsdorff, 1974)

(Reaction 2:4)
The occurrence of metamorphic olivine concentrated in distinct
veins is problematical.

Sinton (1975) describes brucite veins in

serpentinites of somewhat lower grade than that of the serpentinites of
the Turiwhate District.

It is probable that the current position of the

olivine-rich veins is related to former concentrations of brucite.
When phase rule considerations are applied to the association
forsterite:antigorite:m agnesite:brucite in the four component system
Mg0:H o:sio 2 :co 2 , it is apparent that the assemblage exists in divariant
2
equilibrium.
only H 2 o and

With this knowledge and knowing that in the system examined

co 2

have independently variable chemical potentials, the

revised form of the phase rule may be applied:

p

= c - cmo b'l
l. e

The maximum allowable number of stable phases is two, and therefore two
phases must exist metastably.

The apparent stable coexistence of

forsterite + magnesite contrasts with the disequilibrium textures of
antigorite with both magnesite and forsterite. ·
When the phase rule is applied to the other major assemblage of
the McArthur type, forsterite:antigorite, brucite, it is obvious that
either one of the phases is metastable and the assenililage represents
divariant equilibrium, or all phases are stable and the system is in
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univariant equilibrimn,

Unfortunately brucite is not observed optically

in concentrations sufficient to enable conclusions to be drawn on whether
it is in textural equilibrimn with forsterite and antigorite,
the common presence of brucite in

However,

x ....ray patterns of the McArt.hur

serpentinites apparently indicates that it is stable under the low
conditions maintained in the formation of this assemblage.

~co

2

Therefore,

univariant equilibrimn is assmned, and relatively accurate placement
diagram is possible (see

of the McArthur type assemblage on a T-XCO
2

figure 4: 7) •

Newton type:
The Newton type serpentinite has a distinctive mineralogy which
reflects a bulk chemistry somewhat different from the HcArthur and Griffin
types.

Within the serpentinite are zones of intermittent t:remolite

concentration and occasional areas of anomalous brown Hg-Fe chlorite.

The

mineralogy implies that the bulk rock composition is higher in aluminium
and calcium than are the other two types.

The tremolite differs from the

tremolite from either the tremolite zone or the metasomatic marbles in
being more highly pleochroic.
in pale greens.

The antigorite too, is slightly pleochroic

The segregations mentioned earlier that exhibit igneous

textures in hand specimen (OU 40055) prove to be 98% olivine (Fo 98 ) in
thin section.

The high percentage of olivine, with numerous scattered

magnetites, suggest that the nearly pure metamorphic forsterite has
recrystallized directly from forsteritic (Fo 90 _ 92 ) igneous olivine without
undergoing complete serpentinization.
P0

During metamorphism under high

conditions, the igneous olivine lost most of its fayalite component
2

to magnetite and was consequently enriched in the remaining forsterite
component (cf. Cooper, 1976).

The small amount of silica released in such

a process may have been accepted readily into the surrounding antigorite
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or tremolite structure.

Haggerty and Baker (1971) discuss1

a similar

process in non-metamo rphic olivines under high P0 •
2

The different bulk composition of the Newton type, and the evidence
for the lack of an intermediat e phase in the formation of the olivine
segregation s, imply that the Newton type has a different history of
serpentiniz ation from the other types of serpentinit e.

'!'he Newton type

to the metamorphic event.
may never have been fully serpentiniz' ed prior
.
Therefore rising temperature s caused the retention of calcium and aluminium
(derived from the original clinopyroxe nes) in the structures of the metamorphic tremolite and chlorite.

THE NORMAL METASOMATIC ZONATION SEQUENCE: PETROGRAPHY AND MINERALOGY
Talc-magne site zone: petrography and mineralogy
The talc, of the talc-magne site zone maintains a platey habit
apparently as a pseudomorph after the antigorite.

Antigorite persists

into the serpentinit e side of the talc-magne site zone as interstitia l
feathery laths
boundary.

~

but disappears towards the talc:magne site, talc

Magnetite is ubiquitous, often rimming relict chromite grains.

The magnesite occurs as rounded blebs with corroded edges.
siderite component of the magnesite is quite low Si 3 w

=

1.705).

The
However

this represents the majority of the iron in the ·system outside of
magnetite as there is very little iron substitutio n in the talc.

The

refractive indices of the talc suggest that free iron is preferentia lly
taken up by the siderite component of the magnesite.
Introductio n of co 2 into the serpentinit e is responsible for the
formation of talc:magne site from antigorite by the reaction:
2antigorite + 3C0 2 ~ talc + 3magnesite + H2o

(Reaction 2:5)

According to Johannes (1969) this reaction may be initiated at 280 degrees

= 1.04.

and XCO
2
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Talc zone; petrography and mineralogy
talc zone is composed of light green inter-

The monomineralic

In thin section the talc presents the same platey

locking plates of talc,

appearance as in hand specimen, with occasional broad tabular gra i.ns
The average grain size of the talc is 0.5 mm

aligned parallel to (001).

Departure

with occasional tabular grains having a diameter of 1-2 mm.
from true monominerallism occurs in

form of the scattered accessory

~he

minerals, magnetite and relict chromite.
Deer et al. (1962) state that talc rarely deviates substantially
from the ideal formula of J:.1g 3si o (OH) 2 except in the case of minnesotaite
4 10
2
of Fe+ for
·
·
·
d epos~ts.
·
· h ~ron
d w~t
·
A sma 11 amount o f su b st~tut~on
assoc~ate
Mg

+2

may occur, and

.

.

~t ~s

assumed that the

similar to that in the original antigorite.
the talc (a

= 1.540, a =

1.590,

y

.

of Fe

proport~on

= 1.592)

+2

an

d

Mg

+2 .

~s

The refractive indices of
show little variation from

those of the magnesium end member, reinforcing the theory of only minor
iron

substit~tion

(Evans, 1977).

The talc zone grows as a replacement of both antigorite and of
magnesite by the reactions:
antigorite + Sio2 ~

{Reaction 2:6)

talc + H o
2

magnesite + Sio 2 + H o ~ talc + co 2
2

(Reaction 2 : 7)

Tremolite zone: petrography and mineralogy
The tremolite zone consists of interpenetrating non-oriented,
idioblastic tremolite,

An approximate composition ca Mg • Fe • si o

as determined by refraction indices (a

2

=

1,608,

4 6

0 4

8 22

(0H) ,
2

y = 1,629), places the

amphibole within the tremolite field in the tremolite-ferroactinolite
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series defined by Deer et al. (1962),

the relationships

Figure 2:114

of tremolite to talc with the euhedral tremolite replacing the talc by
the reaction:
2
2ca + + talc ~

tremolite + Mg 2+

(Reaction 2: 8)

3
Substitution of Al+ into the tetrahedral sites is indeterminable
from the optical analysis, but the wpole rock analyses suggest a very low
4
3
Al+ 3 and Fe+ 3 ratio. It appears that substitution of Al+ for Si+ is
minor.

The restricted composition of the tremolite with only limited solid

. t he
+3 1n
.
solution with hornblende is due to the lack of suffic1ent Al
original serpentinite prior to metasomatism (see analyses 3,4 table2:3 ).
If the majority of the original serpentinite had been a high alumina
variety, similar to specimen OU 40064 the presence of a·. substantial hornblende
component would be expected.

Restriction of Al+

3

during the metasomatic

event to premetasomatic boundaries also retards the growth of hornblende
in the tremolite zone.
The gem quality nephrite found in stream and glacial deposits of
Westland has its origin in the metasomatic tremolite zone.
The difference between the non--nephrite tremolite and the nephrite
The non-tectonized

lies entirely in the tectonic fabric of the nephrite.

tremolite is composed of .01 mm-1 em non-felted~ acicular crystals of
random orientation.

This compares with the texture of typical nephrites

in which, as Turner (1936, p. 189) describes "the bundles of fibers are
twisted and thoroughly felted or interwoven with one another, producing a
highly characteristic structure to which the term 'nephritic' may be
applied."

The interwoven bundles, are occassionally associated with prismatic

sections of relatively undeformed tremolite, thus preserving the only
evidence of a coarsely crystalline amphibole precursor.
Within the sheared matrix are occasional rootless kink-folds
coaxial with kink folding in the surrounding schist.

The highest-quality
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nephrite maintains a completely

non~directional

fabric of fibrous bundles

which gives the cha.racteristic ~xtreme tougl:irJ.~ss of nephrita investigated
by Brandt et

al.~

(1973)..

Brandt et al .. indicated a correlation between

the interwoven fibrous texture and large variations in fibre size;. with
the degree of toughness of

nephrite~

Three levels of tectonization corresponding to a progression from
untectonized metasomatic tremolite to true nephrite are exprassedin
Figure .2 :'lla- .shows acicular tremolite in random orientation. ,_,2:.llb represents
an intermediate sta<Ife in the development of nephrite, ,.,ith the fibrous
bundles outlining regularly spaced isoclinal folds.

2:~lc

is a typical

nephritic fabric with floating kink folds in a fibrous matrix.
The kink-band style deformation which formed the nephrite produced
folds with a series of sub-parallel axial planes containing noil:-parallel
fold axes along which the randomly-oriented metasomatic tremolite is
deformed.

The typical mesh texture of the nephrite is due to the acicularity

of the metasomatic. tremolite and the randomness of orientation prior to
deformation.

During deformation, bending and breaking occurs of those

crystals in all orientations except those with the c axes paraH:e* to the
fold axis.

Individual amphiboles elongate parallel to the fold a:Xis remain

relatively undeformed and appear as the intact, idioblastic crystals in
the fibrous matrix.
The transformation of metasomatic tremolite into nephrite occurred
along vertical post"metamorphic, east-west striking faults discussed in the
previous chapter.

Original schist: serpentinite border
The delineation of the original schist:serpentinite

bolf:~~r

is of

premium importance. in the understanding of component behavio'i:.l.;J:J a:uz;:ing meta•'

somatism.

Erroneous. placement Of; j:});e pr,:llg:i:J1.(i1 contact by cti~'~Ji!'§\>a.nd Brown

(1969, 19711 in :

~1nilar occurr:~~'~'''I~~{Jnst, s~~tland, caus~~;<~?~oneo~s

FIGURE 2:lla.Tremolite zone, McArthur Crags.

Idioblastic tremolite

crystals occuring in a non-oriented fabric typical of
untectonized metasomatic tremolite.

The presence of

small amounts of interstitial chlorite precludes true
monominerallism.
nic'aols.

Field of view is 3.8 mm.

Crossed

OU 40013.

FIGURE 2:llb.Semi-nephrite, Griffin Range.

F

3

deformation is expressed

in the kink-folds of the semi-nephrite, and has produced
a tectonized fabric intermediate between that of figures
2:Ha and 2:flc,

Field of view is 3.8 mm.

Crossed nic. ols.

ou 39968.

FIGURE 2:11G Nephrite, Griffin Range.

Tectonization of metasomatic

tremolite has produced the massive interwoven fabric
characteristic of true nephrites.
3.8 mm.

PPL.

OU 39967.

Field of view is
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interpretation of the entire metasomatic event (Brady, 1977).

Cooper

(1976) placed the original border between the present chlorite and tremolite
zones.

This placement was accomplished by analysis of chromium concen-

trations in the metasomatic zones.

Burns (1970) has shown that chromium

is highly immobile during metamorphism, and therefore current marked
concentration discontinuities are interpreted as original

discontinuities.

Following Cooper (1976) a chromium analysis was undertaken in the Pounamu
occurrence to determine the position'of the original border.
and figure 2:16·

are tabulated in table 2:4

The results

Concentrations of 2700 ppm

to 2900 ppm exist in the material derived from the ultramafite, i.e. the
antigorite:magnesite, talc:magnesite, talc; and tremolite zones.

Concen-

trations of 20 ppm (approximately the lower limit of detection) exist
in the chlorite zone, muscovite zone and unaltered schist, marking these
lithologies as schist derived.
analysis using a Ni tube.

The sharp concentration discontinuity is matched

by the discontinuities of the
Tio

2

Analyses were done by X-ray fluorescence

2 3 and Tio 2 profiles.

N~Cr,Al o

Al 2o 3 and

are also regarded as highly immobile components (Korzhinskii, 1970)

(see analyses 11,5)

Brady (1977) postulated a similar position for border

placement in other occurrences in Britain and North America based upon
similar data.
Although there is little doubt that the original border lies
between the monomineralic · chlorite and tremolite zones, the exact position
within ± 10 em is difficult to determine.

This zone of variance is

biminerallic (chlorite:tremolite) and represents mechanical distortion of
the original border during F1 deformation.

Distortion of the border due

to kinetic considerations, as well as due to diffusion through a non-planar
interface

(Joeston, 1974).

The distortion gave rise to the current

chlorite:tremolite assemblage over the 10 em wide zone representing the
original border.

TABLE 2:4.

Zone trace elet"tlent analyses.

Zone

chromium (ppm)

nickel (ppm)

ou

39953

antigorite:magnesite

2730

2500

ou

39981

antigorite:magnesite

2910

1880

ou

39934

talc:magnesite

2200

3400

ou

39938

chlorite + tremolite

2820

4150

ou

39939

chlorite

630

150

ou

39940

chlorite + muscovite

< 100

100

ou

39933

muscovite

< 100

100

ou

39941

quartzofeldspathic schist

100

100

ou

39942

quartzofeldspathic schist

100

100

ou

39943

quartzofeldspathic schist

100

100

Trace elernent analyses of the normal metasomatic zonation sequences in the
Griffin Range. Analyses done by x-ray fluorescence of crushed powders.
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Chlorite zone; petrography and mineralogy
The metasomatic chlorite zone attains essential monominerallism in
a thermodynamic sense with the accessory components Tio

2

and Cao causing

the only departure from monominerallism in the formation of euhedral
sphene grains.

The chlorite itself varies from tabular crystals greater

than 2 em in length to fine platey grains of 1 mm in length.

All of the

chlorite exhibits a felted texture with a complete lack of foliation.
In the general case, the chlorite has normal interference colours, negative
elongation and positive sign, all diagnostic properties of Mg-chlorite.
Although occasional anomalous brown chlorite is observed, no direct
transition from Mg chlorite to Mg:Fe chlorite has been observed.

In the

·similar Vermont USA occurrences, Chidester (1967) has reported a clear
transition from Mg chlorite to Mg:Fe chlorite as the chlorite zone is
traversed toward the schist.
Microprobe analyses (see 1, 2 table 2:5) of the metasomatic chlorite
reveal that the Mg:Fe ratio is very high and gives an approximate structural
formula of:
(Fe

=

total iron as Fe

2+

)

This compares with similar "blackwall" chlorite from Vermont for which
Chidester (1962) has calculated a composition of:

The high Mg 2+ : F e 2+ ratio reflects the metasomatic origin of the Vermont
and the Pounamu chlorites.

The chlorite forms due to the high flux of

magnesium from the serpentinite, altering the preexisting schist minerals.
The departure from true monomineralism

within the chlorite zone

occurs in the form of euhedral sphene and magnetite crystals,

The sphene

is formed during the metasomatic event by the reaction of calcium with the

TABLE 2:5.

Chlorite

anal~ses

1

2

3

27.61

28.07

25.84

24.02

23.50

22.03

0.07

0.05

0.04

FeO*

10.84

10.81

26.63

MnO

0.43

0.40

0.50

MgO

26.71

26.70

14.00

CaO

0.01

Spec.

Si0
Al

o

2 3

Ti0

Na

2

2

o

2

K 0
2
cr

o

0.03

0.05

0.03

0.05

0.02

0.01

0.20

0.02

2 3

0.05

89.78

89.57

89.37

Si

5.25

5.35

5.38

A1

5.39

5.28

5.40

Ti

0.01

0.01

0.01

Fe

1. 73

1. 72

4.64

Mn

0.07

0.06

0.01

Mg

7.58

7.58

4.35

TOTAL
Cation content

Ca

0.01

Na

0.01

K

0.01

Cr

0.01

0.02
0.05
0.01

1,2; Metasomatic chlorite from the Griffin Range.

ou

39934

3,

ou

39942.

*

Metamorphic chlorite from the Griffin Range.
All iron as FeO.
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titanium released from the breakdown of original(
Since titanium enters the

chlorit~~~~dt~te :gri_~y

pre~metasomatic

in

negligibl~

biotite.

an1ounts,

most of the titaniumis free to combine with cal:t:ium and silica t¢ form
sphene.

component

The occurrence of magnetite accounts for the low Fe

in the chlorite, with most of the Fe residing in the euhedral magnetites.
Within several centimetres of the border between the metasorgatic
musccvite and chlorite zones, pre-metasomatic grains of epidote occur.
The epidote grains .lie on s 1 schistosity planes formed prior to the major
thermal event.

The epidote exhibits textural disequilibrium with the

chlorite, decreasing in size and total volume percent into the chlorite
zone.

Concurrent with the appearance of epidote is an increase in the size

of the individual chlorite grains.

The increas.e in size is

d~e

vasive replacement process of the muscovite by the chlorite.

to a per-

The increased

size of the chlorite reflects the pseudomorph replacement of chlorite
after muscovite.

Figure 2:12shows chlorite replacement of muscovite with

the chlorite forming euhedral platy grains parallel to (001) of muscovite.

Muscovite zone: petrograpy and mineralogy
Mineralogically the muscovite zone is the most complex of the metasomatic zones.

Although labelled the muscovite zone on the basis of

muscovite as the dominant species, abundant metasomatic biotite also occur.s,
together with pre-metasomatic epidote and garnet.

The muscovite occurs

as large (0.5-1 em) platy grains in a random orientation, with inclusions
of the remnant minerals (see figure 2: l3a,l:iMetasomatic bioti.te occurs as
a wispy mantle on the muscovite, with the relationship between the two
micas often indistinct.

The proportion of biotite:muscovite

i~cr~ases

away from the chlori.te zone towards the schist •

No biotite was observed

in direct contact with the metasomatic chlorite.

Although t.he.:b,;i.dtite

two phases are adjacent to each other.

FIGURE 2:12. Chlorite zone, Griffin Range.

Metasomatic chlorite (c)

is replacing metasomatic muscovite (m) along (001) planes
at the zonal expansicn.

Pseudomorphs of chlorite after

muscovite are outlined.

Field of view is 1.8 mm.

Crossed nic, ols.

OU39939.

FIGURE 2:13a. Muscovite zone, Griffin Range.

~etasomatic

muscovite

overprints a preexisting schistosity (S ) outlined by
1
alignment of epidotes along

is 3.8 mm.

s 1 planes.

Crossed nic·ols.

OU 39940.

FIGURE 2:13b. Muscovite zone, Griffin Range.
Srune view as in figure

2:l~a

with PPL.

Field of view
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The muscovite is phengitic with low sub-equal contents of Mg+

2

and

Fe+ 2 in the Y site (see analyses 1, 2 and table 2: 6) • The muscovite
coexists on one side with a very magnesium-rich chlorite and on the other
with a markedly phlogopitic biotite (see analyses 1,2,3 table 2:8) .The
reasons for the formation of three separate phases rather than a single
phase containing K, Mg, Al, Si are complex, but illustrate many of the
principles of local equilibrium in metasomatic systems,

assuming that

each individual zone is at equilibrium with each adjacent zone along an
infinitely small interface, usirig t:he critetionL.\G

=

0 (to a first

approximation) along the infinitesimal contact planes1

m.uscovite is at

equilibrium with Mg chlorite and with phlogopitic biotite, but under the
conditions existing during metasomatism, phlogopitic bioti·te and Mg chlorite
are not at equilibrium.
high

~Mg

and

~K

Biotite does not appear to be stable at the very

values that exist at the chlorite:muscovite interface.

Biotite may be a stable phase at intermediate

~I1g

and

~K

values.

For the purpose of clarifying mineral relationships, the chlorite
and muscovite zones may be considered together as one biminerallic zone
with the thermodynamic system extended from the tremolite:chlorite border
to the unaltered schist.

Since there exists no single phase which contains

very high amounts of magnesium and potassium, the lowest free energy state
of the system is one in which two phases are stable; chlorite and muscovite.
Although phlogopitic biotite may exist under moderate values of

~Mg

and

vK, at high values biotite is metastable and reverts to chlorite plus
muscovite.
assemblage.

Therefore the bimineralic

assemblage is the true equilibrium

Although chlorite:muscovite is the equilibrium assemblage,

the two phases will not coexist other than as two adjacent metasomatic
zones, as the production of chlorite necessitates the displacement of
muscovite.
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Albite pod; petrography and mineralogy
The aibite pods are made of xenoblastic granular aggregates of very
pure albite with individual grains of 0.01 mm in diameter (OU 39960).
Typically Mg chlorite from the chlorite zone is associated with the
albitite pods, but with this exception the albitite attains essential
monominerallism.

The schist-poor zonation sequence: petrography and mineralogy
The schist-poor zonation sequence is defined by the relatively simple
mineralogical assemblages; antigorite:tremolite, antigorite:tremolite:
chlorite, tremoli te: chlorite, and occasional monomineralic

c~1lori te.

The

schist-poor sequence differs from the normal zonation sequence in that
the magnesite:talc, talc, muscovite, and albite zones are absent, and there
is no relict pre-metasomatic schist mineralogy comparable to the premetasomatic epidote of the normal sequence.

The tremolite crystals are

similar to those in the normal sequence, being idioblastic with a compositon
of ca 2Mg 4 • 5Fe . 5si 8o 22 as determined by refractive indices.
0

However,

instead of coexisting with talc, the tremolite of the schist-poor sequence
coexists with antigorite.

The chlorite of the schist-poor sequence is

similar to that of the normal metasomatic chlorite both in texture and in
composition.

The metasomatic marbles: petrography and

mineralog~

The phase stabilities of ophicarbonate assemblages have recently
been investigated by Trommsdorff and Evans (1977).

However, Trommsdorff

and Evans did not investigate the origin of the ophicarbonate.
The formation of the marble bands and associated tremolite can be
divided petrographically into three stages, each of which represents a
different geochemical stage.

The first stage is defined by the growth of

the idioblastic tremolite crystals within the antigorite.

OU 39980
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represent this stage (;Eigures

2:14_:2:1~}0U

39980 contains 70% antigorite,

20% tremolite, 5% carbonate, 4% opaques, l%

talc~

The tremolite crystals

have an average length of l em and are distinctly bounded by a sharp
Along the crystal

crystal face indicating growth within the serpentine.
faces is developed in some instances avery

thi~

(1 ]lm} border of talc.

Whether the formation of the talc is related temporally to the growth of
the tremolite crystals, or to a later alteration process cannot be
determined.

Occasional individual tremolites are partially divided by

antigorite, shmV"ing incomplete growth, but in such cases, optical
continuity is maintained across the serpentine remnant.

The tremolite is

a very pure variety, optically identiqal to the end member Ca~Mg 5 si 8 o 22 (0H)
as determined by

re~ractive indic~s

(a.

= ~.600,

2

y = 1.622).

In this first stage, the dolomite. pseudomorphs the serpentine,
retaining the fine grained, felted texture of the antigorite.
The second stage in the development of the marble band is illustrated
OU 39949 A-20

by the samples OU 39980 and OU 39949 (see figure 2 :1'.'

occurs at the contact between the marble bands and the ultramafite and
consists of approximately 45% tremolite, 45%
6% chromite and magnetite.

carbonate, 4% serpentine,

The second stage is spatially and temporally

gradational between the first stage of the tremoli te-antigord!te asse..-nblage
and the third stage of the calc± te-·~ dolci!Ilite. assemblage.

This s"f:;.age forms

an envelope whi¢h extends continuously around the marble bana.s >with an
average thickness of 15 em.

The cl.olomite in this gradational ,zone occurs

in two distinct::,hc3:bit s which reflect the replacement origin pf the dolomite.
The calcite fi,:rjst. appears in a felted, fine-grained habit as.mentioned
above where it.pseudomorph s antigorite.
laths among the/(iolomite matrix.

Remnants of antigori't;:e appear as

_That .dol.omim wJ:Iich

pseudomor~hically

replaces the antigorite retains the distinct boundary

relatio;shi~

which

the tremolite formed earlier during the initial tremolite stage of
alteration and growth.

15% of ilie dolomfte in· this zone is coarsely granular

FIGURE

2~14.

Metasomatic marble, Griffin Range.

The growth of metasomatic

tremolite (t) in antigorite (a) represents the first stage
in the development of the metasomatic marbles.

The second

stage is the pseudomorphic replacement of antigorite by
dolomite (d) and of tremolite by dolomite.
is 3.8 mm.

Crossed

nic:·~ls.

Field of view

OU 39980.

FIGURE 2:15. Metasomatic marble, Griffin Range.

The final stage in

the development of the marbles is shown here by the replacement of tremolite (t) and dolomite (d) by granular
calcite (c).

Field of view is 3.8 mm.

OU 39945.
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occurring immediately adjacent to the tremolite crystals 1 often replacing
tremolite.

The boundaries between the coarse crystalline carbonate and the

tremoli te are indistinct and corroded, and show growth of the dolomi.te at
the expense of the tremolite.

The growth of the coarse dolomite occurs

most readily in incomplete tremolite crystals at sites of crystal
imperfection and weakness.
The final stage in the formation of the marble bands is illustrated
by OU 39945 ahd occurs·when_dolomite is replaced by calcite as the
stable

carbonat~

phase, leaving large, porphyroblastic dolomite crystals

surrounded -by eguigranular, subhedral calcite crystals.

The tremolite

occurs as irregular fragments with no well defined crystal shape.

The

original, distinct crystal faces are completely destroyed and the majority
of the tremoli te has been replaced by coarse calcite.

The dolomite retains

some of the antigorite pseudomorphs in some instances, but is primarily
of the coarse crystalline variety and has a preferred orientation parallel
to the long dimension of the marble bands.

The magnetite and relict

chromite form a well-defined foliation parallel to the orientation of ·the
calcite.

This preferred orientation is not evident in the first or

second stages.

HAAST SCHISTS
The schists surrounding the ultramafite in the Turiwhate District
have undergone medium grade metamorphism equivalent to the garnet zone
(see Mason, 1962).

Criteria used to identify the assemblage as belonging

to the garnet zone are the occurrence of almandine garnet and the coexistence of albite and oligoclase in a peristerite relationship.

The

petrography of the Haast schists has been dealt with extensively in the
literature (cf. Cooper, 1970).

Therefore in the following discussion,

the petrography is examined in a cursory manner with emphasis on those
aspects of particular relevance to the metasomatic event.
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Quartzofeld spathic schists: petrography and mineralogy
As mentioned above, the quartzofeld spathic schist is the predominant
rock type in the Turiwhate District.

Cooper (1970) in the Haast river area

has shown that the quartzofeld spathic schists are chemically equivalent to
the Torlesse greywackes to the east.

Plagioclase
Albite is the major plagioclase phase, occurring primarily as small
(O.l-0.5 mm) granular crystals.,

Single twinned crystals are common, but

multiple twinning is rarely observed.

Occasional, large, multiply twinned

albite crystals are found, and are interpreted as albitized pseudomorph s of
detrital calcic plagioclase clasts.
Associated with the albite is a more calcic plagioclase which often
occurs as a thin rim on albite grain boundaries or as very small rounded

blebs enclosed within the albite.

Microprobe data shows that the albite has

a composition varying from An •
to An •
(see Table 2:6). The other
0 89
4 13
feldspar was not analyzed, but is optically identical to the oligoclase
(An

_ J reported by Cooper (1970) in the Haast River region.
22 24

Crawford

(1966) has shown that in Vermont, the calcium and aluminium involved in the
transition from albite to oligoclase is supplied by the partial breakdown of
epidote in the higher limits of the greenschist facies.

The ubiquitous

presence of epidote in the Turiwhate District suggests that a reaction of
a similar type took place in the production of the oligoclase in the
garnet zone.

Epidote
The epidote in the quartzofeld spathic schists occurs as small (0.3 mm),
anhedral grains segregated in planes parallel to s

1

surfaces.

Some epidote

grains are hosts for numerous quartz inclusions, while others are free of

quartz, at least at the limits of microscopic resolution.

TABLE 2:9.

Albite analyses

1

2

68.74

69.37

19.50

20.85

Spec.

Si0

2

Al 0
2 3
Ti0

3

4

5

6

0.02

2

FeO*

0.05

MnO

0.22
0.06

MgO
CaO

0.19

0.52

'0.86

,0.85

0.52

0.86

11.62

9.80

11.07

11.01

11.61

10.93

0.13

0.11

0.13

0.13

0.12

0.13

100.25

100.93

0.89

2.82

Si

3.00

2.98

Al

1.00

1.06

Na

2

o

K 0
2
cr

o

2 3

TOTAL
An

content

( Partial

analyses )
4.06

4.11

2.40

4.13

Cation content

Ti
Fe

0.01

Mn
Mg
Ca

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.04

0.02

0.05

Na

0.98

0.82

0.96

0.98

0.95

1.10

K

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

Cr

Albite analyses from the Griffin P~nge.

*

All iron as FeO.

ou

39942.
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The amount of epidote in most quartzofeldspathic schist samples varies
from 1 to 12 per cent by volume.

The proportion of the epidote increases

markedly towards the schist:ultramafite contact until, in the muscovite
zone epidote forms 20% of the total volume of rock.

Nearly monomineralic

epidosites occur at the edge of the muscovite zone in pediform bodies.
The pale green colour of these pod-like epidosites in hand specimen
indicates a low ferric iron content.

Microprobe-analyses -indicate that 'two

generations of epidote-group mineral 'coexist adjacent.to the
zones.

metas~matic

One epidote is similar to the epidotes _reported by_ Cooner (1970) ·with

pistacite content of

ps 25 ••

The other.is a clinozoisite (ps 12-14)

and comprises the majority of the epidote (see table 2:7) •
The increase in the amount of epidote towards the metasomatic
aureole may be a significant factor in the interpretation of the history
of serpentinizationa

Similar increase in epidote and clinozoisite

concentrations towards the ultramafite have been reported in numerous
other examples of zoned ultramafic pods, (Chidester, 1968; Vermont,
Greenley, 1919; Maltman, 1975; Anglesey, Matthews, 1967; Moine, Coleman,
1967; New Zealand, Griffin Range) suggesting some sort of genetic

relationship.

Epidote is obviously a pre-metasomatic phase as judged by

the overprinting relationships of metasomatic muscovite (see figure

2:13)

Although not related to metasomatism, the high epidote concentration may
be related to the emplacement or the serpentinization of the

ultra~afite

in a manner which has been largely obscured by the later metasomatic
event.
Several plausible explanations exist for the high concentrations of
epidote.

Maltman (1975) has suggested that the epidosites represent a

contact metamorphic affect by a hot ultramafic body upon emplacement.
The epidosites may represent relict greenschist pods which now have been
extensively metasomatized so that little evidence remains of the parental
material.

However, relict greenschist epidosites observed in the schist

TABLE 2:7.

Epidote and garnet analyses

Spec.

1

2

3

4

42.23

44.83

38.45

38.20

27.04

25.36

21.19

20.76

,0 .13

0.12

0.16

1.06

FeO*

5.99

6.59

19.04

19.12

MnO

0.28

0.34

11.32

10.54

MgO

0.04

0.13

0.57

0.62

21.17

20.97

11.04

11.26

0.97

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.18

0.26

0.02

0.02

98.04

98.65

101.83

101.61

Si

3.27

3.43

6.03

'6.01

Al

2.47

2.29

3.92

3.85

Ti

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.12

Fe

0.39

0.42

2.50

2.51

Mn

0.02

0.02

1.50

1.40

Mg

0.01

0.02

0.13

0.17

Ca

,l. 76

l . 72

1.86

1.90

Na

0.14

0.01

0.01

0.01

K

0.02

0.03

Si0
Al

2

o

2 3

Ti0

2

CaO
Na

2

o

K 0
2
cr

o

2 3

TOTAL

0.01

Cation content

Cr

1,2; Metamorphic epidote from the Griffin Range.

ou 39941.

3,4; Metamorphic garnet from the Griffin Range.

ou 39941.

*

All iron as FeO.
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( ou

39965 ) are different in character to the epidosites adjacent to the

ultramafite in that the pistacite content of the epidote is much higher,
causing the epidosites to be dark green (cf. p. 8) and yellow in hand
specimen.

Also the existence of a relict greenschist does not explain

the decreasing concentration of epidotes away from the ultramafite within
quartzofeldspathic schist.
The most plausible explanation to account for the epidote concentrations is that they represent calcium and aluminium lost during
serpentinization at a low temperature.
Barnes and O'Neil (1969) and Barnes et al. (1972) have shown that
rodingite assemblages may form at low temperatures due to fluids of high
Ca 2+ activity derived during serpentinization of the ultramafite
(cf. Evans, 1977).

Therefore if a fresh ultramafite of a lherzolitic

composition were serpentinized in quartzofeldspathic lithologies, a zone
of calcium and aluminium enrichment would occur decreasing away from the
ultramafite.

Depending on the temperature of serpentinization, the

mineral assemblage formed by such a process might be a hydrogrossular
or clinozoisite

rodingite (see Coleman, 1962, 1967).

That serpentinization

and consequent rodingitization occurred prior to or during F 1 deformation
is obvious from the evidence in figure 2:13.

·During metamorphism, the

rodingites and zones of high calcium concentrations are reconstituted to
form epidosites and zones within the quartzofeldspathic schist of high
epidote concentration.

The majority of the epidosites were later

overprinted by the metasomatic zones.

Muscovite
Muscovite is ubiquitous throughout the garnet zone quartzofeldspathic
schist occurring as small (0.5 mm - 0.05 mm) laths concentrated in the more
pelitic portions of each individual graded bed.

Although the muscovite

is fine grained and does not assume the porphyroblastic texture of the

'fABLE 2: B.

Huscovi te and biotite analyses

Spec.

1

2

3

4

Si02

47.60

48.71

51.77

37.92

o

34.07

34.19

31.28

17.41

0.43

0.43

0.43

1.45

FeO*

1.61

1.53

1.92

20.96

MnO

0.02

0.04

0.02

0.31

MgO

1.62

1.64

1.61

9.85

0.29

0.02

Al

2 3

Ti0

2

CaO
Na

o

2

K 0
2
cr

o

2 3

.-,'

0.62

0.-60

o. 76

0.12

10.47

10.34

9.23

8.76

0.05

0.06

96.50

97.54

97.31

96.80

Si

6.26

6.32

6.68

5.68

A1

5.28

5.23

4.76

3.07

Ti

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.16

Fe

0.18

0.17

0.21

2.62

TOTAL

Cation content

0.01

Mn
0.32

Mg

0.32

Ca

'

0.04
0.31

2.20

0.04

Na

0.16

0.15

0.19

0.03

K

1. 76

1.71

1.52

1.67

Cr

0.01

1, 2; Metasomatic muscovite from the Griffin Range.

ou 39933.

3 .;

Hetamorphic muscovite from the Griffin Range.

ou 39941.

Metamorphic biotite from the Griffin Range.

ou 39941.

4
*

:

All iron as FeO.
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biotite, it exhibits textural equilibrium with the biotite and the two
micas are often interleaved.

Unlike the metasomatic muscovite, the meta-

morphic muscovite is oriented along 5 1 schistosity planes.
The muscovite is highly phengitic with an 5i:Aliv ratio of
approximately 5:1 (see analysis

3 table 2:8).

The magnesium content is

essentially the same as in the metasomatic muscovite, however, the schist
muscovite is somewhat enriched in iron over the metasomatic

muscovite~

It has been suggested by several workers that the phengite content
decreases with metamorphic grade (cf. Crawford, 1966; Mason, 1962).

It

should be noted, however, that the muscovite analyses indicate that the
phengite content of these garnet zone muscovites is still quite high.

Chlorite
Chlorite in the quartzofeldspathic schist may occur either as a
retrogressive phase aligned parallel to 5 2 foliation, or as pseud01aorphs
after garnet.

More rarely chlorite is an essential primary phase of the

garnet zone assemblage.

The majority of the chlorite observed however is

demonstrably retrogressive.

The chlorite formed along 5

2

surfaces occurs

as elongate laths of 2 mm in length, whereas the chlorite that forms as
a pseudornorph after garnet is tabular in habit.

In both instances the

chlorite exhibits normal interference tints and iS- optically negative
indicating an iron-rich chlorite (Albee, 1962).
chroism is characteristic of this chlorite.

A distinct green pleo-

A microprobe analysis of

what appears to be a typical example. of a schist chlorite is supplied in
table 2:5 •

The

.

h~gh

Fe

2+

:Mg

2+

ratio distinguishes this type of chlorite

from the metasomatic chlorite.
Ramanahao (1977) has compared distribution coefficients of Mg in
co-existing phengitic muscovites and chlorites from some greenschist
facies rocks in Central Australia.

He found that the average

musc:chl

~Hg
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is approximately 0,1.

This assumes ideal solution and non-interference

K
musc:chl f
the quartzofeldspathic schist
DHg
or
muse
= 0.053 1 and an XNg chl = 0.364 (see
sample A-12 is 0.1 with an XNg

from mobile components.

tableB; 2: 5
is 0.033.

muse: chl of the metasomatic chlor_;_te and muscovite
DHg
musc:chl f
.
f
The vast differences in l'oHg
or the ttvo pa~rs o
I

2:8. The K

coexisting phases is due to the non-ideal .ity of Hg behaviour, with Mg
showing a marked preference for chlorite in the metasomatic system.
Variations in JS are so great in the metasomatic system, that the validity
of a JSMg for non-metasomatic mineral pairs must be questioned.

The

interference of other components upon magnesium is sufficient to cause the
system to depart significantly from ideal behaviour, and thus be impossible
to describe by means of a simple distribution coefficient.

Garnet
The occurrence of garnets within the quartzofeldspathic schists
is sporadic and dependent upon the bulk composition.

The appearance of

almandine garnet in the Haast Schists defines the lower boundary of the
garnet zone, but the absence of garnet in the majority of rock types makes
field identification of the garnet isograd impossible.

Petrographic

identification of the garnet isograd is aided by the nearly simultaneous
appearance of oligoclase rimming albite grains •. Schists of the Turiwhate
Distri~t

are therefore placed within the garnet zone on the presence of the

two feldspars.
Garnets within the quartzofeldspathic schist are typically 0.08-0.3 mm
in diameter with numerous small inclusions of quartz and epidote.

Micro-

probe analyses of a garnet from the Griffin Range adjacent to the metasomatic muscovite zone are shotvn in table 2:7.

Both analyses were taken

from a single garnet crystal at points equidistant from the rim.

The

spessartine component is quite high at the analyzed points, and further
scanning with the microprobe indicates a zoning of decreased spessartine
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towards the rim.
~t

should be noted that the grossular component is quite high for

an almandine garnet, with a substantially higher grossular component than
garnets from rocks of similar bulk composition and metwuorphic grade
(cf. Cooper, 1970).

This high grossular content may reflect the effects

of calcium and aluminium lost from the ultramafite during serpentinization.
An interpretation of this kind is compatible with the evidence of increasing

volume percent of epidote and the presence of epidosites in the vicinity
of nearly all

Further analyses from different localities

ultramafites.

are necessary to substantiate this theory.

Biotite
Dark red brown biotite occurs throughout the quartzofeldspathic
schists as a major phase.

Biotite is found both as large (l-1.5 mm)

porphyroblasts and as fine grained laths interleaved with muscovite.

The

large porphyroblasts are commonly fractured due to later. deformation during
either F 2 or F 3 period of deformation.
The metamorphic biotite is quite different from the phlogopitic
biotite of the metasomatic zone (see analyses 4
pitic biotite has a Mg

2+

:Fe

2+

table 2:5 ) •

ratio of approximately 3:1.

to the ratio in the metamorphic biotite of 2.3:2.6.

The phlogo-

This compares

The metamorphic

biotite clearly formed under different thermochemical conditions than did
the metasomatic biotite.

WHOLE ROCK GEOCHE!HSTRY AND

~<!ASS

BALANCE RELATIONS

Appendices A,B record analyses from the geological literature of
metasomatic zonation sequences similar to the Pounamu occurences.

Graphic presentation of the data contained in App. A,B
figure 2:16.

is shown in

Immediately obvious from figure 2:16 are the distinct com-

ponent configurations, i.e. silica concentrated in the talc zone, calcium
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concentrated in the tremolite zone, aluminium in the chlorite and muscovite
zones, potassium in the muscovite zone and sodium in the albite zone~

The component configurations are defined as being either high or low
by using component concentrations in the unaltered schist and serpentinite
for base level comparisons.

To a first approximation the assumption that

the metasomatic zones were derived from material chemically identical to
the unaltered schist and serpentinite is adequate,

However, the possibility

that original differences in lithologies existed and are now masked by the
metasomatic zones is implied by the whole rock analyses and by some of the
petrographic aspects of the system.

The high epidote concentration adjacent

to the metasomatic zones suggest that the original schist adjacent to the
ultramafite may have been epidote-rich prior to metasomatism.

This hypo-

thesis is reinforced by the observation in the Springburn pod (a concentrically zoned ultramafite from lower metamorphic grade) that epidote
grains persist in high concentrations into the chlorite zone.

Concurrently,

virtually no tremolite zone exists within the ultramafite (pers. comm.
A. Reay).

Therefore in the lower metamorphic grade occurrence, epidote

remains stable within the chlorite metasomatic zone, and reflects a higher
concentration of calcium and aluminium than in the normal quartzofeldspathic
schist.
Although maintenance of constant volume during metasomatism may be
proven in the muscovite metasomatic zone where a pre-existing schistosity
remains intact, the volume relationships during metasomatism of the other
It is

zones are indeterminable due to a lack of a proper reference state.
assumed here that there was some volume change, but that the original

geometry of the schist:ultramafite system was bounded by essentially the
same dimensions as the current geometry.
With the assumption that near constant volume is preserved, the
geochemical implications may be examined in a qualitative manner.
petrographic evidence suggests that the

calci~~

The

in the tremolite zone was
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derived from the breakdown of epidote in the chlorite zone.

Taking

epidote and tremolite densities as essentially equal, a zone one metre
wide consisting of 50% epidote would release sufficient calcium to produce
a one metre wide zone of monominerallic tremolite.

That some calcium

combines with titanium to form sphene, and that chlorite and

tra~olite

zonal widths are not always constant, caused the figure of 50% epidote to
be valuable in a qualitative manner only with a precision of ± 10%.

If the

material within the chlorite zone was originally quartzofeldspathic schist
with an average calcium content of 3%, a volume reduction of 66% would be
necessary to produce the observed geometry.

In light of the evidence for

no volume change in the muscovite zone, a drastic volume reduction of 66%
in the adjacent chlorite zone is considered improbable.

Therefore the

pre-metasomatic lithology adjacent to the serpentinized ultramafite was
enriched in calcium, with the probable existence of discontinuous rodingites.
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Introduction
Many theories concerning metasomatic processes in schist: ultramafite
systems have been expounded, the majority of which are at variance to every
other theory.

Component behaviour during metasomatism is also a matter of

great debate in the literature.
repeatedly argued that the

For

~nstance

Coleman (1966, 1971) has

tr.emolite metasomatic zone forms during

serpentinization from the calcium released in the breakdown of clinopyroxene.
Although the weight of field evidence in the Pounamu occurrences contradicts
Coleman's hypothesis, actual proof as to the origin of the calcium may not
be found entirely from field relationships.

Another basic problem is the

location of the original border with respect to current metasomatic
lithologies.

Although the trace element evidence alone convincingly

indicates that the original border lies within the thin bimineralic zone
of tremolite chlorite between the monomineralic

and chlorite and tremolite

zones, the placement of the original border is of critical enough importance
in the interpretation of component behaviour to warrant further proof.
In order to gather further information on metasomatism an experimental
study was undertaken.

The approach was patterned after a study of metasomatic

zoning in calc-silicate systems by Vidale (1969) ; The experimental method
described and tested by Vidale for the calc-silicate system proved excellent
for the analysis of element behaviour in the metasomatic zoning of ultrafamic
rock.

The experimental study was intended to provide a concret& basis on

which to evaluate behaviour in the natural §ystem.

An anticipated aim of the study was to determine differences in a
metasomatic sequence formed by the juxtaposition of quartzofeldspathic schist
and serpentine, and one formed
serpentine.

by the juxtaposition of greenschist and

This aim was not realised, hov;ever, vresurnably due to the

inability of the analytical techniques to detect subtle, small scale differences.
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The scope of the study was not intended to produce a definitiv e
evaluatio n of component behaviour during metasoma tism over a large range

of temperatu res and pressures .

Although such a study would have provided

valuable insight into the boundary condition s of metasoma tism, the length
of each run (40 days) prohibite d analysis of behaviour at any temperatu re

'
or pressure
other than 450°C and 2 kb.

These condition s are thought to

approxima te the metamorp hic condition s in the Alpine schists of the
Pounamu area at the metamorp hic maximum.

Starting Materials
All experimen tal runs contained a serpentin e (OU 39953 )) taken
from the Serpentin ite Quarry on the north side of Mt Griffin.

Samples from

this locality have previousl y been analysed by Page and Coleman (1967).
An

analysis of a serrentin ite sample from the serpentin ite quarry reported

by Page and Coleman (1967) is quoted in Table 2:2.
Two separate samples, one a quartzofe ldspathic

schist (QFS), and the

other a greensch ist, were used as the starting material for the "schist"

in the experime ntal system.

The QFS sample OU39942 was taken from 10 metres

east of the serpentin e•schist contact in the Griffin Range.

This sample has

undergone metamorph ism to garnet zone, epidote-a mphiboli te facies, and
contains the assemblag e: quartz, albite:ol igoclase, epidote, biotite,
muscovite , almandine garnet, sphene, graphite, and pyrite.

A further

descripti on of eu 39942 including mineralog y and petrograp hy may be
found in Chapter 2.

This sample was thought to be represent ative

of the major schist type in the area adjacent to the Pounamus.
The greensch ist selected for the experime ntal material is from
the pumpelly ite-actino lite facies and contains the assemblag e; actinolit e,
albite, epidote, chlorite, magnetite , sphene and a late stage quartz vein.

This was chosen for the experimen t because it contained an average mineralog y
for a New Zealand greensch ist (pers. comm. I.J.Pring le,l976)
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The sample was prepared by crushing the starting materials in an
automatic tungsten carbide crusher to < 120 microns.

Crushing times were

limited to less than 10 seconds in an attempt to minimize iron oxidation .
Repeated sievings and mixings were carried out to approxima te homogene ity
of the starting materials .

Sample Preparati on
The experime ntal technique was designed primarily for analysis of
the metasoma tic zonation sequence utilizing the electron microprob e and
the petrograp hic microscop e, with some X-ray powder photograp h analysis.
Because of this emphasis, the method used for preparati on of the sample
both before and after the experimen tal run was similar to that outlined
by Vidale (1969), with several variation s and adaptatio ns.
A 40 mm length of 3 wa OD gold tubing was welded shut at one end
after it had soaked in 1m HCl for 30 minutes.

100 mg of serpentin e were

then placed in the tube and compresse d tightly with a metal rod.

The

tightness of packing was intended to produce lowered permeabi lity, simulatin g
the actual low permeabi lity of the serpentin e found in the Pounamu occurrenc e.
Once the serpentin e was packed, the inner walls were cleaned using cotton
swabs to insure that any reaction taking place

w~s

due to movement across

the boundary rather than due to reaction of residual material along the
tube walls.
One mg of graphite was then added to the sample to serve as a marker
horizon to delineate original geometrie s in the manner described by
Vidale (1969).

Upon examinati on of the initial set of runs, it was

determine d that one mg of graphite was excessive , possibly serving as an
effective barrier to diffusion .

This possibili ty "'as reduced in subsequen t

runs by reducing the amount of graphite present.
When the walls had been cleaned of graphite, 200 mg of schist were
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added to the capsule , and packed down tightly .

At this point, the

materia ls in the capsule came to within 10 mm of the unsealed end of the
tube.

Into the remainin g 10 mm was injected the fluid phase by means of a

hypoderm ic syringe .
of 15

~l

of fluid.

increase d to 50

~l

In the first series of runs, the fluid phase consiste d
However , in subsequ ent runs the amount of fluid was
to increase the amount of reaction .

Once the capsule was filled the tube was crimped and welded, keeping
the base of the tube in an ice bath to prevent volatile loss.

The capsule

was weighed· and heated to l05°C to determin e whether leakage occurre d.

The

capsule was reweighe d after cooling and any capsule with loss of weight
> 0. oolg was repacked and rewelde d.

After the adequacy of the welds was determin ed, the charge was
placed in a lin O.D., Rene type, vertica l, cold-se al bomb.

Two charges

were placed in each bomb, each charge being oriented 180° with respect to
the accompa nying charge to provide a check on the effect of tempera ture
gradien ts within the bomb.
The bomb >Jas calibrat ed with an externa l, Chromel -Alumel thermoc ouple,
and tempera tures were monitor ed daily by means of a galvanic

potentio meter.

In all cases but one, daily tempera ture fluctuat ions were restrict ed
to less than l8°C over the 40 day period of the experim ents.

In the case of

bomb #2 which containe d charged 2A, 4A, in a two day period the tempera ture
fluctuat ed l00°C at which time correcti ons in the control ling mechanis m were
made which ended the gross fluctuat ions.
Pressure was maintain ed within the cold-se al bomb by means of a
water medium at 2000 bars and was monitore d daily.

Pressur e fluctuat ions

were never greater than 2 bars.
Quenchin g of runs was accompl ished by removing the furnaces while
maintai ning pressur e, and cooling the borr~s under a jet of compres sed
air.

Using this method, cooling from 450°C to 50°C was accompl ished in less than
five minutes .
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After cooling, those capsules which were not to be analysed on the
mass spectrom eter were carefully cut open at each end and dried for 24 hours
at lOS 0 c.

Following the technique outlined by Vidale (1969) the dried

samples were gently impregnat ed under vacuum with araldite epoxy.

Com-

paction of the sample was sufficien t to prohibit disruptio n of lithologi c
geometrie s during impregna tion.

When the epoxy had hardened, the tubes

and samples were cut longitudi nally with a jewellers saw of 0.2 mm width,
giving two halves, one of which was mounted for petrograp hic analysis, and
the other was reserved for microprob e or X-ray analysis.
For the capsules which were to be analysed by the mass spectrom eter,
the procedure below was followed.

The charge was removed from the bomb

and allowed to cool to 24°C then placed in a 10 em vacuum tube.

A

hypodermi c needle fastened to the end of a hollow brass rod of 7 mm O.D.
was introduce d into the vacuum tube.
stopper surroundi ng the brass rod.

The tube was sealed by a teflon
The tube was then evacuated through the

brass rod by the diffusion pump within the mass spectrom eter to a pressure
of 10

-6

torr.

When evacuatio n was complete, the hypoderm ic needle was used

to puncture the gold capsule by sliding the vacuum tube onto the brass rod.
The vacuum was maintaine d by having an increasin g taper on the outside
diameter of the brass rod, thus tightenin g the seal as the vacuum tube was
moved onto the rod.

Once the gold capsule was punctured , the gas was

extracted through the hypodermi c needle and analysed in the mass spectrom eter.

Fluid Phase and Component Speciatio n
There has been considera ble controver sy
phase present in metamorph ic. fluids.

in discussio ns of the fluid

The majority of experime ntal work

(see Helgeson 1967) and studies of fluid inclusion s (see Roedder 1972)
indicates that a Cl- ccmponent is present in some form during metarnorp hism.

In order to introduce the Cl

component into the experime ntal system,
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KCl, Cacl

2

and HCl were used in diffe rent charg es.

to those charg es which merel y conta ined H o.
2

These were all compa red

The Cl

compo nent appea rs to

aid react ion by incre asing disso ciatio n and speci
ation .

Due to an inabi lity to determ ine the mode of compo
nent trans fer,
the indiv idual compo nents are refer red to in their
oxide state s.

This is

therm odyna mical ly valid in that it neith er introd uces
or remov es a furth er
compo nent in the exper iment al system .

Oxide compo nents are used in the

gener al case, becau se compo nent behav iour is analy sed
throu gh an analy sis of
miner al relati onsh ips which refle ct oxide compo nents
(Fisc her, 1973) .

Optic al analy sis of exper iment al resul ts
A summ ation of the follow ing inform ation may be found
in table 3-l.
100 mg serpe ntine

200 mg QFS
15 days

Run #7 was intend ed to provi de a recon naissa nce view
of the lower
limit of react ion withi n the exper iment al system .

As such, the run time was kept

to a lengt h antic ipate d to produ ce the first amoun t
of obser vable react ion.
Altho ugh the exten t of react ion is very limit ed, compo
nent migra tion by
diffu sion is obvio usly well advan ced by this stage ,
and is suffi cient to
produ ce co

2

metas omati sm by the react ion:

This react ion neces sitate s the earli er react ion;

graph ite + o

2

~

co

2

(Reac tion 3 : 1)

(Reac tion 3:2)

to provi de the co which presu mably occur red very early
in the run.
2

'I'his

exem plifie s zonin g by diffu sion of volat ile compo nents
simil ar to that
descr ibed by Vidal e and Hewi tt (1973) in calc- silica
te system s.

The talc-

magn esite blebs forme d by this react ion occur throu
ghout the serpe ntine in
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an apparently random pattern.

The blebs

talc-magne site from this run.

Howeve~

>~ere

not optically identified as

examination of larger blebs of

identical characteris tics in later runs indicates that there is the formation
of magnesite, surrounded spherically by fine, lath-like talc.
Along with the co

2

metasomatis m, the first effects of silica

diffusion are visible in the production of a very fine-graine d, dusty phase
adjacent to and parallel to the graphite border.

This phase replaces the

fine-graine d serpentine matrix surrounding the serpentine laths.
the talc-magne site blebs identificat ion is possible only

th~ough

As with
a

comparison with similar material in later runs inmich the amount of material
is increased.

In later runs, it is obvious that this phase is in fact talc,

formed by the reaction:

(Reaction 3:3)
Recognition of any reaction within the schist is impossible.
based upon the evidence for the presence of free Sio

2

However,

available for the

formation of talc, it is clear there must be at least a partial breakdown
of quartz in the schist.
#l

100 mg serpentine
15 Ill H o
2

200 mg QFS
40 days

450°C
2000 bars

Run # l contains the same starting materials as #7 differing only in
the length of time during which it was subjected to the experimenta l
conditions.

Evidence of reaction in the serpentine in #1 consists of a 0.10

mm wide zone of dusty talc laths formed by the diffusion of sio

2

across

the graphite border.
co

2 metasomatis m has progressed further in #l than in #7 as seen by

the larger number of talc-magnes ite blebs scattered through the serpentine.
These blebs are better defined than those formed during the 15 day run,
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contain ing a carbona te, identifi able by its high birefrin gence, surround ed
by talc laths.

The center of all blebs is magnesi te in this run (see

Figure 3:1)
Reaction within the schist is difficu lt to discern but a thin
(0.05-0. 10) band of quartz· and albite-f ree materia l is develop ed adjacen t
to the graphite border.
Sio

2

This zone probably represe nts the source of the

which produce s the talc zone in the serpent ine.

The formatio n of a

fine-gra ined, low-bir efringen t phase in the quartz- and albite-f ree zone is
suggeste d, but the small size of the zone preclude s identifi cation.
Identifi cation is made of similar materia l in a later run.
100 mg serpenti ne
15

~l

0.01 m KCL

200 mg QFS
40 days

2000 bars

Run #2 exhibits further reaction than run #1, particu larly as concern s
metasom atism by non-vol atile compone nts vs. volatile compone nts.

The talc

zone adjacen t to the graphite is 0.75 mm in width, a conside rable increase
from #1.

The number of talc-ma gnesite blebs remains approxim ately the same

as in #1, indicati ng that X

c0 2

is sub-equ al in both runs.

However , the

magnesi te in the majority of the blebs has been .replace d by talc which
maintain s a broad platy habit, and exhibits maltese -cross extincti on
pattern s.

Magnesi te remains only in the center of the large blebs furthes t

from the contact .

This

i~

indicati ve of rising

ment of magnesi te by talc through the reaction :

~Si0

2

causing the replace -

(Reactio n 3:4)
in a manner similar to the overpri nting of metasom atic zonation sequenc
es

caused by gradien ts in volatile compone nts by those caused by gradien ts of
the non-vol atile compone nts as describe d by Vidale and Hewitt (1973).
The quartz- and albite-f ree zone in the schist is 0.20 mm in width,
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with the existen ce of a sharp bounda ry between the reactio n zone
and the
remain ing schist .

100 mg serpen tine
15

~1

200 mg QFS

0.01 m cac1

40 days

2

2000 bars

Reactio n in #3 is somewh at less than in #2 produc ing a talc zone of
width 0.20 mm, but withou t produc ing the overpr inting of the co
by the diffusi on of Sio •
2

2 metasom atism

Althoug h severa l of the smalle r talc-m agnesi te

blebs display replace ment of magnes ite by talc, many of the larger
blebs
mainta in a very clear magnes ite core, with severa l showin g
rhombo hedral

cleavag e.

In this run,

~

.

Sl. 0 2

in the serpen tine is eviden tly somewh at

lower than in # 2, preven ting the total replace ment of magnes ite by talc.
Hovmve r, this may presen t a false value of the stabil ity field of
magnes ite
in USi0
2

space, becaus e magnes ite may be existin g in a metast able manner
.

The mantlin g of the magnes ite blebs by talc may act to insula te it,
allowin g
magnes ite to persis t metast ably in an environ ment with a value of

~Si0

above the stabili ty field of magnes ite.

2

Reactio n in the schist is limited , with a quartz - and albite- free
zone of

~

0.10 mm.
100 mg serpen tine
15

~1

200 mg QFS

H o + 1 mg Oxalic acid
2

40 days

2000 bars

The presenc e of oxalic acid has little appare nt effect on the amount
of volati le zoning , as evidenc ed by the lack of an increas ed number
of talcmagnes ite blebs.

Howeve r, the rate of silica diffusi on is high in this run

as seen in the increas ed width of the talc zone (1.00 mm).

This may be due

to a rising instab ility of a silica bearing phase \\7ithin the schist
with

rising XCO

althoug h
2

there is no optica l evidenc e to suppor t this.

Blebs in the serpen tine are now represe nted solely by talc.
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The quartz- and albite- free zone is

~

0.50 mm in width, with clear

resolu tion between the quartz - and albite- free zone and the remain
der of
the

schist.
100 mg serpen tine
15

~1

0.01 m KCL

200 mg QFS
l mg Oxalic acid

40

day~

Extens ive reactio n in all areas charac terizes #5.
large

(~

2000 bars
The talc zone is

1.05 mm) and extends along the edge of the sample into the

serpen tine, indica ting prefer ential traspo rt at the sample -gold tube
interfa ce.

All magnes ite is comple tely replace d by the talc in the platy

habit charac teristi c of the pseudom orphs after magne site.
Reactio n within the schist adjace nt to the graphi te border has
produc ed a quartz - and albite- free zone of

~

1.0 mm width, forming a well-

define d, fine-gr ained phase of low birefri ngence , identif iable as
magnes ian
chlori te.

The amount of epidote is distin ctly reduced in the reactio n zone,

with only the larger grains persis ting.

Epidot e, then, while less unstab le

than quartz or albite in the reactio n zone, is still unstab le during
the
metaso matic event.

The amount of biotite and muscov ite is also reduced

from that in the unalter ed schist , althoug h this is less readily noticed
than the absence of epidote .
100 mg serpen tine
15

~1

H 0
2

(See figures 3:2a, 3:2b)
200 mg Greens chist
40deys

450°C
2000 bars

The formati on of the talc zone is well defined in this sample , being
0.75 mm in width.

The

nurr~er

reduced from the other runs.

of talc (magne site) blebs is distin ctly
In each case the magnes ite has been replace d

by talc.
Becaus e of the opaque charac ter of the crushed greens chist, it is
imposs ible to determ ine the extent of reactio n on the schist side
of the
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graphite border.
0

100 mg serp; 200 mg QFS; 40 )ll 0.01 m HCL; 40 days 450 C 2000 bars
100 mg serp; 200 mg QFS; 40 lll 0.01 m HCL; 1 mg oxalic acid; 40 days
450°C

2000 bars
0

100 mg serp; 200 mg greenschist; 40 \ll 0.01 m HCL; 40 days 450 C
2000 bars
#4A

100 mg serp; 200 mg greenschist; 40 \ll 0.01 m HCL; 1 mg oxalic acid;
40 days

450°C

2000 bars

The alterations made in sample preparation of these samples from the
first 7 runs (i.e. more fluid, an HCL solution, less graphite) caused no
differences in the assemblages present.

was increased by the changes,

m~cing

However, the amount of reaction

identification of phases simpler.

The two samples with QFS showed reaction within the schist of greater
extent than run #5, although of similar type.

Again, besides the breakdown

of quartz and albite in the reaction zone, it is obvious that the amount of
epidote is severely reduced, along with a reduction in the amount of biotite
and muscovite present.

This is contempcraneous with the production of the

fine-grained l·lg chlorite phase.
Optical analysis of the greenschist samples is limited by the nearly
opaque nature of the crushed schist, preventing resolution of individual
grains.
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TABLE 3:1

DESCRIPTION OF

100 mg Serpehti~e
200 mg Quartzo Fe1dspathic
Schist
15 lll H20
"' 1 mg Graphite
40 days
100
200
15
"' 1
40

#7

#lA

100
200
40
"'0.01
40

mg Serpentine
mg QFS
lll 0.01 m HCl
mg Graphite
days

#2A

100
200
40
. . 1
fl:i!Qy01
··.•· 40

mg Serpentirte
mg QFS
lll 0.01 m MG1
mg Oxalic . acid
mg Graphi;'l;.~
·
days

mg Serpentine
mg QFS
lll 0.01 KCi
mg Gra:Rhite;
days

100 mg Serpentine
200 mg QFS
15 lll O.OJ,"''\¥l;,Cf;~Cl2
"' 1 mg Gr ap)hl;:~~;,~'l
40 days , ' . ·

#6

BXJ:'ERI~N:T~ RUNS

100
200
15
"' 1
"' 1
40

mg Serp~i:rt;.~ne
mg QFS
lll H2o
mg Oxa.lic acid
mg Graphite
days

100
200
15
"' 1
"' 1
40

mg Serpentine
mg QFS
lll 0.01 m KCl
mg Oxalic acid
mg GraphitE3
days

100 mg Serpentine
200 mg Greenschist
15 lll H2
1 mg Gr
40 days
100 mg
200 mg
15 lll
"' 1 mg
15 days

#3A

# 4A

100 mg Serpentine
200 mg Greenschist
lll 0 • 01 m :.H<2l,<z\\,
mg Graphit~
days
100
200
40
1
"'0.01
40

mg Serpentin.e''
mg Greens~i):i.s:l::
lll 0.01 m Hcl
mg Oxalic .acid
mg Graphite
days

FIGURE 3:1.

Talc:magnesite bleb in experimental section; 3.

Idioblastic

magnesite (m) showing rhombehedral cleavage is concentrically
surrounded by talc laths (t) •
antigorite.

The matrix is unreac~ed

Field of view is l mm.

FIGURE '3:2a.·Unreacte d control specimen.

Crossed nic'ols.

Quartzofeldspa thic schist lies

to the right of the graphite border with the ultramafite to
the left.

Field of view is 3.8 mrn.

FIGURE 3:2b. Reacted experimental specimen; 5.

Crossed nic ols.

Quartzofeldspa thic schist

lies to the right of the graphite border with the ultramafite
to the left.

The reaction zones in both the schist and the

ultramafite are evident '"hen compared to figure 3:2a.

The

dissolution of quartz, albite, epidote, muscovite and biotite
in the schist reaction zone, coupled with the production of
fine grained magnesian chlorite gives a markedly reduced
average grain size from the unreacted schist portion.

The

production of talc in the ultramafite causes the murky appearance of the ultramafite reaction zone.
Crossed nic· ols.

Field of view is 3.8 mm.

(The cracks to the right and left of the

graphite border occured during mounting of the specimen for
analysis.)
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Element Migration
The Back Scatter Election unit of the microprobe was utilised
to produce element concentration profiles elucidating element behaviour
during the experimental metasomatic event.
and unaltered samples were made.

Element maps of both altered

Composite views are shown in figure 3:3 ,

taken at 300 x and 600 x magnifications showing
element maps.

~~e

area encompassed in the

In each photograph the original serpentine-schist border is

oriented northeast-southwest with the schist to the north,·mst
serpentine to the southeast of the border.

and the

Graphite marking the original

border forms the large dark area in the first quadrant of the experimental
section.

The size of the field of view is

~600 ~

and 300

~

at the respective

magnifications.

The unaltered control sample was prepared using the same method
described above for the preparation of the actual experimental runs, but
without subjecting the material to the experimental conditions.

The element

maps of the control section show sharp element concentration boundaries
coincident with the schist-serpentine boundary as would be expected.

CaO

shows high concentration in the schist adjacent to the serpentine, localized
in the epidote grains.

There is no CaO in the serpentine.

The MgO profile

is the reverse of the CaO profile with very high concentration in the
serpentine and negligible concentrations in the schist.

Al o mirrors this
2 3

relationship across the border.

Na o and K o reside entirely within the
2
2

albite and micas of the schist.

The Si0

2

is diminished somewhat in the serpentine.

profile, very high in the schist,
Each element profile is

predictable and presents a clear standard by which to measure relative
element migration in the experimental charges.
In the element analysis of the experimental sample, element migration
along chemical potential gradients is clearly evident.

In some ins·t.ances

element behaviour follows a simple pattern of reduction of concentration
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gradien ts.

However , in other cases, the migratio n pattern diverge s from

that predicte d on the basis of concent ration profile s.
A compari son of MgO distribu tion in the control and experim ental
samples indicate s that MgO behaves in a pattern to reduce the origina l
sharp element discont inuity, by diffusin g into the schist.

This produce s a

reduced concent ration gradien t between the schist and serpent ine.

The MgO

has migrated into the schist from the serpenti ne suggesti ng that, in this
instance , the concent ration differe ntial of MgO is the factor dominat ing
the chemica l potenti al and therefor e the behavio ur of MgO.
Calcium behaves in a manner similar to magnesiu m, although diffusin g
in the opposite directio n, with the concent ration differe ntial factor
dominat ing the chemica l potenti al.

However , the reduced origina l concent ration

of CaO compared to the origina l concent ration of MgO causes a less distinc t
behavio ural trend.

This, coupled with the fact that most of the CaO is

supplied by the breakdow n of the smaller epidotes leaving the larger
epidote s unreacte d, accounts for the erratic nature of the experim ental
sample, CaO element map.

A local cao concent ration within the serpent ine

at the origina l border is evident .
Compari son of silica behavio ur in tha control and the experjm ental
samples indicate s a departu re from a chemica l potenti al gradien t that is
based primari ly on the

concentrat~on

gradien t, and therefo re differs from

the behavio ur exhibite d by CaO and MgO.

The initial configu ration shows a

very high silica concent ration in the schist adjacen t to a moderat e
concent ration within the serpenti ne which,fr om whole rock analyse s is
1
~

65 wt%

Sio

2 :40~t% Sio 2 •

In the experim ental sample, upon the breakdow n

of quartz and albite, the silica has migrated from the schist to the
serpent ine, forming a higher concent ration in the serpenti ne than in the
schist in a reversa l of the origina l configu ration.

This is an example of

one of the more complic ated cases of diffusio n mention ed by Thompso n (1975)
in which migratio n along chemica l potenti al gradien ts does not strictly
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follow concentration gradients.

A chemical potential gradient determined

entirely by a concentration gradient can not continue beyond a line of zero
slope as does the silica gradient.

Although the Sio concentration within
2

the altered schist is lower than the serpentine, the fact that migration
occurred indicates that the chemical potential of Si0 in the schist must be
2
higher than in the serpentine, forcing continued migration of Sio to
2
minimize b.G towards an equilibrium situation.

Migration of K o and Na o under the experimental constraints occurs
2
2
in similar directions along similar paths.

For both elements, displacement

occurs from the schist adjacent to the boundary to positions further into
the schist from the original boundary.

However, displacement occurs at

different stages for K o and Na o, and is dependent upon the stability and
2
2
solubility of the host phase.

The sodium, as shown in figure 3:3c, has

completely migrated from its original positions adjacent to the schist.
This follows the optical evidence which indicates a breakdown of albite
within the reaction zone.

K 0 on the other hand is somewhat mo.re persistent under these
2
conditions due to the high stability of the host phases, biotite and
muscovite.

Some potassium remains within remnant biotite and muscovite,

but·the reduced concentration indicates some breakdown of the micas.

The microprobe was also used for fixed-speed scanning of the entire
experimental specimen, 2A.

An accelerating voltage of 15 kV was used and

the sample was scanned at a specimen drive speed of 100

~/minute.

Several element profiles were compiled and the results are graphically
displayed in figure 3:4 •

Although the different element profiles are

plotted on the same graph, this is not to imply that concentrations are
equivalent.

Each element profile maintains internal consistency, however,

element profiles can not be quantitatively compared to each other.
cases, the results are compatible with those derived by the Back
Scatter Electron photographs.

In all
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Figure3:3a .Back Scatter Electron photographs comparing the component
behaviour pattern of control and experimental sections. Composite vim·:s
of analysed specimens •. Original border exiends from quadrant I to
quadrant I I .
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Figure 3:3b·Back Scatter Electron photographs comparing the component
behaviour pattern of control and experimental sections.
Si02 :schist_ - ultramafite.

MgO:ultramafit e - schist.
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Figure 3:3c.Back Scatter Electron photographs comparing the component
behaviour pattern of control and experimental sections.
Na o:schist - schist further from ultramafite.
2

K o:ambiguous.
2

(The high remnant concentrations of K o are due to the stability of
2
biotite and muscovite in the reaction zone) •
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Figure 3:3d.Back Scatter Electron photographs comparing the component
behaviour pattern of control and experimental sections.
CaO disperses upon dissolution of epidote.
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FIGURE 3:4.

SCHIST

Graphic representation of fixed-speed electron microprobe
scanning of experimental system.
microns.

Horizontal axis is in

Vertical axis is parameterless, reflecting internal

consistency for each element only.
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The sharpness of the original border is demonstrate d by the abrupt
change in Ti0

2

and Al o content as the border is crossed, both of which
2 3

remain relatively immobile throughout the experiment.

The Si0 2 profile

illustrates a lower concentrati on in the schist adjacent to the border
relative to the concentrati on on the serpentine side of the border.

An

abrupt peak in cao concentrati on at the border is prominent, with depletion
on the schist side.

The MgO profile is straightforw ard, decreasing into the

schist, and sustaining a plateau adjacent to the border on both sides.

Gas Phase Equilibria
Recent investigatio ns of experimenta l gas phase equilibria have
stressed the importance of gas species upon phase stabilities (cf. French,
1966; Eugster and Skippen 1967; Greenwood, 1967; Johannes, 1969;
Kerrick, 1974}.

In many of the investigati ons, little departure from a

binary H o-co solution has been assumed and proven (Greenwood, 1967},
2
2
however, in some instances a more complicated system has been postulated
with major CH -co-NO components (see Eugester and Skippen, 1967; French, 1966;
4
Holloway and Reese, 1974}.
An examination of the gas equilibria of the present experimenta l study

was made, through various means, in a qualitative manner to ensJre that
the experimenta l results are not a product of subtle gas species variation.
An attempt was made to determine the effect of different gas species

proportions in the preparation stage of the experiments by varying the fluid
phase by preparing some runs with oxalic acid
varying the oxalic acid to water ratio.

a~d

some without, as well as

In all of the 40 day runs there

were no major differences observed in the stable assemblages due to fluid
composition changes.

The buffering capacity of the schist-serp entine

system is apparently sufficient to overcome the initial fluid composition
differences within the confines of the variations used in this experiment.
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It is conceiv able that the bufferin g capacity may be exceeded by the
introdu ction of a larger amount of oxalic acid to the system.
raise the fugacity of H , increasi ng
2

~he

This would

XCH

which would have the effect
4
of depress ing the hydrous phase when XH
> XCO
(French, 1966).
0
2
2
A second examina tion of the gas phase equilib ria was made after the
experim ental run and prior to the petrogra phic mountin g of the samples .
This involved the use of a

volatile

) mass spectrom eter to analyse

the gas species in the method describe d above.

The mass spectrom eter

measure s relative amounts of gas species present within each run.

Since

the spectrom eter must be adjusted for each determi nation accordin g to a
flexible scale of intensi ty, a direct comparis on of values of individu al
species can not be made between differen t capsule s.

However , a compari son

of species ratios of one capsule to the similar ratios of another capsule
can be made, and such a compari son yields valuabl e insight into the behavio ur
of various fluid combina tions.
Table 3:2 and Figures 3:5a,b, summari ses the data derived from the mass spectra
.
The mass spectrom eter records only the mass numbers of species present
without differen tiating between species of similar mass numbers such as
0 and CH •
4

This necessi tates some interpre tation of the various spectra

using arbitrar y values as fixed.

o

2

with a mass number 32, does not

interfer e with the mass number of other common species and therefor e forms
a referenc e point from which to judge other mass intensi ties.

The assumpt ion

first may be made that the o

2 peak is due to atmosph eric o 2 present at the
time of sealing . The peak at mass number 28 is compare d to the o peak in
2
each run and a consiste nt 5:1 intensit y ratio is obtaine d. This is the
average atmosph eric N -o ratio and indicate s that the majority of the mass
2 2
number 28 peak is due.to N withcon tributio nsof CO minor if not absent
2
entirely .
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The high o
the runs.

2

peak precludes the existence of a high XCH

in any of
4

It is obvious that there exists a rising f

in the runs

Hz

containing oxalic acid from the 14:16 (N:O + CH l peak intensity ra~io.
4
The methane peak coincides with the peak for 0 at mass number 16, disguising
some trends.

However, in the runs with oxalic acid, the 14:16 ratio is

markedly depressed indicating the proquction of CH •
4
The .effectivene ss of oxalic acid as a supplier of co is evident in a
2
comparison of o :co and of N :co • Unfortunate ly a direct determinati on
2
2
2
2
of XCO :X
cannot be made because of the presence of most of the H o as
2
2 H20
liquid H o in the quenched charge.
2
One further method utilized to determine the ideallity of the gas phase
is to calculate rough o
the observed products.

2

fugacities during the experiments by examination of
The following gives a maximum f

0

value.

In the

2

capsules with no oxalic acid and a low fluid phase (numbers 7, 1, 2, 3),
carbonate plus talc occurs by the reaction:
~

antigorite + 3C0

2~

Talc + 3Magnesi te + :· 3H o
2

The assumption can be made that the entire co
is due to the reaction C + o
the capsule and the o

2

2

;;;::::=

component in the Mgco

3

produced

co ; the c supplied by the graphite within
2

as atmospheric o •
2

by considering the total amount of Mgco
of 2.98 for the Mgco

2

(Reaction 3: 5)

3

A maximum f
produced, 10

0

value can be derived
2

~g.

assuming a density

3 (Deer, Howie and Zussman, 1967), and then determining

the relative stoichiome tric amounts as follows:
3.5

X

l0-

11

co

2

+ 2.3

X

10-llMg s<~ o (0H) ~
3 2 5
4 '

Mg 3 S ~4
' 0
10 (OH)
Again, assuming that the co

2

3 • 5 x 10-llMgCO3 + 1 • 6 x 10-ll

2 + 2.3 x lO-llH 20.

(Reaction 3 : 6)

is produced by the reaction c +

is therefore fixed at a m~~imum of lo-11 •

o ~

2

co ,
2

Correction for non-idealli ty

FIGURE 3:5a Mass spectrome ter analyses of experime ntal runs
3a (lower spectrum) and 4a (upper spectrum) •
numbers are indicated on lower ordinate.

Mass

The gas spectrum

of run 4a reflects the least oxidizing condition s of the
experimen tal runs.

Condition s of analyses; 25

. -6

c, 10

torr.

FIGURE 3:5b

Mass spectromete r

analy~~s

of experimenta l runs la (lower

spectrum) and 2a (upper spectrum).
indicated on lower ordinate.

Mass numbers are

Run 2a utilized oxalic acid

as a buffer and has a correspondi ngly higher
Conditions of analyses; 25 C, 10- 6 torr.

co 2 :o 2

ratio.
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TABLE 3:2

Relative Peak height intensiti es measured in mm of 1/10
intensity scale
Mass

No

12

13

lA

2A

8.0

2.5

14

15

9.0

1.0

6.0

9.0

1.6

21.0

3A

3.5

4A

1.0

1.5

17

16

18

28

32

40

44

2.5

,5.1

11.0

1

8.0

4.0

19.0

0<5.5

10.0

2

0<6.0

2.5

1.0

4.5

24.0

4.5

3.0

56.0

>10

23.0

4.0

4.5

8.5

1

Mass number ratios using above values

rnzl
02

!~

FN2l ; :

1~6J

lA

0.18

1.37

6.37

0.54

4.64

1.5

2A

0.16

0.167

0.92

2.1

5.5

0.43

3A

0.15

1.0

5.33

0.55

5.3

1.4

4A

0.043

0.47

2. 70

0.75

5.7

0.33

32
44

~
l
02

28
44

10 ll6

02 32

28
32

0

l14
16
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means of fugacity coeffic ients could change this value by a factor of 2,
but little more (see Ryzhenko and Malinin ; 1971).
Extrapo lation of French' s (1966) data to 450°C preclud es a stabilit y
field for CH

4

at values of f

0

greater than lo-

26

•

2

The three checks on gas phase equilib ria indicate two importa nt
facts.

First, they indicate that the model of the behavio ur of the gas phase

based upon the assumpt ion of the existenc e of a binary solution is not far
in

error~

the XH
2

Due to high f

values, derived from atmosph eric contami nation,
02
compone nt is oxidized , prevent ing the formatio n of large quantit ies

of CH , and causing the system to behave in a manner describe d within the
4
T:Xco - x
field.
2
H2 0
Secondl y, the studies of the gas phase equilib ria indLcate that
the bufferin g capacity of the experim ental system exceeds the demand upon it.
The importan ce of this fact is discusse d below.

Discuss ion

Both optical and electron micropro be analyses of the experim ental
samples indicate extensiv e compone nt diffusio n
the serpent ine-sch ist boundar y.

in a regular manner

across

Compone nt behavio ur follows the scheme

outl;.ned in figure 3:6a in approxim ate order of diffusio n.

Various reaction s

are suggeste d by the examina tion of the observa ble compone nt behavio urand
are correlat ed in figure 3: 6.b with the diffusio n sequenc es of figure 3: 6a.
The reaction s in figure 3: 6b and the correspo nding diffusio n are not
strictly sequent ial nor are they complet ely contemp oraneous .
and diffusio n of co

The formatio n

2 obvious ly occurs very early followed by the dissolu tion

of quartz and albite.

However , at this point the system becomes quite

complic ated with dissolu tion and reaction s maintain ed by a series of interdepende nt equation s.

The order of decreas ing instabi lity, quartz- albite;

FIGURE 3o6a.
SCHIST

FIGURE 3 o6b.
ULTRAMAFITE

SCHIST

ULTRAMAFITE

Border

co

Border
C +

H 0
2

2

Si0
sio
Na
(

2

o2 ~ co 2

An + C0

K20

An +

o
MgO

2Albite

~ A1

Talc + CO

H sio ~

4

4

2

Talc + SH 0
2

o + 6Sio +
2
2 3

o

2

Epid + Mg<? ~ Chl + CaO
Biot + H,_

<:::!

Chl + Sph + K 0
2

Muse + H + Mg6
2

FIGURE 3o6a,b.

<==

2

2

Na
(

-.:== Talc + Mag + H20

Mag + SiO

+ 2H 0 \ H Si0
4
2
4

2

cao

2

~

Chl + K o
2

Componen t migration and associate d reactions in the experime ntal metasoma tic systen.
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epidote; muscovite- biotite; garnet, is apparently valid, although, to
some degree, dissolution of these phases in contemporan eous reactions

occurs.

CHAPT ER

4

The concepts of local equilibrium developed by D.S. Korzhinskii
and J.B. Thompson have been applied either directly or indirectly in all
recent studies of the processes of metasomatism.

Investigations of meta-

somatism have assumed, following the Gibbs-Duhem equation
AG = SAT + VAP + EuAn
that equilibrium in a system is obtained when the differential of the Gibbs
free energy function is minimized.

Although, as J.B. Thompson (1970) has

shown, this may not be strictly true in open systems, the concept of
AG = 0 as an equilibrium state is completely valid in an examination of a
chemical system, given thermodynamic data inadequacies.

In an isothermal-

isobaric system, minimization of AG becomes dependent upon the reduction of
chemical potential differentials, or gradients, within the defined system
(cf. Denbigh, 1951; A.B. Thompson, 1975; Brady, 1977).
In a given system it is important to distinguish between chemical
potential gradients and compositional gradients.

Vidale (1969) and

A.B. Thompson (1975) have shown that divergence of chemical potential
gradients and compositional gradients is common in examples of natural
calc-silicate assemblages.

A.B. Thompson (1975, p.340) states that:

"In multicomponent systems, relations between component
concentrations and chemical potentials are not necessarily
predictable, nor even obvious."

Chemical analyses of the natural and exp:'rimental metasomatic
systems consisting of ultramafite-quartzofeldspathic schist contacts,
metasomatic systems indicate significant aberations in the composition
profiles in the solids of the components involved.
zone

(~60

For instance, the talc

wt% Sio J is bracketed by the tremolite and talc-magnesite zones
2
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(~so

wt% sio

2 and

~40

wt% Sio

Sio 2 concentration high.

2

respectively)

and represents a significant

Departures of this type from a smooth Si0

2

concen-

tration profile, decreasing into the ultramafite, demonstrate the inadequacy
of chemical potential gradients expressed by compositional gradients.
The use of concentration grcdients to define diffusion processes is
thermodynamically invalid.

Unfortunately the easy access of figures for

composition profiles versus the very complicated delineation of chemical
potential gradients, has caused numerous authors to substitute the quantity
concentration for chemical potential (cf. Matthews 1967; Curtis and Brown,
1969; 1971).

Such subsititutions are in error thermodynamically, and obscure

component behaviour during metasomatism.
In a multicomponent system, the chemical potential of any one component
may affect the chemical potential of any other component to alter the
compositional gradient while maintaining constant chemical potential gradients.
The inter-relationships in a metasomatic system are complex yet predictable
within carefully defined limits.
Intrinsic in the present study of metasomatic processes is the concept
of inert and perfectly mobile components, as developed by Korzhinskii (1936,
1952), and expanded upon by J.B. Thompson (1959,_ 1970) and Zen (1963).
Thompson's concept of inert and perfectly mobile components (which he refers
to as J and K components) differs somewhat from that developed by Korzhinskii.
Since much of the following discussion is based upon the work of Korzhinskii
(1959), his definitions are retained to avoid confusion.
Korzhinskii (1959) defines an inert component as one with an
externally controlled concentration, a factor of state.

The chemical

potential of an inert component is an extensive variable, dependent upon the
composition of the system.

A perfectly mobile component is one which has

a chemical potential whose value is determined by the external conditions.
In an isothermal-isobaric system, the properties of an inert component, i·,
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and a perfectly mobile component, m, are expressed in this way:
Eq. 4:1
(~i

= chemical potential of component i)

(ni =number of moles of component il.
Korzhinskii (1959, p.31, eq 38) demonstrate s the relationshi ps of inert to
perfectly mobile components through the use of partial derivatives j

=

Eq. 29

= -nm

Eq. 26

T,P,p
m

oG0
a~

m T,P,n
m

dG therefore varies directly with the masses of the inert components
inversely with the

and

chemical potentials of the perfectly mobile components.

Vidale and Hewitt (1973) and Joesten (1974) point out that it is
important to differentia te between the relative mobility of a component in
the transport sense and its status as inert or perfectly mobile in a thermodynamic sense.

An inert component may move relative to a perfectly mobile

component, but if its chemical potential is an extensive variable

then it

is, by definition, an inert component.

An examination of a reaction involving inert and perfectly mobile
components clarifies the relationshi ps of chemical potentials and concentrations.

The reaction:

3 antigorite +

3co

2 ~==~

3 magnesite + talc + H o
2

is one involving diffusion of the perfectly mobile, volatile components,
and has occurred in both the natural and experimenta l ultramafite quartzofeld spathic systems.
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When equilibrium is attained in the absence of a P-T gradient,
equation 1 yields the following conditions for the inert components
(MgO, Si0 ), and the perfectly mobile components (co , H 0).
2
2
2
I1G

0

= 0

Eq. 3

Assuming that \lMgO and jlSio
nSio

2

2

are extensive variables, and that nHgO and

do not change, the factors controlling the approach to equilibrium

become the externally controlled chemical potentials of one or both co

2

and

H o in the manner;
2
Eq. 4

The equality

which when the properties of partial derivatives are applied becomes

Eq. 5

is the specific form of the equation derived by Zen (1961) for the slope in
a ll: ll diagram.

The inverse relatj onship of the t>;o perfectly mobile compon-

ents is important •.
In the example above the effects of chanqing llH o or llco are
2
2
apparent, but in a more complicated , general case, component behaviour is

difficult to determine through examination of simultaneou s equations.

The

introductio n of a component of infiltratio n metasomatis m, i.e. a change
in the molar amounts, n, of the inert components, complicates the system
considerabl y.

Component behaviour in a more general, multicompon ent case

is investigate d graphically by means of techniques introduced by
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Korzhinskii (1959, p.B0-96) and expanded upon here.
Korzhinskii introduces a function which is defined as the free
energy per mole of a defined system for components A and !l:

=

+

Eq. 6

This equation assumes an isothermal-isobaric system as does the remainder
of the discussion.

A

composition:~

plot is derived for a two-component

system (Fig. 4::1). Figure 4:1 illustrates the relationship, at constant
composition, ·of the chemical potential of one component to that of the other
through the use of the lever rule.

At composition Q, the molar free energy

cannot be raised higher than the point representing phase P.

Any phase of

composition Q, with higher free energy (Point P ) will be metastable and will
1
tend to change to the lower free energy state, P.

This relationship is true

for phase P at any composition Q.
From the two-component, single-phase system described in Figure 1, the
multiphase system in Figure 4:2may be derived.The phases, consisting of
two components/will define a free energy curve which must always be convex
downwards.

The downward convexity is a corollary of the metastability of

phase P1 in Figure 4:l.The projection of the line connecting·two adjacent
phases onto the A and B ordinates will define the unique, relative chemical
potentials for that assemblage.

At the intersection of the two phase join

and ordinates A and B, the chemical potentials of each component in each
phase are now equal.

The space between two adjacent lines such as PQ, QR

defines the stability field for adjacent, two-phase assemblages in terms of
relative chemical potentials of components A and B.
Figure 4:2 is designed to represent phases of invariable composition,
however, the chemical potentials of phases with variable compositions are
defined by a integrated, convex downwards curve, to which a tangent at any
desired composition is drawn.

The tangent, which by definition is

...

J'-AQp

A
FIGURE 4:1.

Q

B

A two component~:composition diagram
demonstrating the lever rule at constant
composition Q for phase P.

P is metastable,
1

having a higher molar free energy value than
P at the same composition.

B

A
FIGURE 4:2.

A two component, multi-phase ~:composition
diagram demonstrating the stability fields
of adjacent phases in terms of

~A

and

~B.
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infinitely close to the free energy curve and therefore infinitely close
to an equilibrium state, intersects the ordinates and defines the chemical
potentials at any given composition.
The introduction of a third component, c

1

to the above system alters

the two-dimensional free-energy curve to a three-dimensional downward convex
surface defined by a surface integral.
by Korzhinskii (1959, p.88-89).

In

Figure4:~.A

and C is a perfectly mobile component.
increasing external
B upon

~C

~C

is apparent.

This case is considered in depth
and Bare inert components

Applying the lever rule, with an

the dependence of the chemical potentials of A and
This. is the graphical representation of the series

of partial derivatives:

Eq. 7a

Eq. 7b

At the same time it must be noted that although the chemical potentials of
the inert components are being depressed, the phase compositions need not
change.

This is evident in the projection shown in Figure4:3b. Figure4:3b

is the projection of such a system upon the two component A B field.

Suppose that phase S containing C is stable in that projection.

The

depression of the chemical potentials of the inert components with the
increase in

~C

reduces the stability field of the phases without.c relative

to those with c.

This may lead to the

rises above some such point as V.

At

phenomen~n
~C

of monomineralism

if

~C

above V a biminerallic assemblage

would necessitate the introduction of downward concavity into the free
energy surface and hence a metastable condition would occur.
The discussion of a hypothetical system may be applied to a natural,
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open, system to delineate the interrelationships of chemical potentials.
The system MgO-Sio -H o-cao is discussed in terms of
2 2
projections.

~:composition

Data for the projection are taken from several published

sources (cf. Coleman and Page, 1967; Chidester, 1962; Jahns, 1967;
Johannes, 1968, 1969; Evans et al., 1976; Remley et al., 1977a and l977b)
as well as from analyses of the Pounamu occurrences.
In the production of the

~:composition

projection of the

MgO-sio -H 0-CaO system, several transformations must be made in order to
2 2
reduce the system to a representable condition.

First, MgO and H 0 are
2

plotted on the same ordinate, by reducing molar concentrations on the basis
of equivalent anhydrous oxygens in all phases.
obtained in the manner of Korzhinskii

However, the same result is

by plotting MgO and H o in a
2

degenerate alignment with respect to the A ordinate.
In order to obtain values for the chemical potentials, alteration of
the

"J. function was made.

Activities of components may be determined and

present a quantity more easily manageable than chemical potentials.

The

value of the natural log of activity given by the equation
0

= llA

+

RT

lnaA (a = activity)

Eq. 8

is used in the projection in place of the chemical potential.

This sub-

stitution alters neither the thermodynamic validity of the projection, nor
the relative positions of the ordinate values of the chemical potentials.
The first step in producing the projection is the placement of the
phases in the MgO(+ H o)-Sio
2
prism side.

2

portion of the system into the two-component

This is done by grouping HgO + H o = A and Sio
2

2

= B and

solving the equation

7

7

1

=

-----=-.B-::- (lna )

A+

B

A

+

Eq. 9

.... _
......

-·- -- -

.,..

v

J1

J1
B

A

A

FIGURE 4:3b A 2 component projection of figure 4:3.

B
FIGURE 4:3a

Sis the only phase containing_ component C.

The use of the lever rule is demonstrated
in a 3 component system with rising

~c.

At a value of

f

becomes stable.

<

that of thP. QR join, S
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for each of the phases prese ntjbru cite, forste rite, antig
orite, talc and
quartz .

71 !COmp OS1t10 n projec tion in
7

These values are plotte d on the

0

0

Figure 4:4,an d the phases are joined togeth er to produc e a
free energy line.
The extens ion of these segme nts onto the ordina tes define
s a relati ve value
for

~MgO(+

H 0) and
2

~sio

2 for each of the phase pairs.

The relati ve values

of chemi cal poten tials thus determ ined are nearly equiv alent
to the activi ty
values determ ined by Hemley et al., (1977b )

1

and with furthe r refine ment of

data, the values should agree with those derive d by other
metho ds.
It is immed iately obviou s on Figure 4:4tha t a convex downw
ards, free
energy curve is not obtain ed,wit h forste rite lying above the
bruci te-ant igorit e
join.

This is a conseq uence of the projec tion of a comple x three

compo nent system into two dimen sions.
in forste rite, the

B

A+

B

Due to the lack of an H o compo nent
2

ratio is high.

Simila r artifa cts of projec tion

could arise with other phases of differ ing hydra tion states
.
The introd uction of CaO into the system as the third compo
nent, at
the other vertex of the triang ular prism, has pronou nced
effect s on the
geome try and stabi lities of the MgO(+ H o)-Si0
2

2

system .

Field eviden ce

indica tes that tremo lite is invari ably the calciu m-bea ring
phase within the
metaso matic zones of the ultram afite.

Once the positi on of tremo lite within

the triang ular prism is determ ined, this point serves as
a fulcru m in the
applic ation of the lever rule with rising
Exami ning the effect s of rising

~

~

Ca0

Ca0

.

on the topolo gies within the

MgO(+ H o)-Sio plane , a case analog ous to that found in
Figure s 4:3a and 4:3b
2
2
is found. In Figure 4:5 tremo lite is at first projec ted above
the _free energy
curve define d by bruci te, forste rite, antigo rite, talc, quartz
.
relati ve value for

~CaO

A

minim~~

in a tremo lite stabi lity field is determ ined by the

inters ection of the line conne cting the tremo lite positi on,
TR , lia~ediately
1
above the antig orite- talc join, and the tremo lite fulcru m,
with the ~CaO
ordina te (see Figure 4:$a. As ~

CaO

rises above this value , tremo lite becom es

Fo
+

0

-3

-4
-5

FIGURE 4:4.

;t :compositio~ projection of the MgO(+H 20)-Sio 2 system
I

showing the

f

values of brucite, forsterite, antigorite,

talc and quartz on a ln a vertical scale.

Ln. a
2
1

Fo
+

0

,.,

- ..... _ .....

-1

Tr

.....

- An+: 1Ta
-'
I

..... .....

'

-2

'
Tr '

2 '

-3

'

''

''

-4

- .... '

''

''

1'Si02 (An • Ta)

rSi02(Br•An)

-5

0.4

0.2

I

FIGURE 4:5.

~:composition

0.5

0.8

projection of the MgO(+H 0l-Sio ~cao

2

2

system illustrating the decrease in free energy of tremolite
in the MgO(+H o)-Sio surface with increasing
2
2

~cao.

Tremolite becomes stable at the point where the Tr ,Tr
1
2
join intersects the An,Ta join.
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:composition projection of the HgO(+H 0J-Si0 -cao system
2
2

illustrating the value of 11CaO at which tremolite becomes
stable in the MgO(+H 2o)-Sio field.
2
tremolite may coexist at point Tr •
1
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FIGURE 4:6b.

j

:compositio n projection of the MgO(+H )-Si0:2CaO system
2
illustratin g the value, Tr , of ~cao, at which antigorite
2
and talc are metastable and trernolite is stable.

ll6

a stable phase within the MgO(+ H o)-Sio field.
2
2
antigorite at
Or,

~MgO

alte~natively,

rise and

~MgO

above and

~Si0

2

Tremolite may coexist with

below that of the antigorite-talc join.

tremolite may coexist with talc if

~Si0

2

continues to

continues to fall in the direction of the original ultramafiteThe second alternative is in agreement

quartz feldspathic schist boundary.

In the second instance "~Si0

with observed assemblages.

2

rises toward the

schist and pMgO falls toward the schist.
The lower limit of the tremolite + talc stability field is now
defined in terms of pMgO(+ H2o),

~sio

2

and pcao·

the point is reached at a point such as TR

2

With increasing

~cao'

(Fig. 4:6bwhere tremolite can no

longer coexist stably with talc and the talc begins to break down.

This

pcint defines the upper limits of the stability field of the two phase
assemblage, and the lower limit of the monominerallic tremolite zone in
terms of pMgO(+ H 0), ~Si0
2

2

and ~cao·

It is important to note that ~Si02 has actually increased from the
talc zone to the tremolite zone concurrently with a decrease in mole fraction
~Si0

2

is a factor
and n 8 i
02
of the behaviour of the other components within the system and leads to a

of Sio 2 in the solid phase.

The divergence of

decreasing chemical potential gradient of Sio 2 into the ultramafite while
the concentration profile of sio2 is anomalous and variable.
A projection similar to the MgO(+ H20)-sio 2-cao can be produced for
the monominerallic chlorite zone with Al o positioned at the CaO vertex and
2 3
with similar results.

Given sufficient data, this type of projection may be

made on any plane from any point in a given component space.

The space need

not be a traingular prism, but could be expanded to encompass the desired
number of components.

However, the difficulty of envisioning the relation-

ships within multicomponent space
produce the desired projections.

necessitates the use of computer plots to
This projection could be applied to any

assemblage by means of a series of simultaneous differential equations
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relating the free energy surface integral for each vertex.

The usefulness

of this plot would be to determine the effect of interdependent behaviour on
assemblage stability fields in terms of unique values of chemical potentials.

VOLATILE

MET~$0MATISM

Vidale and Hewitt (1973) compared zonation sequences in calc-silicate
metasomatic systems formed by gradients in the chemical potentials of the
volatile components with those formed by chemical potential gradients in
the non-volatile components.

They have shown that volatile metasomatism

occurred prior to non-volatile metasomatism due to the high relative mobility
of the volatile components.

In calc-silicate systems, a volatile zonation

sequence may be preserved at low grades of metamorphism, but at high grades,
the volatile sequence is usually overprinted by the effects of non-volatile
metasomatism.

Because of the large volume, low porosity, and low permeability

of the Pounamu ultramafics, a volatile zonation sequence is well preserved
within the metasomatic zones.
Several reaction paths may describe the volatile metasomatism of
serpentinite with the total volatile metasomatic reaction defined by
integration of the described area in T-Xco

space.

The following reaction

2

paths are discussed in light of the data supplied by Johannes (1968, 1969)
and Greenwood (1962, 1967, 1975).

The reaction paths are determined by the

original assemblage and the distance from the schist-serpentinite contact.
The first reaction path to be examined is that of the serpentinite
adjacent to the schist-serpentinite contact.

This zone of reaction is assumed

to be far enough removed from the contact to be free of interference from
the first stages of Sio 2 metasomatism, and therefore unaffected by external
equilibria.

This zone follows the path #1 on Figure4:8. The assemblage prior

to C0 2 metasomatism at this point in the serpentinite would be:
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FIGURE 4:7.

The portion of the system Mg0-Sio -H o-co at 2000 bars and
2 2
2
XCO

< 0.15.

The positions of the Griffin Range assemblage

2

and the McArthur Crags assemblage are indicated. (From
Johannes, 1969.)
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Diagramatic sketch of topologies within the system MgO-Sio 2
Paths 1,2, and 3 are
possible reaction paths as described in the text. (From
Johannes, 1969.)
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~ntigorite-brucite-fluid

Upon introdu ction of

co 2

from the schist into the serpent inite, the reaction

brucite +
occurs at X

co 2

<

co 2

~

magnesi te + H o
2

(Reactio n 4.:1 )

0.005 (see Fig. 4:7. Field and experim ental evidenc e indicate s

that this reaction may occur in the early stages of deforma tion at tempera tures
less than 275°C.
With rising tempera ture along the univari ant line B:M (Fig. 4:8 in
the vicinity of point ~ the composi tion of the fluid phase is buffered by
the assembl age.

When the bufferin g capacity of the assembla ge is exceeded

through the consump tion of the brucite , the reaction path is free to move
into the divarie nt space of antigor ite-mag nesite-f luid stabili ties.
increas es of X

C0

Further

with increasi ng tempera ture would cause no further reaction

2
until the univari ant line 9:T+M is intersec ted where the reaction
2 antigor ite + 3C0 ~ 3magnes ite + talc + 3H o
2
2

{Reactio n 4 : 2 )
would occur as observed in the field.

This reaction has been discusse d by

Greenwo od (1975) as an example of bufferin g of fluid composi tions in a
prograd e, isochem ical sequenc e.

The same princip als are involved in an

isochem ical sequenc e as in a metasom atic reaction , but in the isochem ical
reaction the path of approach to the univari ant line is determin ed by rising
T, not rising XCO

as in the metasom atic sequenc e.

2
Reaction 4":2 buffers the fluid at an XCO

(Greenwo od, 1975).

value of 0.040

(±

0.005)

2

The range of precisio n of interpre tation of XCO

depende nt upon the tempera ture at which the reaction takes place.

is
2

Since

tempera ture is increasi ng with time and the distance from the contact increase
s
with time,rea cti6n 4:2 occurs at increasi ng tempera tures as the distanc e from
the contact is increase d.

Assumin g that the area of serpent inite chosen to
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illustrate path

~

-=-=ax co
8T

represents a situation in which

>

o, i.e. the

.
.
2
temperature has not yet reached the metamorp h lC
max1.mum, then buffering

of the fluid composition near 380°C represents an XCO

value of 0.040.
2

When the antigorite is consumed, the fluid composition is no longer
buffered by reaction 4:2 and XCO

increases into the divariant space of
2

talc:magne site stabilities with indetermina ble XCO •
•

2

Reactions following path 2 (Fig. 8) during volatile metasomatis m
occur only at the centers of the large bodies in the Pounamu ultFamafics .
The reaction to produce Fo

98

prior to the introductio n of

from Fo

co 2

92

, discussed in

Chapter~.

into the ultramafite .

has occurred

Therefore the tempera-

ture is already elevated through space not portrayed in the present projection.
Upon introductio n of

co 2

the assemblage forsterite: fluid moves to the right

until univarient line F:(A +

M)

is reached, where forsterite reacts to give

antigorite and magnesite:

co 2
at XCO

+ forsterite

= 0.015.

2

antigorite + magnesite

(Reaction 4:3)

Assuming a temperature of 450°Cthe rarity of the association

forsterite-a ntigorite-m agnesite in the Pounamu occurrences implies that
XCO
2

rarely reaches 0.015· in the center of the large bodies.
Variations upon the ·above paths, "'hich are caused by the distance

from the schist-serp entinite contact are evident in the Pounamu occurrences
and represent frozen, intermediat e stages within T:XCO

space.

An

2

interesting reaction path (Path 3 on Fig.4:8 intermediat e between paths 1
and 2, might occur at a distance from the contact such that the initial
value for

aT

With this vertical slope, and a starting assemblage

axco

.
.
2bruc1.te,
.
o f an t 1.gor1te:
path 3 would intersect univariant Line (A+ B) :F.

With progressive heating without rising temperature , the fluid composition
becomes enriched in

co 2

along line (A+ B):F, buffered by the assemblage

antigorite- brucite-for sterite until the invariant point ABFM is reached.
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Tremolite
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(

Antigorite:

Antigorite:

Magnesite

Magnesite

Brucite

I
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FIGURE 4:9.
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expressed as Xco ,
2
The equipotential surfaces

Diagram of chemical potentials of CO

2

expressed as molality.
2
correspond to the position of natural metasomatic mineral

and Sio

fronts.

~
0
0
0

U1
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When the brucite is consumed, the reaction moves with rising temperature
along univariant line F: (A + M) with XCO

determined by the temperature.
2

This alternative to Route 2 might leave no petrographic evidence for its
occurrence ..

The extent of the two univariant assemblages, antigorite:brucite:
magnesite and

antigorite:talc:magnesi~e

diffusion.of co
respectively.

2

define the furthest extent of

at two specified values of XCO; 0.005 and 0.05,
2

At the metamorphic maximum, the loci of points of coexis-

tence of antigorite, brucite, and magnesite, and of antigorite, talc,

and magnesite form equipotential surfaces within the serpentinite bodies
where vco

2 may be crudely represented in terms of XCO

(see Fig. 4:9)
2

NON-VOLATILE METASOMATISM
The overprinting of the volatile zoning sequence by diffusion of
non-volatile components occurs upon the introduction of Sio
ultramafite as a perfectly mobile component.

2

into the

Expression of Si0

2

meta-

somatism is found in the formation of the monomineralic talc zone in the

natural system.

The Sio

2

metasomatism evident in the Pounamus is analogous

to che reactions observed in the experimental system in which sio

2

was seen

to migrate from the schist into the ultramafite along chemical potential
gradients.

Diffusion of Sio

2

apparently commenced very early in the meta-

somatic event as shown by the appearance of talc in the earliest examined
experimental run (see Chapter 3;

run

#

7).

The rapid rate of Si0

2

diffusion

is compatible with studies of Idlefonse and Gabis (1975) who have shown
the high rate of diffusion of Sio

2

relative to other components such as

MgO or cao.
Sio 2 released by the breakdown of quartz and albite in the reaction
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zone in the schist, adjacent to the ultramaf ite, diffused into the ultramafite forming talc by the reactions :
antigorit e +2Sio .,...
2
3magnesi te

talc

+ 4Sio + H o
2
2

....=-

~

Ho
2

talc + 3co

Reaction 4 has a negative slope on a T:X
positive slope.

{Reaction 4 : 4)

C0

2

{Reaction 4: 5)

diagram, ><hile reaction 5 has a
2

However the low absolute values of

3T

axco

for both

reactions , as determine d by Johannes (1969) and Greenwood 2 (1967) , suggest
that some factor other than
existence of talc.

~H o

2 or

~co

2 is a determin ative factor in the

In the metasoma tic system, a determin ative factor is

the value of the chemical potential of Sio • Recent work by Remley et al.,
2
(l977a, l977b) has delineate d the activity of Sio versus temperatu re
2
relations hips of the Mg0-Sio -H o system. Their results are shown in
2 2
Figure4:1 0 in terms oflog molality of Sio

2

as a function of temperatu re.

The univarian t talc-anti gorite line describes the reaction:
(Reaction 4: 6)
Remley et al •. (l977a, pp.328-32 9) discuss the speciatio n of sio

2

as

aqueous silica, and to reduce confusion , reaction 4:4 will be discussed in
terms of H sio as in reaction4 :6. This does not alter the variance of
4
4
the system in phase rule considera tions.
Exruninati on of the experime ntal, schist-se rpentinit e system indicates
that

reaction~:,is

the dominant reaction in the productio n of the mono-

mineralic talc zone.

The reaction path in the serpentin e immediate ly adjacent

to the schist is shown in figure4:1 0 by line.w; The pervasive replaceme nt
of antigorit e by talc in the reaction zone indicates a value for log msio
2
greater than -2.3 at 4500 C 2000 bars. Displacem ent of the invariant point,
talc:chry sotile:fo rsterite, by the presence of antigorit e rather than
chrysotil e is responsib te for the lack of an intermed iate stage
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100

Con cen trat ion of Si0

200

300 400

600

in the MgO-Sio -H o syst em exp ress
ed
2
2 2

in term s of -log mo lali ty as a fun
ctio n of tem per atu re.
Pat hs u,v , and W ·are
pos sib le rea ctio n pat hs as
des crib ed in the tex t. Lin e T:M
rep res ent s an ext rap ola ted
lin e for rea ctio n 4:5 . (From Hemley
et al. 197 7b.)
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of forsterite formation (for path U) with rising activity of Sio •
2
Reaction 4:5 apparently occurs at lower Sio

2 activity values than

reaction 4:6.Evidenc e for this is found in the experimenta l charges by
the alteration of magnesite to talc through reaction 4:5 while adjacent
antigorite remains unaltered.

Univariant line T:M on figure 4:10 approximate s

a series of values at >Thich reaction 4: 5 may take place. It must be
emphasised that kinetic considerati ons, not expressed in classical thermodynamics, may be an important factor in the rates of reactions 4:5 and 4:6 and
therefore the position of line T:M is very tentative.
Examination of the experimenta l system and the data of Remley
et al., demonstrate s that the talc metasomatic front represents a surface
>There log msio

2

~

-2.3.

Several reaction paths are follo>Ted in the movement

of the metasomatic front, and they vary >Tith the interdepend ent parameters;

aa

~

, distance,

~from

the contact

and the diffusion flux Ji.

Sio

2

meta-

somatism follo>Ts each of the examples discussed belo>T as well as any intermediate paths bet>Teen the given examples.
Path 11, figure4:10r epresents a position within the ultramafite
where

aa

~

is large.

This by necessity occurs at or very near the original

contact where the rate of diffusion is greatest.
The case in which the activity of Sio
the same rate as the temperature (
Line V.

~~

2

increases at approximate ly

is moderate) is shown in figure 4:10

This would lead to a buffering situation of the fluid by the talc-

antigorite assemblage along univariant line T:A. The buffering of the fluid
composition would continue along line T:A until the capacity of the
assemblage was exceeded by the rising asio •
2
initiation of reaction 4:6
approximate ly 325°c.

~he

temperature for the

was determined by Johannes (1967) to be

This temperature span defines the range of sio

2

activity values over which the fluid along path v is buffered as bet\veen
-2.8 log msio

2 and -2.3 log mSio 2 •

The area of ultramafite which meets the
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aa

condit ion

I

aT

is modera te may be defined by,an integra tion of the values
1

of the changin g diffusi ve flux with distanc e and changin g temper ature
with
time.

It is clear that these condit ions may be satisfi ed at some positio
n

in the middle of the volume travers ed by the talc metaso matic front,
interm ediate betwee n the presen t front and the origin al contac t.
Due to the relatio nships derived by Korzhi nskii (1970; p.ll4) in
which the rate of advance of a metaso matic zone is invers ely propor
tional to
the distanc e from the contac t, it become s clear that the rate of diffusi
on
is slow enough to cause the talc formed at the curren t metaso matic
front to
have foliliow ed a path (U) where

a(ITa

is very small.

This path is the same

as the one followe d by the experim ental system in which the temper
ature is
increas ed to 450°C within 10 minute s.
The chemic al potent ial profile of Sio

2

across the talc zone, if

measur able, would show a monoto nic increas e from the talc:an tigorit
e interface to the tremol ite:tal c interfa ce.

The monoto nic increas e is necess itated

by the nature of the diffusi on proces s in which (unlike the infiltr
ation
process )

the gradie nt in the chemic al potent ials of the diffusi ng compon ents

supplie s the driving force for compon ent transp ort.

The slope of the chemic al

potent ial gradie nt is defined by the change in relativ e values exhibi
ted on
the·

7

I

:compo sition diagram in figures 4:5, 6a,6b from the talc:an tigorit e

join to the trerno lite:tal c join.

The slope is furthe r modifi ed by the

horizo ntal distanc e travers ed by the talc front.
The talc zone is charac terized by the change of Sio
compon ent to perfec tly mobile compon ent status .

2

from inert

The change in status of

Si0 2 is reflect ed in the overpr inting of the volati le zonatio n sequen
ce and
the reducti on in the number of phases by one, produc ing essent ial
monomineral isr:1 ..

Concur rent with the change of Si0

2

to perfec tly mobile

compon ent status is the decrea se in importa nce of the volati le compon
ents
as determ inative factors in the metaso matic sequen ce.

The high relativ e
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mobilitie s of the volatile componen ts has reduced their effective chemical
potentia l gradients to zero in the passage from the schist to the talc zone
(see also, Brady, 1977),

Formation of the tremolite , chlorite, albite and muscovite zones
The formation of the tremolite zone involves the introduct ion of Ca++
into the ultramaf ite simultane ously with the migration of Mg++ from the
ultramaf ite into the schist.

The calcium is supplied by the breakdown of

epidote within the schist reaction zone, and forms tremolite by the reaction:
2CA++ + 2 talc ~ tremoli te

+ Mg++ +

\

2H++

(Reaction 4:7)

2 + H2o

(Reaction 4 : 8)

The isochemic al equivalen t to this reaction,
calcite + talc - " " tremolite + Mg++ + co

has been investiga ted by Skippen (1970) and Trornrnsdo rff and Evans (1977).
The behaviour of chemical potential s of the diffusing componen ts during
formation of the tremolite metasoma tic zone was examined above in the section
concernin g

j'

,

:composit ion diagrams.

The tremolite zone forms by diffusion

paths analogous to those followed by the talc zone, but the lack of data on
tremolite formation similar to that compiled for talc formation by Hemley
et al.

(1977a, 1977b) precludes as accurate a positioni ng of the reaction in

activity:t ernperatu re space.
determine d from the

"i

I

However, relative componen t trends may be

:composit ion projectio ns, (see Fig. 4:5).

In the transform ation of antigorit e + talc and magnesite + talc, the
effects of volatile zoning were overprint ed by

~he

more slowly diffusing ,

perfectly mobile componen t, sio • The talc:trem olite interface represent s
2
an analogous situation with ~Sio replaced by ~Ca++ and ~Mg ++ as the factors

2

determini ng phase stabiliti es,
Ca

++

and Mg

++

.

Idlefonse and Gabis (1975) have shown that

dLffuse very slowly compared to Si0 •
2

The levels of relative
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mobility of components is apparently an important factor in the formation
of reaction zone assemblages, with the topology of the assemblage determined
by the slowest diffusing component involved.
The formation of the tremolite zone occurs at the same time as production of the chlorite and muscovite zones.

The reactions leading to the

development of each zone are entirely interdependent, creating the situation
described by Frantz and Mao (1976) of zonal growth with constant growth
ratios.

Examination of reaction in the experimental charges indicates that

epidote is unstable under conditions of rising

~MgO.

A reaction for the

dissolution of epidote suggested by the experimental evidence is one of the
general form:
epidote + Mg++ ~ chlorite + Ca++

(Reaction 4: 9)

which supplies calcium for the formation of the tremolite zone.
With rising IJMgO due to diffusion into the schist, and rising IJA1 o
2 3
due to the enrichment following loss of Sio , the stability field of chlorite
2
is extended at the expense of the stability fields of muscovite and biotite
in the original schist until chlorite is the only stable aluminium silicate.
Departure from true monomineralism occurs through reaction of the titanium
released from the breakdown·of biotite, with some.remaining calcium to form
sphene.
The dissolution of original biotite and muscovite upon the formation
of the chlorite zone releases substantial K2o which is utilizied in the
formation of the metasomatic muscovite zone.

A complex reaction sequence

involving solution at the chlorite:muscovite interface and precipitation
at the muscovite:schist interface is responsible for the increased growth
of both zones.

As the epidote dissolves, promoting the formation of a zone

of tremolite of width WT
formation of width

WChl

r,

the migration of Mg++ into the schist causes
The widths WTr and WChl are related by the equation
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where cca is a constant determined by the calcium content of the original
schist.

For every increment of chlorite formed, a certain amount of

potassium, released by the dissolution of schist,musc ovite and biotite, is
1
displaced towards the schist forming a zone of metasomatic muscovite of
width W
, on the schist side of the chlorite zone.
muse
WChl by a constant, CK' which is determined by the

wmuse

arr~unt

originally in the zone of schist affected by metasomatis m.

is related to

of potassium
This allows the

derivation of the width ratios:

WTr=W

Chl CCa =Wmuse CK

w
=

=

muse

WChl

wmuse

=

WChl

These ratios are similar to the law of width ratios postulated by Frantz
and

~ao

(1976).

However, it must be noted that the constants determining

the width ratios, Cca and CK, chaJ>ge within any finite volume of rock.

There-

fore, any true law·of constant width ratios may only be postulated in an
artificial, homogeneous system and has little relevance to prediction of
zonal widths in a natural system.
The metasomatic albite pods were formed by processes similar to
those which caused the growth of the muscovite zone.

Na o diffuses from
2

the schist adjacent to the contact, into the schist upon the breakdown of
original albite.

A replacement sequence similar to that involved in muscovite

formation is assumed for albite formation, but the petrographi c evidence
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relating to albite formation is inferior to that for muscovite formation.
The chemical potential gradients for the alkali components are obvious
from an analysis of either the experimenta l charges or the natural occurrences ,
yet the reasons for the direction of the gradients are obscure.

K20 and Na 2o

diffuse in a direction opposite to that indicated by the composition al
gradients.

Diffusion along composition al gradients for Na o and K o would
2
2

produce a profile similar to that produced by CaO diffusion.

That the

chemical potential gradient diverges so radically from the composition al
gradient indicates that substantive interferenc e in alkali chemical potential
occurs in the metasomatic event.

Although the ~I :compositio n diagram for

the metasomatic environment within the schist is too complicated to produce
without computer aid, due to the large numbers of components involved, the
I

theory inherent in the

~:composition constructio n is applicable to the

present situation.
The chemical potentials of the alkalis in the host phases must be
raised in the chlorite zone to a value above the free energy
the combined behaviour of the other components.
away from the serpentinit e, the

~

serpentinit e must be higher than the
albite within the chlorite zone.

(~)

surface by

In order to cause diffusion

I

value for an alkali phase within the
of biotite, muscovite, and

In order to supply a driving force for

diff•1sion away from the serpentinit e of K o and Na o, the values for the
2
2
alkali phases in the zone outside the chlorite zone must be below the free
energy surface defined by the other metasomatic zones.
The stability of epidote in the muscovite zone indicates that calcium
is not migrating from the muscovite zone as it is from the chlorite zone.
The presence of epidote also implies a diminished diffusion coefficient for
magnesium within the muscovite zone.

This, coupled with the observation s of

other workers (cf. Vidale, 1969; Thompson, 1975) on the antipatheti c behaviour
of cao, MgO and the alkalis, implies that the migration of divalent cations
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'
is a major determ inativ e factor in the chemi cal poten tial
values of the
monov alent cation s,

Discu ssion of rates of diffus ion
A defin itive measu re of amoun ts and rates of diffus ion in
a natura l
metaso matic system would provid e increa sed insigh t into the
metaso matic
proce sses.

Howev er, the nature of diffus ion and the lack of inforn 1ation

concer ning the time involv ed preclu des either accura
te or precis e determ inatio n

of diffus ion rates.

Recen t theore tical and experi menta l work, partic ularly

by Frantz and Mao (1974, 1975, 1976), has been aimed at the
determ inatio n of
diffus ion rates in simple system s.

Becaus e of the limiti ng condi tions placed

on their work, the result s are inapp licabl e in a quant itativ
e sense to natura l
metaso matic system s
1

howev er, their theore tical calcul ations remain useful

in a qualit ative role,
Frantz and Mao (1976, p.B20) restat e Fick's first law in terms
of
empir ically derive d consta nts
n

J.

~

(J.

~

=diff usive flux;

effici ent;

=

E

B =poro sity;

c =conc entrat ion;

Eq. 10

h=i
t =tort uosity ;

D =diff usion co-

x =dist ance) .

It is clear that the forma tion of each miner al phase in the
metaso matic
sequen ce must cause the forma tion of a unique set of valves
for the consta nts
defini ng poros ity and tortuo sity (tortu osity is a measu re
of the nonlinea rity of compo nent transp ort),

The rate of diffus ion must theref ore

change from zone to zone as the empir ical consta nts vary.

Furth er, Frantz

and Mao (1976) quote Crank (1970) as saying "the rate of transf
er of a
diffus ing substa nce throug h unit area of a sectio n is propo
rtiona l to the
conce ntratio n gradie nt measu red norma l to the sectio n."

Althou gh this

statem ent does not take into accoun t the effect s. of the chemi
cal poten tial
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of other componen ts upon the diffusing componen t, it is true that, other
factors being constant, a rise in the concentra tion gradient will increase

diffusion ,
Korzhins kii (1970) produces a more illuminat ing view of diffusion
rates as the derivativ e of distance as a function of time.

Korzhins kii

shm<s (p.ll4) that the rate of diffusion , dw, is "inversel y proportio nal to
the square root of the time and inversely proportio nal to the distance" .
This is stated as:
X

dw = d

= 0

It
(w = amount of diffusion ;

W=

X

Eq. 11

It
x = distance from contact;

t = time) •

Similarly he shows that the amount of advance is directly proportio nal to the
square root of the time, i.e. x =wit
In a qualitati ve manner, the relations hips derived by Frantz and Mao
and Korzhinsk ii provide some explanati on for the limited amount of metasoma tism
in the Pounamu ultramafi c bodies.

The low porosity (B) of the ultramaf ite

retards component migration into the ultramaf ite.

For this reason, the rates

of diffusion in the experimen tal system, in which crushed powder starting
materials were used, is not applicabl e to diffusion rates in the natural
system.

There must also be a certain distance, defined by the diffusion rate

(dw) and the amount of time involvad, beyond which the chemical potential
. gradient is so redu-ced that it no longer provides the driving force necessary
for diffusion to occur.

The chemical potential gradient and distance

relations hip may be expressed in terms of a horizonta l component of distance
(x) and a vertical component of the original differen tial in chemical
potentials(~~) between the contact and the metasoma tic front.

illustrat ed in Figure 4:11

~~

This is

is a fixed quantity in an isotherma l, isobaric

system dependent upon original chemical potential differen tials, but x
increases with time and rate of diffusion causing the slope of the chemical

~,
Gr0 d.

I~ f) f

x,

X

x2
7

(Distance

from

contoct)

FIGURE 4:1l.Idealized diagram illustrating decreasing chemical potential
gradient

<lllll

ax

with distance from original contact.

Gradient A represents a gradient sufficient to cause diffusion.
Gradient B represents maximum value of distance from contact
which maintains a sufficiently high
diffusion.

at111
ax

value to allow
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("llll)
ax-

to approach zero as distance increases.

Since x

may be defined in terms of time and diffusion rates, the slope may be
described by the equation

a (w/t)

, relating time and the diffusion rate to

the decrease in chemical potential gradient.
The equality

Eq. ll.

=eO

defines an equilibrium state of no diffusion.

In any irreversible system

equation 10 must always be an inequality approaching zero from the negative
side.In Figure 4:11,Gradient B represents an hypothetical value of

<lllll

ax-

beyond which the gradient is insufficient for further diffusion to occur.
The situation is complicated by the fact that the position of the reference
point llll,,on the horizontal coordinate at which llll applies,may move with the
equilibration of chemical potentials in subsequent zones{ e.g. the movement
of the schist level of co

2

chemical potential into the ultramafite with the

talc front.
The amount of time necessary to diminish

<lllll
ax,

below the critical

valve for diffusion is indeterminable in the Pounamu occurrences.

Lack of

information about the timing and duration of the metamorphic event precludes
a determination of the rates of diffusion,

Relative mobilities among diffusing components
The relative mobilities of the components involved in the metasomatic
reactions have been discussed above in passing, and a heirarchical sequence
of mobilities was established:
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H o, co
2
2

I

Si0 2
MgO, cao, K2o, Na 2o
Al 2o 3
Tio , cr
2
2

increasing
mobility

03

The controls over the varying mobilities are obscure.

Korzhinskii (1970)

discusses .the filtration effect theory introduced by Ershler (1934).
Ershler defined the filtration effect as:
Eq. 13

(n

molar amount;

v =volume).
no filtration.

~ ;

p may

filtration coefficient;

c

= concentration;

vary from zero to one; i.e. from complete filtration to

Korzhinskii suggests that the filtration effect may be

approximated by a sieve concept which retards large diffusing components
and allows small components to diffuse more readily.

The lack of available

information concerning the type of complexing state of components during
transport makes it difficult to predict which component complex is large
and which is small.

Korzhinskii points out that the size of the hydrated

ion is proportional to the charge on the ion and inversely proportional to
the ionic radius of the non-hydrated ion, and therefore small, trivalent
and tetravalent cations are relatively immobile.

This concept is apparently

valid in the cases of Tio 2 and Al 2o 3 , but invalid for sio 2 which is the
most mobile of the non-volatile components.
It would appear that the sieve mechanism has some influence on the
filtration effect, but that other factors are also important.

It is suggested

here that the effects of the varying chemical potentials of other components
may reduce the chemical potential gradient of a particular component to the
point that it appears to be

L~obile.

The fact that aluminium is relatively

immobile in the schist: ultramafite system, yet apparently maintains a high
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relative mobility in other systems such as the ubiquitous quartz-albite
veins and segregations, suggests that the chemical potential of other
components affects the relative mobility of aluminium,

Other zonation sequences
In the above discussion, the normal zonation sequence is used as an
illustration of metasomatic processes.

Departures from the normal zonation

sequence occur in the form of the schist-poor sequence and the metasomatic
marbles.

Although variations in the factors of equilibrium associated with

the three types of zonation sequences cause different results, the basic
properties of the metasomatic proceSses remain constant in each case.

The

schist-poor sequence and the metasomatic marbles are described below in
terms of the principles developed in the examination of the normal zonation
sequence.

Schist-poor sequence
The schist-poor sequence occurs in localities where the ratio,
schist components

serpentine components

is significantly reduced from the ratio existing in

the normal zonation sequence.

The lowered ratio is caused by separation and

inclusion of a small body of schist within the serpentinite during F 1
deformation.

The reduction of schist

componen~s

causes the formation of the

assemblages diagnostic of the schist-poor sequence; antigorite:trernolite,
antigorite:tremolite:chlorite, and tremolite:chlorite (see Chapter 2).
An

examination of the schist-poor sequence reveals that those

zones caused by the migration of the most mobile components (C0 2 and Si0 2l
are absent,

The zones present are those caused by migration in response to

chemical potential gradients of those components with lowered relative
mobility (Ca0 1 HgO, and Al o ).
2 3
zones caused by co

2

and Sio

2

The implication of the absence of those

metasomatism (antigorite:magnesite, talc:
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magnesite, and talc zonesl is that these zones have been entirely overIn the normal zonation

printed by the more slowly diffusing components.
sequence, the reservoir of co

and sio

2

high mobility of both components,
poor sequence, the co

2

and Sio

2

2

is essentially infinite due to the

However, in the locality of the schist-

molar amounts is strictly limited by the

isolation of the schist block from the external co

2

and sio

2

reservoirs.

This puts. a maximum limit of magnesite and talc zone advancements considerably
lower than that in the normal zonation sequence, at a value which is readily
overprinted by the tremolite zone.
When the schist-poor sequence is analysed through the use of
I

~:composition

values of

~sio

projections in the MgO(+ H2o) -sio 2 -cao system, the lower

2 than those of the normal zonation sequence are clearly

demonstrated.Figure 4:12 compares a projection of the normal zonation sequence
with projections of the schist-poor assemblages.
·sequence,

~sio

In the normal zonation

2 rises from the values designated for the antigorite stability

field, through the talc field into the tremolite field (with rising
1

and finally into the chlorite field (with rising
sequence, however, maintains a value of
talc join prior to the diffusion of CaO.

~sio

As

2 3 ).

~Al o

~cao),

The schist-poor

2 below that of the antigorite:
~CaO

rises to the point where

tremolite becomes stable, the join antigorite:tremolite is reached at the
values of

~Sio

2

and

~MgO(+

H o) specified in Figure 4:l2.As
2

2 3 rises as

~Al o

a residual component in the original schist block, the effect is to push
chlorite into the stability field of antigorite:tremolite.
in

2 3

~Al o

Further increases

causes the formation of the stability field chlorite:tremolite.

As can be seen in Figure 4:.12 the progression towards the formation
of the schist-poor sequence is one which follows a chemical potential
gradient of Sio

2

from the schist1 diminishing into the serpentinite, but at

distinctly lower values than in the normal zonation sequence.

Concurrently,

because of the low ratio of schist component to serpentinite components,
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FIGURE 4:12. ~:composition projection of the schist-poor zonation

sequence in the system MgO (+H o)-sio cao (Al o ).
2
2
2 3

\lSio

2

insufficien t to produce talc, causing the field of existence of the antigorite: tremolite:c hlorite assemblage at
low values of \lSio •
2

Rising \lA1 o and )JCao are the
2 3

components which define the assemblage.

is
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~MgO

remains considerably higher in the schist-poor sequence than in the

normal zonation sequence.

It must be emphasized that the above discussion applies to the
assemblages now existent, and that at the initiation of metasomatism

rhe

schist-poor sequence may have been similar to the normal zonation sequence.
Although the normal sequence may have existed originally, the reservoirs of
co

2

and Si0 2 were depleted and the initial magnesite and talc zones were

subsequently overprinted to the extent that they are no longer in evidence.

The Metasomatic Marbles
The metasomatic marble bands and associated, euhedral tremolites
are thought to have formed along zones of structural weakness within the
serpentinite, and at the expense of the normal zonation sequence.

The proposed

model for the formation of the marble bands involves, upon introduction of a
metamorphic fluid directly into the serpentinite, initial growth of euhedral
tremolite crystals within the serpentinite, followed by calcite pseudomorphica lly
replacing first the serpentine and then the tremalite.

The metasomatic

replacement is due to the effects of rising Ca++ activity caused either by
constant concentrations during a falling temperature regime or rising concentration during essentially constant temperature.

The theoretical diagrams

of Helgeson et al., (1969) are utilized for a qualitative understanding of
the system.
Along the western boundary of the serpentinite border are developed
elongate marble bands, extending conformably within the serpentinite and
varying in size up to 10 metres by 0.5 metres (by 0.5 metres), with the
long dimension parallel to the general trend of the serpentinite body.
Associated with the marble bands are coarser, euhedral tremolite crystals
developed in the serpentine

and forming an envelope surrounding the marble
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bands~

The tremoli te forms individual crystals up to 2. 5 em in length, and

does not exhibit the felted 1 semi-nephritic texture of the tremolite found
in the normal metasomatic zonation sequence.

The marble bands occur either

immediately adjacent to the western serpentinite-sc hist boundary, or they
may occur within the serpentinite, several metres east of the western
boundary.
11

Where the marble bands occurs at the serp-schist boundary the

normalu zonation sequence is absent

Or

incomplete, with occasional traces of

talc-magnesite o.ccuring (for further description, see Chapter 2).
The marble bands are believed to have formed along zones of structural
weakness within the serpentinite body.

The zones of weakness may represent

previous joint patterns within the serpentinite, or they may represent fold
hinges formed during F

1 deformation.

The latter suggestion is considered

more probable due to the linear features of the marble bands.

There exist

numerous fold hinges within the serpentinite body and the preferential
formation of marble bands along some and not others is thought to be due to
a system of joints by which the fluid within the schist during the metamorphic
event is allowed to circulate directly within the serpentinite.
The three stages in the formation of the marble bands, defined
petrographical ly in Chapter 2 are interpreted as representing stages of
changing ionic activities under a falling temperature regime.

The first

stage as defined above (the formation of euhedral tremolite) occurs upon the
introduction of a fluid of high Ca++ concentration directly into the
serpentinite.

A fluid of the necessary composition could be produced as a

normal product of greenschist facies metamorphism,a ccording to Barnes
(pers. comm. 1976).

The introduction of the fluid occurred during the

metamorphic maximum, contemporaneou sly with the development of the normal
metasomatic zonation sequence.

Helgeson et al., (1969) have theoretically

defined stability fields in the system MgO-Sio -caO-HCl at varying
2
temperatures up to 300°C for fluids with aca++ plotted as a function of
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aMg

++

(see diagram 4:13) .Under the specified conditions of the theoretical

system at one atmosphere pressure, 300°C, log fugacity co

= 1, the
2
tremolite stability field exists at certain values of aca++ and aMg++

At

this temperature , the stability field of tremolite is below the dolomite
saturation field.

However with falling temperature , the tremolite stability
aca++
field is raised to higher
values, and the dolomite saturation field
aMg++
lies at lower
aMg

++

values.

The application of the theoretical diagrams to the natural system
aca++
indicates that upon introductio n of a fluid with certain
value and
aMg++
concentrati on Ca++
certain
value, the stable phases are determined by the.
concentrati on Mg ++
activity ratio at any given temperature .

Petrologic evidence indicates that

the stable phase is tremolite under the constraints of the natural system at
the time of formation of the first stage.

As the temperature decreases

the activity ratio changes, tremolite is no longer the stable phase.

and

The

system is now within the dolomite saturation field and dolomite begins to form
at the expense first of serpentine and then of tremolite.

The serpentine

being in greater disequilibri um with the Ca-bearing fluid than is the
tremolite, is replaced more readily.
dolomite~

As the temperature continues to drop,

is replaced by calcite, giving rise to the final petrographi c stage

of 90% calcite.
The effect of the co

2

component upon the replacement scheme is

analgous to and contemporan eous with the effect of changing ionic activity
ratio.

At the time of the initial introductio n of the metamorphic fluid into

the serpentinit e, the mole fraction of co

2 was low as indicated by the

persistence of the serpentine phase during the tremolite formation.

Johannes

(1969) has shown experimenta lly that serpentine cannot coexist with a fluid
of mole fraction co

2

greater than 0.025.The fugacity of co is inversely
2

related to the temperature and therefore as the temperature of the natural
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system falls the fco 2 increases for any given mole fraction co 2 •

Rising

fco 2 would increase the.stability field of calcite at the expense of
serpentine, allowing rapid replacement by calcite.
It should be emphasized that the actual cationic concentration of
co 2 concentration need not vary during the time of formation of the marble
bands.

Activities and fugacities may vary with other intensive parameters

at constant concentration.

The system depicted in the theoretical diagram of Helgeson et al.,
is defined under limited temperature and pressure conditions as well as
under ideally simplified chemical conditions.

The maximum temperature for

which the system is depicted is 300°C/which is approximately l50°C lower
than temperature at metamorphic maximum as indicated by the mineral
associations within the surrounding schist.

All calculations for the

diagram set the pressure variable equal to one bar.

In order to deal with a

l

representable system, the theoretical chemical composition must be simplified,
neglecting the effects of solid solution upon phase stability, and the effects
of overlap with equilibria of different systems that share components.
Helgeson et al. indicate that the system depicted in their work is
valid under pressure conditions up to 500 bars;

The precise effect of

increased pressure upon component behaviour is difficult to determine,
however some qualitative estimates concerning component behaviour may be made.
The activity of a component, q, is defined in terms of the chemical
0

potential of that component as ~q = ~q

+ RT ln a •
q

The inverse relation-

ship of activity and temperature is evident in this equation.

Korzhinskii

(1959) defines the chemical potential in terms of a partial derivative of
internal energy as a function of molecular amounts;
~ = internal energy
Eq. 14

This equality, combined with the modified Gibbs-Duhem equation leads to the
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d~q

equality

= VdP at constan t tempera ture.

The chemica l potenti al varies

directly with pressur e, and therefo re, the activity varies directly as the
pressure varies.

The effect of an increase in pressure would be analgous

to the effect of a decreas e in tempera ture. and would not alter the general
shape of the stabilit y fields,

There may be some distorti on of phase

stabilit ies due to kinetic conside rations, however the petrolog ic evidence
indicate s that the relative stabilit y field shapes remain constan t.
The effect of solid solution in the natural system of the marble
bands upon the metasom atic process es appears negligib le

and Helgeson et al.,

(1969) state that solid solution on the order of 5-10% has no effect on the
theoret ical phase stabilit ies.
Despite the simplif ications made in the constru ction of the
theoret ical diagram s, the applica tion of the diagram s to the natural systems
in a qualita tive manner is valid in light of support ive petrogra phic
~vidence

for successi ve growth of tremoli te in the serpenti ne followed by

replacem ent of the serpenti ne and tremoli te by calcite .
It is believed that the marble bands form at the expense of the full
normal zonation sequence of talc-ma gnesite, talc, tremoli te, chlorite ,
muscovi te along fold hinges within the serpent ine.

In the general case the

serpent inite is highly imperme a0le to metamor phic solution when compared to
the surround ing schist.

Serpent inite permeab ility equival ent to that in the

schist would allow equilib ration of incompa tible phases and rapid assimil ation
of the ultrama fic materia l by the more acidic materia l of the schist.

The

absolute supply of compone nts from the quartzo feldspa thic schist is conside red
infinite when compared to the absolute supply of compone nts from the
serpent inite.

Althoug h the absolute ratio of reactan ts in the quartzo felds-

pathic schist to the reactan ts in the serpent inite approach es infinity , the
e
imperme ability of the serpent inite inhibits reaction and reduces the etfectiv
reactan t ratio to a value approach ing one.

This limits the reaction zones
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within the serpentinite to those which involve the most mobile components;
initially

co 2

reaction of

and H2o (see section on metasomatic zonation sequence).

co 2

The

with serpentine to give magnesite and talc increases the

porosity, allowing diffusion of aqueous solutions which give rise to the
normal zonation sequence.

In the situation of the marble bands however, zones of structural
weakness within the serpentinite receive direct access to the metamorphic
aqueous solutions, which allows fluids of moderate to high cationic activity
to react directly with the serpentinite, depressing the relative mobility
factor of the

co 2

component.

This would favour the initial growth at high temperature of the
++
aca
values, the formation
tremolite phase. Under conditions of higher
aMg++
of diopside rather than tremolite would be favoured. At the original
temperature of formation then, tremolite is the stable phase in equilibrium
with the fluid.

This in effect isolates the remainder of the serpentine

from further reaction with the fluid, removing the incompatible phase from
the system in a manner analagous to zoning in minerals.

Zen (1963) describes

this situation as a boundary equilibrium phase.
Once the serpentine is effectively removed from the reaction in the
system by the formation of tremolite, the chemical potential gradient is
diminished since tremolite is a less metastable phase under the given
++
aca
conditions than is serpentine. As shown before, the chemical potential
aHg++
gradient is the driving force for the formation of the metasomatic zones
(see Denbigh, 195 I , A.B. Thompson, 1975, Joeston, 1977) and with a diminished
gradient, the kinetics of the system will inhibit growth of the entire normal
zonation sequence.
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summary
The exis tenc e of stru ctur al elem ents in the
sepe ntin ite belo ngin g to
the same gene ratio n of defo rmat ion as the
F fold s in the surro undi ng schi sts
1
indi cate that empl acem ent of the ultra rnaf ite
occu rred prio r to F nefo rmat ion.
1
Evid ence for the conf orma ble natu re of the
ultra maf ite:s chis t is avai lable
on both a macr osco pic and meso copic scal e.
Petro grap hic evid ence for the early histo ry
of the ultra mafi c body
impl ies that the ultra mafi te was rela tive ly
unse rpen tiniz ed when empl aced .
The lack of cont act meta morp hic effe cts sugg
est that the temp eratu re of
empl acem ent was quit e low. The ubiq uitou s
occu rrenc e of epid osite s adja cent
to the meta soma tic zone s, comb ined with the
mass -bala nce data (see Chap ter2)
indi cate s that sign ifica nt calci um and alum
inium conc entra tions adja cent to
the ultra mafi te exis ted prio r to meta soma tism.
Prob ably in the form~of
marg inal rodi ngit es. The calci um and alum
inium conc entra tions are belie ved
to be the resu lt of the serp entin izati on proc
ess of an ultra mafi te of
duni tic:h arzb urgi tic;h arzb urgi tic:l herz oliti
c comp ositi on.
That serp entin izati on occu rred prio r to form
ation of the meta soma tic
zone s is evid ent from the align ment of epid
ote grai ns alon g s

1

schi stos ity

plan es and then late r over prin ting by the
meta soma tic musc ovite .

Howe ver,

altho ugh dist inct proc esse s are reco gnis ed
here for the purp ose of clar ifica tion ,
it may be assum ed that over lap of the proc
esse s of serp entin izati on, defo rmat ion,
and the meta soma tic even t occu rred with in
the natu ral syste m.
Meta soma tism of the type now visi ble comm
enced durin g F

1

defo rmat ion,

but was more exte nsiv e durin g the stat ic meta
morp hic maximum whic h post date d
F defo rmat ion. The tran sitio n from chry sotil
1
e to anti gori te occu rred conte mpora neou s with the early stag e of meta soma
tism. Mine ral reac tion s and
comp onen t beha viou r is summ arize d in tabl e
A. The meta soma tic schem e show n in
tabl e A is deriv ed from natu ral and expe rime
ntal data .
The data from the expe rime ntal syste m are
inco rpor ated in the theo ries
on meta soma tic proc esse s. Exam inati on of
the expe rime ntal resu lts allow ed
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the creation of the heirarchal sequences of increasing mineral instabilities
and zonal stabilities,

The validity of the experimental system was confirmed

by the degree of reproducibility within the system.
With the aid of the thermodynamic, petrographic, geochemical and
experimental data utilized for construction of table

~

I
1

several observa-

tions concerning component behaviour in metasomatic systems are possible.
The fact that chemical potential gradients (diffusion paths) deviate from
concentration gradients is immediately obvious.

That the deviation is

predictable in the simpler segments of the system has been demonstrated
I

through the use of ~:composition analysis of the local equilibrium
assemblages.

Behaviour of any given component is shown to be dependent

upon the chemical potentials of other perfectly mobile components.

The

dimension of the effect of other components upon the component under
examination may be described by the y factor {activity coefficient) in the
expression relating chemical potential to activity:

= ~l

~

+ R T lnya

In most recent discussions of component behaviour y is consistently
considered to be an identity factor, i,e. ideality of solution is assumed
and concentration is the determining factor in chemical potential values.·
However, in natural systems, ideality of behaviour is the exception rather
than the rule, and the y factor must be considered.
the

~

I

The relationships in

:composition analysis thus define the relative values of y by

illustrating the departure of chemical potentials from concentrations .
y evaluates the effect of the chemical potentials of system components, and
I

may be quantified in the

~ ;composition analysis if sufficient thermo-

dynamic data are available.
The availability of more complete

mineralogical and whole rock

analyses, and further refinement of thermodynamic data, will allow the
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creation of a grid of

~:composition type for quantitative investigations.

Increased application of these methods to other metasomatic systems is
merely an extension of similar ideas with different components.

,

use of

~:composition

Further

analysis in isochemical systems, though technically

difficult, is conceptually simple, and would permit the examination of
isochemical systems in terms of chemical potentials rather than in concentration terms.

A· P P E N D I X

A

Chemical analyses of metasoma tic zonation sequences from Vermont and
Virginia, U.S.A.

Spec.

Si0

2

Al203
Ti0

Fe

2

o

2 3

From Chidester , (1962, p. 42-43).

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

65.60

43.10

60.48

25.59

42.80

58.00

31.17

14.77

1.06

0.82

18.93

1.60

20.40

14.67

0.82

0.01

0.01

3.47

0.05

0.98

0.86

5.83

1.07

0.10

1.64
5.90*

8·40*

2.04

FeO

1.32

5.22

4.59

20.14

MnO

0.43

0.11

0.09

0.90

0.07

MgO

2.58

37.14

28.52

18.45

32.40

CaO

0.51

0.02

0.01

0.30

0.78

2.22

0.01

0.15

2.90

1.04

0.02

0.08

3.40

0.20

Na

2

o

1. 72

K o
2
cr

3.69

o

2 3

NiO

H 0+
2

2.47

H 02
C0

2

TOTAL

0.03

0.03

0.31

0.26

0.22

0.20

0.02

11.77

4.94

10.80

0.11

0.09

0.07

0.08

0.05

99.90

100.29

100.10

100.15

7.63
6.13

2.6

27.79

11.02

1.41
100.00

1

Biotitic quartz-s ericite-a lbite-chl orite schist.

2

Massive serpentin ite.

3

Schistose steatite.

4

Blackwall near outer edge of zone.

5

Talc-carb onate rock with coarse carbonate .

6

Albite porphyro blast rock.

7

Completel y chloritiz ed blackwal l.

101.00

100.34

(Chideste r #14.)

(Chideste r #16.)
(Chideste r #18.)

and Hess (1936, p. 340).

*

0.20

(Chideste r #19.)
(Chideste r #21.)

(Chideste r #27.)
(Chideste r #32.)

From Phillips

AP P E N D I X

B

Chemical analyses of matasomatic zonation sequences from Unst, Shetland.
From Curtis and Brown (1968, p. 277).

· Spec.

1

2

3

4

Si0

29.22

38.91

57.96

37.26

20.45

17.96

2.47

16.64

0.25

0.89

0.05

1.71

Fe o
2 3

1.81

3.09

0.84

1.98

FeO

9.28

8.34

3.15

10.16

MnO

0.14

0.09

0.03

0.12

MgO

25.10

18.02

28.92

17.22

CaO

0.34

0.41

0.76

1.55

Na o
2

0.13

0.55

0.06

0.36

K 0
2

0.07

8.63

0.03

9.18

H20+

12.83

2.97

5.15

2.33

H o2

0.08

0.41

P205

0.13

0.05

0.01

0.98

99.83

100.32

100.03

99.59

2

Al 0
2 3
Tio

2

0.10

co2
TOTAL

1

Chlorite.

2

Phlogopite +chlorite.

3

Talc + chlorite + actinolite.

4

Phlogopite.

(Curtis and Brown #US.)
(Curtis and Brown #U7.)
(Curtis and Brown #U9.)

(Curtis and Brown #Ull.)
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